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ABSTRACT
This dissertation examines science blogging practices, including motivations, routines
and content decision rules, across a wide range of science bloggers. Previous research has largely
failed to investigate science blogging practices from science bloggers’ perspective or to establish
a sociological framework for understanding how science bloggers decide what to blog about. I
address this gap in previous research by conducting qualitative in-depth interviews with 50
science bloggers and an extensive survey of blogging motivations, approaches, content decisions
rules, values and editorial constraints for over 600 active science bloggers. Results reveal that
science blog content is shaped heavily by not only individual factors including personal interest,
but also a variety of social forces at levels of routines, organizations or blogging communities,
and social institutions. Factors revealed herein to shape science blog content are placed into a
sociological framework, an adapted version of Shoemaker and Reese’s Hierarchical Model of
Influences, in order to guide current and future research on the sociology of science blogging.
Shoemaker and Reese’s Hierarchical Model of Influences is a model of the factors that influence
mass media content, which has been used previously by mass communication researchers to
guide analysis of mass media content production. In the visual model, concentric circles
represent relative hierarchical levels of influences on media content, starting an individuals and
expanding out to routines, organizations, extra-media influences and ideology. I adapt this model
based on the factors found herein to influence science blog content, such as bloggers’ individual
motivations, editorial constraints and access to information sources.

xii

CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
Within the last decade, communication research has placed increasing focus on studying
science communication within the context of digital technologies. Researchers are now interested
in how science journalism has changed with the online news movement (Brown, 2014; Brumfiel,
2009) and how online news ecosystems have changed the role and practices of science
journalists (Fahy & Nisbet, 2011). Recent research has also investigated how social media and
user-generated content have transformed (Mitchelstein & Boczkowski, 2009) or failed to
transform (Lasorsa, Lewis, & Holton, 2012; Singer, 2005) traditional news norms and values.
Since the early 2000’s, we have seen science blogs continually grow, expand their functions and
influence science in journalism, practice and communication (Zivkovic, 2012a). Scientists have
taken up blogging and increasingly other forms of social media based communication for
scholarly as well as public communication of science (Bonetta, 2007). Science blogs have
become boundary layers between scientists, science communicators, non-scientists and lay
readers (Shanahan, 2011), occupying a space between scientific research and public sphere
knowledge. Science blogs are promoting collaboration not only between scientists, but between
scientists and journalists and scientists and various publics (Shanahan, 2011). Science blogs have
opened up science beyond the ‘Ivory Tower,’ encouraging open discussion and dialogue between
scientists and non-scientists (Lapointe & Drouin, 2007). This dialogue is crucial in improving
science communication, mutual trust between the public and scientists, and science-informed
decision making (Nisbet & Scheufele, 2009). And yet our predominant conceptualization of the
translation of science into the public sphere, at least from a science communication research
perspective, still involves traditional media outlets and professional journalists – as well as
science PR officials – as mediating actors.
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Despite the fact that blogs are flourishing as a medium of science communication with a
plethora of characteristics and functions, very little research has sought to understand the diverse
roles, practices and norms of science bloggers, the factors that shape blog content and how blogs
contribute to and interact with the greater science news network. In this dissertation I explore
particularly the factors that shape science blog content and how science blogs have become
mainstream sources of science news, commentary on science news and commentary on science. I
do so through a combination of qualitative and quantitative methods including in-depth
interviews, survey and social media analysis. This mixed-method approach provides a much
broader and richer investigation of science blogging practices than I believe has been previously
demonstrated. The goal of this dissertation is to begin to develop a sociology of science
blogging, by uncovering the various factors that shape science blog content and identifying the
sociological “levels” at which these factors exert their influence (Shoemaker & Reese, 2013).
Statement of Research Problem
A significant amount of research has been dedicated recently to exploring the science of
science communication. This was evidenced, for example, by the 2012 Sackler Colloquium The
Science of Science Communication1 in Washington, D.C. However, much of this research has
and still is focused on the media effects, or effects on audiences’ knowledge and attitudes, of
science communication and science journalism content. In our commitment as a research
community to explore evidence-based communication of science, technology, climate and
engineering research based on such audience effects, we often neglect to form a coherent picture
of how new science media content gets shaped in the first place (Shoemaker & Reese, 2013). I

1

http://www.nasonline.org/programs/sackler-colloquia/completed_colloquia/sciencecommunication.html
2

believe we can’t fully understand the effects of science content until we understand how and why
science content comes online in the first place.
According to Wolfgang Donsbach (2004), four main factors influence journalists’ news
decisions: news factors, institutional objectives, the influence of news sources including press
releases, and the subjective beliefs of journalists. How do these factors change if we consider
science bloggers? What are the main factors that influence science bloggers’ “blog” decisions, or
the factors they use in deciding and negotiating what and how to blog about science? These
factors might include blogging and web 2.0 norms, modified values and factors of
newsworthiness – or ‘blogworthiness’ – adapted from the newsroom, perceptions of blog
readers, reader feedback, the social influence of other science bloggers, precedents set by early
science blogs, access to research results and papers, subjective beliefs and interests, and efforts
by each science blogger to realize a unique voice and personality within the blogosphere.
According to Lowrey (2006), bloggers “perceive themselves as part of a community that shares
values, rituals and language (p. 479). But we have rarely seen these shared values, rituals and
language explored in-depth, especially for the diverse communities and networks of science
bloggers that exist in 2014 (Bell, 2012). As Riesch and Mendel (2014) wrote earlier last year,
“there is limited research into the realities of science blogging, how science bloggers themselves
view their activity” (p. 51). I undertake constructing a framework for understanding how various
factors shape the communication of science in blogs, and populating this framework with factors
found qualitatively and quantitatively to influence science blog content. Factors that shape
science blog content work at both the level of the individual blogger and the level of social
structures within and beyond the blogosphere. In this dissertation, I focus on factors that shape
blog content at the level of the individual blogger, while also considering how individual factors

3

reflect higher level social and structural influences, pressures and limitations (Shoemaker &
Reese, 2013).
Significance
In 2009, Mitchelstein and Boczkowski made a call for missing studies “of the practices,
interpretations, and experience of bloggers” (Mitchelstein & Boczkowski, 2009, p. 577). Such
studies are especially missing for the practices and experiences of science bloggers. Science
blogs provide critical functions today in science communication, science journalism and even the
conduct of science itself. Many have proposed that science blogs add context often missing from
science news coverage (Masters, 2013; Wilkins, 2008). As an increasing proportion of scientists
and science students take up blogging, science blogs promote interaction between scientists and
the general public (Elliott, 2006; Shanahan, 2011), reveal science-in-the-making (Wilkins, 2008),
and influence how science is conducted (Batts, Anthis, & Smith, 2008; Masters, 2013). To cite
recent examples, science bloggers have held researchers accountable for ethical conduct (Crack
Down on Scientific Fraudsters nytimes.com;2 retractionwatch.com; Facebook tried to
manipulate user emotions for study: Journalists cite improper informed consent, KSJ3) and for
openness in scientific publishing and peer-review (#OAontheway, nature.com4) in ways that
many traditional journalists can’t or don’t. Science blog content also starts conversations about
important issues in science and academia, and serves as fodder for science journalists. Blogs
have been found to influence the op-ed pages of mainstream newspapers (Schiffer, 2006) and to
be sources of information and story ideas for science journalists (Brumfiel, 2009). However, we

2

http://www.nytimes.com/2014/07/11/opinion/crack-down-on-scientific-fraudsters.html?_r=0
https://ksj.mit.edu/tracker/2014/06/facebook-tried-to-manipulate-user-emotions-for-studyjournalists-cite-improper-informed-consent/
4
http://www.nature.com/spoton/tag/oaontheway/
3
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will not be able to truly assess, critically critique, predict or improve the influence and impact of
science blogs until we understand the forces that mold and shape blog content in the first place,
including the motivations, values and content decisions of their authors.
Aims and Expectations
The goal of this dissertation is to explore the theoretical and practical space of science
blogging in a way that doesn’t simply update traditional conceptualizations of news-making but
allows for the development of new theory about the individual and social forces that shape
science blog content. Our knowledge of online journalism, including science writing and
journalism happening in the blogosphere, “still relies primarily on traditional conceptual lenses
to make sense of emergent phenomena, but shows a potential for theoretical renewal”
(Mitchelstein & Boczkowski, 2009). Science blogs have emerged as important components of
the mainstream media, have identifiable patterns of content, style, purpose and influence to those
who read them, and yet have rarely been rigorously studied ‘from the inside’. In this dissertation
I investigate science blogs from an insider’s perspective using extensive qualitative, in-depth
expert interviews with a wide range of active science bloggers. I also test insights developed
through these interviews in a more quantitative fashion via a large-scale survey of over 600
active science bloggers.
The field is currently in need of rigorous theory surrounding the definition, typology and
content production of science blogs. Defining a science blog is an important first step in studying
the practices of science bloggers. And yet even defining a blog, much less a science blog, turns
out to be a complicated task (Garden, 2012). One might even argue that the uses and genres of
“web logs” have become so diverse that, as Herring and colleagues predicted in 2005, they have
become broadly a “socio-technical format, whose convenience and general utility support a
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variety of uses” (Herring, Scheidt, Wright, & Bonus, 2005, p. 26). It is the aim of this
dissertation to explore those variety of uses, especially how a wide variety of science bloggers
decide what to include and what not to include in their online postings to a wide variety of
blogging platforms. To achieve this aim, I adopt a broad definition of “science blog,” allowing
survey participants in this research project to opt-in to interviews and surveys, in addition to
being strategically targeted, based on their self-identification as science bloggers as opposed to a
strictly, outwardly imposed definition of who a science blogger is.
Theoretical Framework
This dissertation uses in part a sociological framework or approach to investigate the
processes, norms, values, routines and roles of science bloggers. A sociological approach, which
“attempts the interpretive understanding of social action in order thereby to arrive at a causal
interpretation of its course and effects” (Crotty, 1998; Weber, 1993, p. 51), works to reveal the
immediate social forces surrounding science blog production. For this dissertation, I use a media
sociology framework (Shoemaker & Reese, 2013), discussed in detail in Chapter 2, to guide
qualitative and quantitative investigation of science blogging culture(s) through the personal
perspectives and practices of science bloggers (Hammersley, 1985). Media sociology analyzes
communication and media content within the context of the social forces that guide content
producers’ behavior and content. In Chapter 4 of this dissertation I discuss the results of 50
qualitative in-depth interviews I conducted to get an insider’s perspective on the forces that
shape science blogging content. As an active science blogger since 2011,5 I was well poised to
interview science bloggers as an “insider” myself, having personal experience with science
bloggers’ language, norms and community structure(s). Through this qualitative interview data I

5

http://www.scilogs.com/from_the_lab_bench
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explore how science bloggers from different backgrounds and in different networks perceive and
formulate their blogging work, both as individuals and as members of the larger blogging and/or
media community (Donsbach, 2004; Shoemaker & Reese, 2013). Based upon insights from
qualitative interviews, I also designed and conducted an online survey to investigate and quantify
how science blogging practices differ – or how they are shared – across individual bloggers,
blogging communities, media organizations, etc. The results of this survey, and of a social
network analysis of select survey data, are also presented in Chapter 4.
The methodological approaches applied in this research (see Chapter 3) were couched in
a symbolic interactionism theoretical perspective where meaning is derived from social
interactions (Crotty, 1998). The implication of this “symbolic interactionist” perspective is that
“the actor’s view of actions, objects, and society has to be studied seriously” (Crotty, 1998;
Psathas, 1973, pp. 6-7). I take this to mean that the science blogger’s view of his or her work, of
his or her place in the science blogosphere and of what is blogworthy are important to the
content and style that ends up being expressed in a blog. This dissertation seeks to elucidate the
meaning behind science bloggers’ actions, content decisions and interactions with the larger
community. For science bloggers, meaningful decisions of what is blogworthy and how to blog
about science may derive from social interactions with readers, other science bloggers, research
colleagues, science journalists and other actors within larger media and social structures, as well
as from personal interests, passions and goals (Shoemaker & Reese, 2013). Science bloggers
come from and adopt the values of a diverse array of cultures/institutions that might color blog
content and style, including the scientific research culture, academia, teaching, journalism and
popular science communication. Gender and other demographic variables may also be extremely
relevant to the roles, writing style and content decisions of science bloggers. I make a rigorous
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effort throughout this dissertation to bring the voices of often underrepresented groups in science
– many of whom have traditionally blogged under pseudonyms – into a theoretical understanding
of the forces that shape science blog content.
Apart from key social forces, science bloggers are also likely more independent and
exercise more control over their blog topic and writing style choices than traditional science
journalists (Keith, 2011). Bloggers often don’t have editors telling them what or how to write,
and even bloggers at high-profile blogging networks (Wired, Popular Science) are anecdotally
known to receive very little editorial correction or oversight unless they actively seek this out.
Thus, I expect meaningful decisions of what is blogworthy and how to blog about science to also
come from science bloggers’ efforts of self-expression and self-defined struggles to find the
unique voice and passion that will sustain their writing. To uncover blogging decisions and
practices as perceived by individual bloggers, I conducted qualitative in-depth elite interviews
with science bloggers. By prompting bloggers to think about how their blogging practices may
reflect social, structural and organizational forces, and by collecting survey responses from a
diverse sample of active science bloggers, I also investigate factors of science blog production
that operate at higher levels of Shoemaker and Reese’s (2013) Hierarchy of Influences model.

8

CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW
Defining a science blog
From a technological structure perspective, a blog is simply an online tool for publishing
one’s thoughts, stories, news, links, visual materials, etc. on an ongoing basis. A blog has
previously been defined as “fundamentally a continuously updated web page, with entries
(‘posts’) that have date, time and, if many authors contribute to the blog, author-name stamps”
(Wilkins, 2008, p. 411). A blog may be hosted on a personal webpage, through a blogging
platform service such as WordPress, on a social media network such Tumblr.com, on an
organizations’ website, on a community blogging network such as Scientific American blogs,6 or
on any number of other blogging platforms or traditional news organization websites. Updates
from independent blogs can also be aggregated onto a single platform that symbolizes a special
grouping or community of science bloggers. For example, ScienceBorealis.ca7 is an “inclusive
digital science salon” that features, or syndicates, a feed of new content from accepted8 Canadian
science bloggers writing on a wide range of blogging platforms. Typically, albeit with important
exceptions (LaBarre, 2013), a blog post may be commented upon by readers who may be
required to sign up with the blogging platform or website to comment. Blog posts also typically
feature social media “share” buttons, by which the individual blog post URL can be shared to
social networking sites including Twitter, Facebook, Google+, etc. As defined here, a blog may
also be defined as a “macroblog”, conceptually different than a “microblog” such as an author’s
Twitter timeline (Zivkovic, 2012a). While many authors of macroblogs also microblog on
platforms such as Twitter, LinkedIn, Google+ and even Facebook, macroblogs or blogs will be

6

http://blogs.scientificamerican.com/
http://scienceborealis.ca/
8
http://scienceborealis.ca/acceptance-criteria/
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the focus of the research outlined here. However, I will also explore how bloggers combine
macro- and microblogging to get content ideas, interact with readers and disseminate their work.
Social networks such as LinkedIn are also beginning to offer long-form posting capabilities,
blurring the lines between macro- and microblogging and necessitating a closer look at
microblogging platforms as playing a more critical role in blogging practices.
A science blog may be defined as a blog featuring, at least primarily, content that
disseminates, explains, comments upon, investigates, aggregates or otherwise deals with science,
scientific research, science communication, science policy, science in society and/or other
science-related concepts or events (Wilkins, 2008). In this sense, science “comprises not only the
biological, life, and physical sciences but also the social and behavioral sciences and such
applied fields as medicine, environmental sciences, technology, and engineering” (Dunwoody,
Friedman, & Rogers, 1986, p. xv). An increasing number of science blogs (mine9 included) also
comment upon the process and communication of science itself (often shared on Twitter under
hashtags of #scicomm or #scioscicomm), as opposed to focusing directly on the explanation of
science and scientific research. For example, “most blogs explore the scientific process rather
than just the published findings: for example, relationships between ‘science and society’, the
researcher’s life, science communication, and problems of academic life” (Colson, 2011, p. 890).
Modern science blog posts generally feature long-form written as well as multimedia content
(Zivkovic, 2012a). Today many science blogs are strongly focused around artwork, videos and
other non-text media. Prominent examples include BuzzHootRoar (buzzhootroar.com), Draw
Science (drawscience.blogspot.com) and Absolutely Maybe (blogs.plos.org/absolutely-maybe).
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In 2007, the science blog was described by two researchers in France as a “tool which
enables scientists to speak directly to the people, allows people to read what scientists have to
say, provides an opportunity for experts from different fields to exchange knowledge and enables
wide-ranging dialogue between real people and the ‘ivory tower’” (Colson, 2011, p. 890;
Lapointe & Drouin, 2007, p. 7). But the definition of a science blog in 2014 is far more
encompassing than the “scientist” blog predominant in 2007. Today, the concept of the science
blog has expanded, especially as renewed science journalism-based blogging has increasingly
become the purview of writers in the science blogosphere. I apply the concept of science
blogging liberally, to encompass a wide range of content and blog authors including current
scientists, former scientists, students of science, students of journalism, educators, current and
former reporters, freelancer writers, strategic science communicators and bloggers at scientific
societies and various scientific organizations. This dissertation explores a diverse set of science
blogging styles, approaches, formats and authors, in order to build a more meaningful picture
and research framework for understanding the processes of science bloggers and how science
blog content is shaped.
Previous Research on Science Blogging
Scientists in the Blogosphere
One of the more extensive bodies of literature in the area of science blogging concerns
scientists’ and academics’ entry into the blogosphere and their motivations to do so. Many
science bloggers are active scientists, researchers, or otherwise experts in the field or topic area
they blog about (Batts et al., 2008). Since the early 2000’s, many scientists have moved into the
blogosphere “as a way to share journal articles, advertise their thoughts and scientific opinions,
post updates from conferences and meetings, and circulate information about professional
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opportunities and upcoming events” (Bik & Goldstein, 2013). Scientists have entered the
blogosphere to discuss their own research, critique research papers in their own field and closely
related fields of research, comment on news coverage of science and/or explain their field of
science to lay audiences in a “science outreach” approach to blogging (Bik & Goldstein, 2013;
Masters, 2013). The science blog has also been approached by some academics as a tool that
changes not only the way science is communicated, but the way science is done: “science blogs
foster collaboration, interdisciplinary dialogue and dissemination at an unprecedented level and
with unprecedented speed” (Blanchard, 2011). In a recent Pew report of 3,748 U.S.-based
members of the American Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS), 24% or roughly
a fourth of these scientists reported having blogged about science and/or their research in the past
(Rainie, Funk, & Anderson, 2015). However, a majority of these scientists reported having done
so “rarely.” This indicates that scientists associated with AAAS might contribute guest blog
posts or to group science blogs more often than maintaining their own blogs, or might maintain
their own websites there they blog only infrequently.
A range of science communication projects and awareness initiatives in recent years have
focused on encouraging more scientists to use social media to communicate to a broader
audience (Bik & Goldstein, 2013), often to replace or supplement traditional outreach efforts.
Recent examples of these include the @RealScientists rotational twitter account,10 which recruits
scientists and science communicators from all over the world to tweet (or microblog) about their
research, their field and their experiences on a week-by-week basis. While Twitter has become a
prominent social media venue for scientists to communicate their work to a broader audience
(Puschmann, 2014), blogs remain popular platforms for science outreach, research
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communication and scholarly discussion (Bik & Goldstein, 2013), perhaps especially among
younger scientists (Rainie et al., 2015). Blogs provide their authors the freedom to write at length
beyond the short updates of Twitter or Facebook.
In some ways, scientists’ blogs have become an intermediary between academic
publishing and news writing, with an intermingling of editorial-type writing and scholarly
commentary. Blogs written by scientists have been argued to “provide an authoritative opinion
on a topic, often within a richer context than, for example, a news article” (Bonetta, 2007, p.
445). Blogs “are being used by researchers as platforms to share and discuss information and
ideas on discliplinary issues with both peers and with the interested public” (Luzón, 2013, p.
429). Blogs hosted at academic institutions, on hosting platforms such as Wordpress.com, and on
scientific blogging networks such as Scienceblogs and SciLogs, have allowed researchers to
easily “present and discuss their work before a global audience” (Puschmann, 2014, p. 93).
Puschmann (2014) sees social media, including blogs, as "supporting a general long-term shift
towards a more egalitarian relationship between experts and the lay public" (p. 91), with
researchers using blogs to communicate to their peers and open up scholarly communications to
a wider audience.
But while researchers, and often graduate students, can and do use blogs to communicate
their own research to both peers and a broader audience, this may not in fact be the most
common use case for blogs by academics and researchers (Mahrt & Puschmann, 2014a). Science
blogs today are often a site of “recontextualized” science (Luzón, 2013). Researchers and
popular science writers alike are using blogs to blend their own specialized knowledge with
science published by others, with popular media and with user-generated content in a way that
recontextualizes science for the public sphere (Luzón, 2013). Much of this type of blogging can
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be likened to explanatory science journalism or science communication more broadly. In a 2014
study of 44 SciLogs.de network science bloggers, only a minority of the bloggers – many of
whom are active scientists – indicated that they report on their own academic work on a regular
basis (Mahrt & Puschmann, 2014a, 2014b). Only 11% of the SciLogs.de bloggers surveyed
indicated that they blog mostly about their own research. On the other hand, 34% indicated they
blog sometimes about their own and sometimes about other people’s research and 36% indicated
that they blog mostly about other people’s research (Mahrt & Puschmann, 2014b). The two most
popular topic selection mechanisms among SciLogs.de bloggers include writing about something
encountered in a scholarly research article (71%) or writing about something heavily debated in
the media (71%) (Mahrt & Puschmann, 2014b). These results match anecdotal trends in science
blogging content. Scientists entering the blogosphere seem to be using their blogs for a wide
variety of purposes (Blanchard, 2011) often not tied directly to promotion or translation of their
own research work. For dissemination of their own research in the public sphere, it would appear
that many scientists still go through traditional channels, giving in-person public lectures and
working with university press officers and news media producers (Dudo, Kahlor, AbiGhannam,
Lazard, & Liang, 2014). Blogs, on the other hand, are an outlet for scientists to particicate in
broader scholarly conversations and to explore/translate science outside of their own research or
research area(s). However, some scientists may use their blogs to attract research collaboration
or to get feedback on ongoing research projects.
Blogging approach appears to depend the blogger’s background, needs and aspirations,
the target audience, and the blogging network’s mission, among other factors (Bonetta, 2007;
Puschmann, 2014). For example, while the tenured academic might blog for science outreach
and to inform colleagues and funders of research progress, the graduate student might start a blog
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to practice writing skills for alternative career paths, to excape from technical writing or to
connect with peers for emotional support (V. P. Dennen, 2014; Puschmann, 2014). These
motivations, blog functions and implicated target audiences may be quite different from those of
a science journalist or freelance writer using his or her blog as a writing portfolio (Puschmann,
2014). These different actors may, however, interact within the science blogosphere and share
blogging routines guided by shared structural and social forces (Shoemaker & Reese, 2013). The
purpose of this dissertation is to explore the commonalies as well as differences between these
various approaches to science blogging.
Science Writers in the Blogosphere
In the last decade, the blog – and the science blog – “has become a mass communication
medium of increasing influence in our societies” (Colson, 2011, p. 889). Science blogs and
science bloggers have been and remain important players in the “evolving science media
ecosystem” (Fahy & Nisbet, 2011; Masters, 2013). Rapid changes in modern science journalism,
as well as scientific publishing and even the process of scientific research, make science blogs a
critical point of departure for a modern study of science media production. While individual
scientists have entered the blogosphere (Bonetta, 2007) and other social media environments to
engage in science communication ranging from outreach to media criticism and correction,
science journalists’ roles have also been transformed by online and social media. Many science
writers who first developed their writing chops in the blogosphere, many of whom are also
former scientists, are today employed as full-time or part-time bloggers and freelance journalists
by traditional media organizations such as National Geographic, Discover, Popular Science and
Scientific American. Economic pressures and technological changes, including the rise of blogs
and microblog social media tools, have driven a multiplication and diversification of the roles
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played by science news content producers. Today, online science journalists – and science
bloggers working for news organizations – “[are] performing a wider plurality of roles, including
those of curator, convener, public intellectual and civic educator, in addition to more traditional
journalistic roles of reporter, conduit, watchdog and agenda-setter” (Fahy & Nisbet, 2011, p.
778). Several of these newer roles, including public intellectual and civic educator, may be
driven in part by the fact that rising ranks of science bloggers are not only skilled in producing
journalistic products, but are often equipped with high-level scientific expertise as former
scientists or science graduate students looking for careers outside of academia and research. As a
Nature editor put it in 2010, “[m]any researchers’ blogs […] contain better analyses of the true
significance of a scientific finding or debate than is seen in much of the mainstream media”
("Response required," 2010). Science bloggers might even perceive themselves as providing
needed context to news reports of science: “many science bloggers consider themselves as
qualified (or even more) as science journalists” (Colson, 2011, p. 898). As researchers and
journalists begin to occupy some of the same media spaces, including science blog networks, the
roles played by each begin to blur. Social media environments have created an “overlapping
information and communication space” (Trench, 2009, p. 167) “in which scientists, journalists,
advocates, and the people formerly known as audiences are all content contributors” (Fahy &
Nisbet, 2011, p. 782). Today, science journalists and science bloggers at traditional media
blogging networks are increasingly being looked to for not only original reporting of new
science, but criticism, synthesis and analysis (Fahy & Nisbet, 2011) of new research and current
happenings in the world of science.
When ScienceBlogs.com become ‘the’ prominent science blog network between 2006
and 2008, many of the most prominent science bloggers were involved in criticism and
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commentary of professional science journalism, or fiery editorials and essays about issues within
academia and the division between science and religion among other culture vs. science or
“culture war” topics (Walejko & Ksiazek, 2010; Zivkovic, 2012a). But as traditional science
journalism – and journalism more generally – has suffered economic and personnel losses,
science blogs and other alternative platforms for the communication of science have flourished
(Brown, 2014). As regular science sections have disappeared from many U.S. newspapers,
science bloggers have seized opportunities to fill gaps in science news coverage (Brumfiel,
2009). Many science bloggers, especially those writing for traditional science magazines that
have moved online (including National Geographic, Scientific American, ScienceNews) are
engaging in nothing less than science journalism. In many cases, the blog content they produce is
more contextualized and critical, and certainly more hyperlinked, than traditional forms of
science journalism (Dunwoody et al., 1986; Fahy & Nisbet, 2011). Many science journalists
have also taken up science blogging, prominent examples including New York Times columnist
Carl Zimmer who now blogs at National Geographic’s The Loom, as a way to diversify their
beats, expand their portfolios or write about science in a more personal style. In his farewell post
at Discover magazine when moving to National Geographic, Zimmer wrote that “blogs work
best (for me at least) as a place to play, rant, chat, and experiment” (Zimmer, 2012). For many
established science journalists and authors, blogs provided a new and exciting venue for the type
of content that was being lost from traditional news platforms:
It took a very long time for many in the science writing world to realize that change was
coming, and many tried to ignore it once it had arrived. Just as I had stumbled into
science writing, I stumbled into its online world. In the early 2000s I began enjoying the
handful of blogs about science. When Natural History decided to stop publishing my
essays, I realized that the essay genre was going to be a hard sell to other editors. So I set
up a blog where I didn't have to pitch someone beside myself. ¶ At the time, blogs
seemed like odd distractions. Along with everyone else, I had no idea that they would end
up at the heart of science journalism. I also didn't realize that traditional science
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journalism—and journalism in general—was undergoing a drastic change. Depending on
who you talk to, a better word might be metamorphosis. Or collapse. – Zimmer (2013)
The science blogosphere today, which in reality is probably more like an interconnected
web of blogging community spheres, is an eclectic mix of opinion and editorial writing related to
science in the media as well as science in practice, science policy discussions, journalistic
science reporting, behind-the-scenes academic writing, explanatory science education, science
outreach, curated content, scholarly communications and critical reviews of new research.
Science blogs have, despite some early claims, largely not replaced science journalism, but have
certainly supplemented it and driven it in new directions (Brown, 2014; Brumfiel, 2009). Blogs
have blurred the boundaries between scientist, audience member and journalist (Brown, 2014;
Shanahan, 2011) in ways that have prompted many media outlets to adopt more participatory
practices centered around public interest in science. In 2010, a report published by the Pew
Research Internet Project reported that 44% of Americans say there is not enough coverage of
science-related news. An even greater percentage, or 52%, of those ages 18-29 indicate they
would like more coverage of this news (Purcell, Rainie, Mitchell, Rosenstiel, & Olmstead,
2010). Despite public interest, full-time science journalists have all but disappeared at U.S.
newspapers, and science magazines have struggled to keep pace with their earlier success
(Brumfiel, 2009). Perhaps not coincidentally, between 2010 and today we’ve witnessed an
explosion of science blog networks at traditional science news outlets and magazines, including
Scientific American, National Geographic, Wired, The Guardian, Discover magazine and
Popular Science magazine. These media organizations began heavily recruiting independent
science bloggers to blog for them, largely in the absence of editorial oversight, when the
ScienceBlogs.com community crumbled in 2010 (Zivkovic, 2012a). The science blogosphere has
since come to represent, at least in the field of science communication, many of the tensions
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between traditional journalistic norms and the participatory practices of user-generated content
(Colson, 2011). Science bloggers often challenge traditional media frames and media hype about
scientific issues. A recent example of this is the role scientists engaging in social media
environments and science bloggers played in countering overblown media reactions to the 2014
Ebola outbreak (Flam, 2014).
But despite the role of social media, including blogs, in transforming science journalism
(Fahy & Nisbet, 2011), very little media sociological research is investigating the values, rules
and norms of science blogging in particular. We have seen little research investigate how science
bloggers decide what to write about, or whether, how and why science blogs are challenging
traditional media gatekeeping, journalistic practices and norms. In several different surveys of
science journalists (Brumfiel, 2009; Walejko & Ksiazek, 2010), researchers have found that
science journalists are increasingly reading science blogs to find expert sources of information
and ideas for stories. In a 2009 survey of 500 science journalists world-wide, 20% indicated they
sometimes find ideas for stories in blogs written by working scientists, while 37% indicated they
never use science blogs to gather information (Brumfiel, 2009). In a 2011 survey of 73 French
journalists, 82% indicated they consult science blogs in their work: 30% indicated they found
“first-hand information” on science blogs, 22% indicated they “read blogs purely for enjoyment”
(Colson, 2011, p. 895). Whether journalists actually cite or link to these blogs in their resultant
stories, however, is a matter of traditional gatekeeping norms which often persist even in
participation-oriented online media environments (Lasorsa et al., 2012; Singer, 2005) and
perceived editorial dismissal of blogs as credible sources of information. According to Colson,
many science journalists “still prefer knowledge from peer-reviewed journals and websites based
on journalistic-style verification” (Colson, 2011, pp. 900-901). These norms and perceptions,
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however, seem to be changing, if slowly. Whether or not science blogs are cited by journalists in
their stories, “many discussions that grab the attention of bloggers have ended up in the pages of
The New York Times or in the news sections of science journals” (Bonetta, 2007, p. 444). In this
dissertation, I also investigate the news impact of science blogs by asking bloggers whether their
content has been picked up by larger media/news outlets. Perhaps due to the rise of blogs and
other forms of user-generated media, there is increasing pressure for science journalists to
become multi-platform and interactive storytellers. Many professional science journalists today
are publishing their thoughts and extensions of their news stories on blogs and other social media
platforms (Fahy & Nisbet, 2011; Masters, 2013). However, little research has been dedicated to
fleshing out emergent science blogging practices from a media sociology perspective.
In summary, science blogs are playing critical roles in tying together the worlds of
science and academic research, traditional science journalism, popular science storytelling and
public sphere discussions and debates about science. Yet despite their role as boundary layers
(Shanahan, 2011), science blogs have received relatively little attention in terms of media
research, especially media sociology research related to factors that guide science blog content
production. Where they have, researchers have often focused almost exclusively on the
motivations of scientists blogging in a more scholarly context (Bonetta, 2007; Colson, 2011;
Jarreau, 2014b; Mahrt & Puschmann, 2014a; Puschmann & Mahrt, 2012; Trench, 2012), the
strategies of early “A-list” popular science bloggers (Ranger & Bultitude, 2013), or the practices
of traditional journalists who’ve taken up blogging (Hermida, 2010), but rarely the diversity of
blogging approaches and practices in between. I believe it is incredibly important to study the
blogging approaches and practices in between, as these different classes of bloggers occupy the
same media spaces, interact with one another and potentially share values and routines.
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Approaches and Typologies Science Blogging
Bloggers write about science for a variety of reasons (Blanchard, 2011), which translates
into the existence of a multitude of different science blogging approaches that vary in content,
style and format. For example, science blog content may take the form of critical commentary or
context-infused discussion of science news (Wilkins, 2008), summaries of new (and old) peerreviewed literature, or research updates and discussion of the process of science (Wilkins, 2008).
It may take the form of discussion of academic and other intra- and inter-disciplinary issues
(Batts et al., 2008), commentary on science communication strategies and issues, or popularized
accounts of science that tie into entertainment media. While some bloggers may use their blogs
“to express opinions about social and other aspects of science” (Masters, 2013), science bloggers
using a more classic journalistic approach may “collect, analyze, interpret or comment on current
events to wide audiences” (Domingo & Heinonen, 2008, p. 6). Many of these different
approaches to science blogging have their own formatting routines and their own specialized
blogging communities who practice them. Masters (2013) and Zivkovic (2012a) have written
extensively on the history of science blogs and various common approaches to science blogging
that have evolved since the early 2000’s.
Domingo and Heinonen (2008) proposed a typology of journalistic blogs that may be
applied in some regards to scientific blogging. They define journalistic weblogs as blogs that
collect, analyze, interpret and/or comment on current events. Their typology of journalistic blogs
includes media blogs, or blogs at traditional media outlets, journalist blogs, or blogs that
journalists maintain “on the side,” and citizen blogs, or journalistic blogs maintained by citizens.
Citizen blogs challenge journalism from the outside, without any of the constraints of the
media institution, and media blogs transform journalism from the inside, which is
relevant to understanding how professional newsrooms are ”normalizing” (Singer, 2005)
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the new genre and embedding it in their production logics. – Domingo and Heinonen
(2008)
In terms of “citizen blogs” written by scientists and independent science writers,
traditional media may no longer be the sole or perhaps even the most prominent agenda setters in
terms of science news (Regan, 2003). According to Domingo and Heinomen, citizen blogs may
monitor and critique the work of professional media producers, highlight under-covered stories,
expose bias in reporting or criticize poor arguments in media editorials. Some of these citizen
bloggers (or many in the case of scientist blogs) are specialists in a particular topic and use their
blogs to share their interests and interpretations regarding current events or reporting related to
that topic. Journalists, on the other hand, may blog “on the side” to write in a more personal
style, express opinions and report on events with more editorial freedom than they enjoy when
writing in more traditional venues. Both media and journalist blogs, Domingo and Heinomen
suggest, often offer commentary on timely events or new findings, curation of content across the
web and story updates or follow-ups. Media blogs are often edited and constrained by traditional
journalism routines and norms (Domingo & Heinonen, 2008). However, these blogs may still
serve as a departure from traditional news writing in format, style and/or content. In this context
blogs have often been equated to the modern day column or op-ed, a place whether the author “is
more visible and present in the story, and the style is more personal” (Domingo & Heinonen,
2008, p. 11). Luzón (2013) also found that science bloggers often use more conversational tools
than traditionally present in objective or explanatory news reporting, including inclusive
pronouns (“we” and “you”), features of oral discourse, references to popular lore, questions,
positive and negative evaluations and emotional reactions, and self-disclosure (transparency).
What is unclear is where media-hosted blogs that aren’t edited or strictly held to
journalistic standards fit into this typology. For example, bloggers at Scientific American until
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very recently had essentially complete editorial control and autonomy in selecting and pursuing
blog topics and stories. While some of these bloggers have abided by journalistic norms, routines
and values, perhaps more due to their background and training than due to editorial oversight at
Scientific American blogs, others have taken very different approaches, blogging about academic
life or engaging in scholarly conversations with other scientists. These blogs seem to be a cross
between citizen blogs and media blogs, and may share some practices, norms, freedoms and
constraints from each.
Riesch and Mendel (2014) discussed various types of science blogging in their paper
Science Blogging: Networks, Boundaries and Limitations. For example, there are media or
mainstream science blogs that popularize or translate science for a wide audience, such as blogs
hosted at Guardian Science and other traditional media outlets. There are institutional science
blogs that focus on “public-oriented” or strategic science communication for lay audiences
and/or professionals, such as the Cancer Research UK Science blog. And there are independent
or individual blogs that focus on a blogger’s own academic research, interpretations of new
research, personal issues or opinionated commentary. Another type of blogging is the personal
science or “academic life” approach, where bloggers write about their personal experiences,
logistics or struggles as graduate students, academics, educators, etc. (V. Dennen, 2009). These
different types or categories of blogging often overlap, however, as bloggers may combine
various approaches through distinct styles of posts on a single blog. Blogging communities also
emerge wherein bloggers may share practices (Hine, 2000) and adhere to established or
emerging group norms (Riesch & Mendel, 2014) even without formal rules or authority figures.
Riesch and Mendel (2014) explored just such a community centered around a “BadScience”
approach to blogging named after Ben Goldacre’s www.badscience.net. The “BadScience”
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blogging community maintains a particular community ethos, of focusing on evidence and
skeptical thinking with regards to pseudoscience, reinforced by communication and shared
practices between bloggers in this community (Riesch & Mendel, 2014).
[T]hrough modelling themselves on or taking an impetus from Goldacre’s very
successful writing, a community ethos developed which emphasized reliance on
evidence, accuracy and general ‘sceptical’ or ‘critical’ thinking. This was often coupled
with a campaigning element (most often against ‘alternative’ medicine or other
‘badscience’). As noted above, the community was a prominent reason behind
participants starting science blogs. A number of people started blogging due to the
recommendation of an acquaintance (who in most cases was Ben Goldacre). The
community that came together through the forum also included a smaller number of
people who already ran successful science blogs and were in turn attracted to the
community’s established blogging culture. – Riesch and Mendel (2014)
Other blogging communities may share practices, from content to formatting practices, as
a result of communication, learning and collaboration between bloggers within these
communities. I will discuss this more in a later literature review section on the sociology of
science blogging. But even as science bloggers may form communities with shared practices,
blogs have also been called “highly idiosyncratic, personal and ephemeral means of public
expression” (Wilkins, 2008, p. 411). Science bloggers often rely not on press releases and
journalistic routines but on their personal interests, knowledge and expertise to cover science in
greater depth and context than the news media typically does. In other words, “[b]loggers with a
deeper knowledge of the topic, or of science in general, can place studies in a context of prior
work, thereby correcting or avoiding the myths and pigeon-holes of science journalism”
(Wilkins, 2008, p. 411). But the unique potential of blogs in this regard, made possible through
the writing freedom that blogs allow, may become norms in their own right. Adding context and
depth to new scientific research studies or science news reports, or providing expert opinion and
interpretation of science issues and events, may have become characteristics that blogs are
“known for” and that are reproduced by new bloggers joining existing blog communities. Blogs
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in general have almost developed a reputation for being “participatory, transparent and
opinionated” (Lowrey, Parrott, & Meade, 2011). According to Lowrey (2006), bloggers
“perceive themselves as part of a community that shares values, rituals and language” (p. 479).
However, we have yet to see such values and rituals investigated on a broad scale for the science
blogging community (or rather communities) in particular.
Motivations to Blog about Science
Just as science blogs are characterized by a variety of approaches, they are also
characterized by a variety of motivations to blog about science in the first place. Recent research
suggests that science bloggers “are motivated mainly by enjoyment, have a wide variety of
routines and reporting/writing processes, strive to incorporate a personal touch, and are very
engaged with readers and fellow writers through social media” (Masters, 2013). Luzón (2013)
suggested three primary motivations to blog about science among members of the scientific
community: to be a public intellectual or to “bring knowledge and expertise into the public arena
to increase awareness about science and/or facilitate discussion and decision making on issues of
importance to society” (Kyvik, 2005, p. 289); to be an educator; to network with colleagues and
peers. In an early 2008 survey of bloggers in the Scienceblogs community (scienceblogs.com),
Blanchard (2011) found science bloggers to be particularly motivated to reveal the process of
science, to open science up to non-scientist audiences and make up for a “lack of openness or
transparency in research practice” (p. 220). Blanchard also found that science bloggers blog to
write with complete editorial freedom and to build their online identity as a scientists and/or
writers with particular passions and expertise. Blanchard (2011) concludes from these survey
results that “[b]loggers feel the web spaces they create allow them to reclaim the power that they
think the community has ceded to the journal editors and research institutions” (p. 221). Other
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researchers have also pointed out the critical aspect of writing freedom afforded by blogs: “an
important feature of blogs is that they allow publishing spontaneously and without rigorous
stylistic and formal constraints and the requirements of editors and publishers” (Kjellberg, 2010;
Mahrt & Puschmann, 2014a, p. 3). Scienceblogs.com community bloggers were also found to be
motivated to blog in order to clarify their thoughts on or to learn more about a particular topic,
issue or area of science through the process of blogging.
Blanchard (2011) splits science blogging motivations and the blogging approaches they
suggest into two main categories or genres: blogging for research and blogging for
popularization of science. In this dichotomy, many scientists blog for research by documenting
their own research or, as is more often the case, reviewing and commenting on new research by
others in their own or related fields of science. Much of this takes on the form of scholarly
communications and research community dialogue that is yet meant to be accessible to interested
members of the public. Scientists may blog to get feedback from colleagues, other scientists or
even lay readers, or to “crowdsource” information on questions about scientific research, popular
science, science in society and science communication. Some scientist bloggers use their blogs
as actual research tools, asking for collaboration and feedback on questions important to them.
We call “crowdsourcing” this process of deferring to readers or online contacts (the more
the better) for answering a question, recommending resources or contributing a piece of
their expertise. Be the question straightforward (“Is this scientific article that was just
published any good?”) or more complex (“What should I read that is most relevant to
what I do?”), the combination of so many answers provides “human filtered information”
that is less prone to subjective bias. This can be highly useful in an era where one
individual cannot hope to accumulate first-hand knowledge (tailored to one's needs or
centers of interest) of every subject direct from its authoritative source. – Blanchard
(2011).
In a study of SciLogs.de bloggers, many of whom are at the time of this writing scientists and
scholars in their fields, Mahrt and Puschmann (2014a) discovered motivations to blog including
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enjoyment of writing, communication of science in one’s discipline to a broad audience, and
discussion of scholarly and scientific topics with others.
Scientists, science writers and science communicators also often blog to popularize
science. Science blogs have become a “natural venue for popularizing science and engaging with
the public at large” (Blanchard, 2011), with many bloggers seeing themselves as public
educators or even advocates, “trying to raise the level of discussions e.g. on climate change or
evolution” (Blanchard, 2011; Goldstein, 2009). Blogging in this genre may also look a lot like
science journalism, either in communicating science in fun and interesting ways for a wide
audience or in investigating scientific events and issues such as chemical spills11 or fraud12 and
irreproducibility13 in science. The latter often overlaps with blogging for research, as bloggers
“watchdog” science for the benefit of both the research community and citizens at large.
Jill Walker has written on the topic of research blogging that “[b]logs aren’t about
documentation, they’re about doing, thinking and discussing. And they’re about catching fleeting
thoughts and making them explicit” (Walker, 2006, p. 9). Research blogging or blogging for
research remains today, but other science blogs – more in the vein of popular science and science
journalism – have moved in new directions outside of scientific research blogging. As instant
social media networks such as Facebook and Twitter take over some of the original social
networking and “discussing… catching fleeting thoughts” functions of science blogs, the
motivations of science bloggers and the functions of science blogs are evolving. Many science
blogs today are being used for long-form explainer journalism and in-depth, contextual and
colorful analysis of science-related questions and topics.
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http://www.wired.com/2014/01/chemical-guesswork-in-west-virginia/
http://scienceblogs.com/tetrapodzoology/2008/01/31/aetosaurs-and-whistle-blowing/
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http://rrresearch.fieldofscience.com/search/label/%23arseniclife
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Norms of Science Blogging
Science blogs are often anecdotally ascribed particular norms and shared values that
supposedly delineate what is blogging and what is not blogging, but these have rarely been
confirmed through rigorous social science research. According to Domingo and Heinonen, blogs
“have a special format and specific software tools, but they also have certain distinctive cultural
and behavioral features, and the latter define blogging as a genre as much as do the former” (p.
6). For example, Chris Mooney (2003) describes the shared values in blogging as being candour,
intellectual honesty, open-mindedness and a sense of humor. Domingo and Heinonen (2008)
claim that success in blogging depends on perceived honestly, transparency, regularity and
topicality (p. 7) and that the credibility or accountability of a blog is built through its hyperlinks.
They also claim that blogs “are mostly written by one person and are regarded as personal spaces
of self-expression” (p. 5). But this statement may itself be indicative of a perceived norm of
science blogging, that blogs are personal, opinionated and the “unedited voice of a person,”
(Winer, 2014). This perceived norm might or might not reflect reality for the science
blogosphere and particular science blogging communities in particular.
The Sociology of Science Blogging
The goal of this dissertation is to begin to develop a sociology of science blogging, by
uncovering the various factors that shape science blog content and identifying the sociological
“levels” at which these factors exert their influence (Shoemaker & Reese, 2013). Before I
consider the potential of such a sociology of science blogging, however, I will outline the
theories and explanations surrounding sociology of news production. While science bloggers
operate differently, and more independently, in the production of their content than do
journalists, the roles and spaces occupied by bloggers often overlap with those of journalists.
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Theory and research surrounding sociology of the news may thus be helpful in guiding research
on and interpretation of the factors that guide blogging in terms of content, style and format.
Sociology of the News
In his writing on the sociology of news production, Michael Schudson (1989) describes
three approaches to understanding how news is decided upon and produced by news makers. In
one, the outcome of the news process is guided by the economic and/or political structure of the
news organization (Murdock, 1982). In another, the social organization of the news outlet, or
organizational routines and occupational roles, shape news makers’ decisions. Examples might
include aspects of the editor-journalist relationship. In the third approach, culturological forces,
or cultural symbols beyond the news organization and occupational roles, shape the news process
and product. Schudson writes, “[a] culturalist account of news would seem relevant when trying
to understand journalists’ vague renderings of how they know ‘news’ when they see it”
(Schudson, 1989, pp. 276-277). Tuchman (1978) and Gans (1979) go beyond the social
organization approach in describing the news as socially constructed. In this approach,
journalists make decisions of what is true, i.e. what is fact, what is relevant, i.e. the news agenda,
and what is valuable, i.e. opinions and interpretation, by validating their decisions with other
journalists directly or indirectly (Donsbach, 2004; Gans, 1979; Tuchman, 1978). Journalists are
socialized into the newsroom and often produce similar news frames and share criteria of
newsworthiness (Caple & Bednarek, 2013) as a byproduct of a shared journalistic reality
(Donsbach, 2004). Hardin and Higgins (1996) describe shared reality theory, which others have
used to describe how journalists validate their news decisions, thus:
… in the absence of social verification, experience is transitory, random, and ephemeral,
like the flicker of a firefly. But once recognized by others and shared in an ongoing,
dynamic process of social verification we term ‘shared reality’, experience is no longer
subjective; instead it achieves the phenomenological status of objective reality. That is,
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experience is established as valid and reliable to the extent that that it is shared with
others. – Hardin and Higgins (1996)
For Gaye Tuchman, the news is “both a permanent social structure and a means of social
reflexivity and contestation; a product as well as a productive process” (Tuchman, 2002). A
reflexive sociology approach to understanding the news process (Bourdieu, 1993; Schultz, 2007)
reveals particular journalistic doxa, or norms that to the individual journalist may appear to be
self-explaining, self-evident and even natural. Such norms may include a bodily sense of
newsworthiness (Schultz, 2007) that can’t always easily articulated by those socialized into the
news “game” (Bourdieu, 1993) – the “I know it when I see it” explanation for what constitutes a
good news story. Other news values are recognized and agreed upon in an external way, shared
and learned among news makers. These orthodox news values (Schultz, 2007) include criteria
such as timeliness, relevance and sensation – or the ‘Wow’ factor. The important take-away here
is that the social practice of producing news is always socially structured to a greater or lesser
extent, even when the individual news maker feels “free” in areas of editorial control and topic
selection, for example (Schultz, 2007; Tuchman, 2002).
Other scholars have placed news factors into categories based on the sociological levels
at which these factors expert their influence on the news product, ranging from psychological
factors at the level of the individual journalist to the ideologies adopted by societies (Keith,
2011; Shoemaker & Reese, 1996, 2013). For Donsbach (2004), news decision factors fall into
four categories: 1) news values (Schulz, 1976; Staab, 1990) or the criteria of newsworthiness or
the “characteristics that make a story worth reporting” (Donsbach, 2004, p. 134); 2) institutional
objectives and news ideologies, or how journalists see their role in society; 3) news sources or
the presence of public relations materials; and 4) the subjective beliefs of journalists (Donsbach,
2004). At the level most immediate to the news product, journalists’ individual perceptions,
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interests and ideologies influence their selection of stories and sources (Donsbach, 2004), and the
frames and viewpoints they bring to their stories. But in traditional media environments, the
influence of a journalist’s subjective beliefs, perceptions, interests and ideologies on the news
product are constrained by many other factors beyond the journalist’s immediate control,
including editorial decisions and organizational objectives among many others (Donsbach,
2004). In traditional media environments, journalists having a sense for these higher level news
values, routines, rules and journalistic doxa (Schultz, 2007) are often most successful, rewarded
with a sense of editorial freedom even when their decisions are highly trained and structured
(Crouse, 1975; Donsbach, 2004; Schultz, 2007). Other scholars have noted that as traditional
media and news routines are upended by new media and user-generated content, the individual
journalist – or blogger – may exert more control over media content (Keith, 2011) than previous
models have accounted for (Shoemaker & Reese, 1996). I will discuss this more presently.
Shoemaker and Reese’s Hierarchy of Influences Model. In 1996, with updates since
(Shoemaker & Reese, 2013), Shoemaker and Reese proposed a theory of a hierarchy of
influences on mass media content (see Figure 1). In the Hierarchical Model, factors affecting
media content are classified into five levels of influence, or levels of analysis for the mass
communication researcher. These levels, from the most immediate to the news product to most
macro, are individuals, routines, organizations, social institutions and social systems. At the
center of the model is the individual communicator, or blogger. At this level are represented the
immediate actions of specific individuals, such as bloggers’ content choices based on personal
interests or expertise. Communicators’ professional backgrounds and perceived roles combine
with their personal attitudes, values and beliefs to influence media content to the extent that they
have power within the news organization they work for (Shoemaker & Reese, 2013). For
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bloggers, this power may come from operating independently of a news organization in the first
place and thus being in complete control over blog content (see Figure 2).

Figure 1. Reproduction of Shoemaker & Reese’s (2013) visual representation of the Hierarchical
Model of influences on mass media content.

Figure 2. On the right, a reproduction of Shoemaker and Reese’s Hierarchical Model with
proposed level descriptions suited to an analysis of influences on science blog content. On the
left, a re-drawing of Shoemaker and Reese’s Hierarchical Model where the influence of the
individual blogger potentially transcends routines and organizational forces.
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Moving out from the center of the model, we encounter first the level of routines and then
the level of organizations. As Shoemaker and Reese write, “to become news an event must also
traverse the wide river of routines of media work and survive policies of media organizations”
(p. 93). Routine practices of media communication work may arise from the expectations of
audiences, from the needs and culture of media organizations, and from the characteristics and
logistics of information sources (Shoemaker & Reese, 2013). Shared news values and criteria of
newsworthiness (Badenschier & Wormer, 2012; Caple & Bednarek, 2013; Harcup & O'Neill,
2001; O’Neill & Harcup, 2009; Schultz, 2007) are prominent examples of routines that shape
mass media content. Traditional news factors or criteria of newsworthiness, also often referred to
as news values,14 include prominence and importance (e.g. the impact of an event or finding),
conflict or controversy, the unusual or surprise factor, human interest, proximity and timeliness.
Broader news values, which we could also call institutionalized practices, include practices such
as accuracy, completeness, fairness, balance, impartiality and transparency. Other routine factors
that shape media content include interviewing, selection of official sources, coverage of current
or planned events, and format routines such as the inverted pyramid (Høyer & Pöttker, 2005).
Beyond routines, organizational factors that shape media content include the “policies, goals,
actions, rules, membership, interactions with other organizations, bureaucratic structure,

Mass communication literature often uses “news values,” “news factors” and “criteria of
newsworthiness” interchangeably. However, for the purposes of this dissertation, specifically in
analyzing survey results, I use news values in most cases to denote broader values or
institutionalized practices of journalistic/communication work, including practice such as
impartiality/objectivity, fairness, completeness, factual accuracy, transparency etc. I use “news
factors” or “criteria of newsworthiness” to denote news factors as they are classically understood
to be the guiding principles that journalists use in making mental judgments about what is
newsworthy, including factors such as timeliness, human interest, relevance to readers, surprise
factors, etc.
14
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economic viability, and […] stability” (Shoemaker & Reese, 2013, p. 130) of the media
organization producing the content.
The next level out from organizations is the level that represents the influence of social
institutions on mass media content. At the social institutional level, we see social forces and
practices beyond media organizations exerting their influence on media content. Of interest, in
recent revisions to the Hierarchical model, Shoemaker and Reese consider elements of the
networked public sphere such as social networks and user-generated content, including content
produced by “citizen” science bloggers, within this level of analysis (Shoemaker & Reese, 2013).
Economic, political and informational factors of media production are also considered at this
social institutional level of analysis. “Institutionalized” media practices such as balance and
objectivity are also represented within this level of the Hierarchical model, as these practices
transcend individual media organizations. These “institutionalized” practices are not static nor
taken for granted by newcomers, however, as we will see by the fact that even science bloggers
writing for media organizations often reject the idea of objectivity as well as the idea of balance
when it veers into false balance. Indeed, blogs in general and science blogs in particular have
arguably prompted changes in journalistic practices by challenging particular institutionalized
practices. The Knight Science Journalism tracker15 is a great example of blog-like commentary
that has combined discussion of news media content with blog content and has challenged16
institutionalized news practices that lead to poor coverage of science. Shoemaker and Reese
(2013) also acknowledge the influence of the blogosphere on news media production: “The
growing importance of the blogosphere has changed the jobs of some communication workers,
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https://ksj.mit.edu/tracker/
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such as reporters who must now contribute to a daily blog in addition to preparing the usual news
messages” (p. 133).
The broadest level of the Hierarchical Model represents the influence of social systems
on mass media content. For example, cultural ideologies may shape not only how news
organizations frame events, but which of these frames and broader themes in media content
resonate with particular audiences. In is within the context of this level that we might talk about
the concept of deviance and Shoemaker’s hard wired theory of news, whereby biological and
cultural forces combine to direct human attention – and news attention – to particularly
unexpected, controversial, deviant or “threatening” events (Shoemaker, 1996).
Sociology of Science Blogging
The traditional theories of news production may in some cases be appropriately applied
to science bloggers’ production of blog content. For example, as blogs become a more important
component of the modern news process and product, bloggers recruited to write for news media
blogging networks may be socialized into these environments. They learn to make content
decisions in line with the objectives of the organizations they blog for. They may also adopt at
least some traditional news values and criteria of newsworthiness in their determination of
“blogworthiness,” while other values or criteria of blogworthiness may be shared between
bloggers to the extent that these emerge as routines unique to the blog format. Bloggers may also
adopt a sense for what constitutes a good blog post that best fits the news organization’s purpose
for that media format as distinguished from straight news stories. In traditional media
environments the purpose of the blog is typically not to replace or to be a major departure from
traditional news products, but rather to compliment and potentially drive more traffic to them
(Domingo & Heinonen, 2008). Bloggers at networks such as National Geographic’s Phenomena,
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and bloggers originally trained as journalists and/or working for news organizations, may abide
by established norms and rules of journalism in selecting and producing blog content (Spyridou,
Matsiola, Veglis, Kalliris, & Dimoulas, 2013). In some cases, blogs are even edited and require
pitching of story ideas to a digital editor, further socializing the blogger into the modern news
game (Domingo & Heinonen, 2008).
But other than these relatively limited use cases for blogs, news sociology theories as
currently conceptualized may offer limited insight into science bloggers’ content, style and
format decisions. Even blogs at news media blogging networks often look and feel very different
from traditional news products. Bloggers at news media networks, similar to journalists working
in digital spaces, are expected to work individually and to be multi-skilled and interactive
storytellers (Dickinson, Matthews, & Saltzis, 2013). Bloggers hosted by independent non-newsmedia blog networks and bloggers writing independently, i.e. on personal blogs, are even less
constrained, if at all, by traditional news norms and routines or other organizational objectives in
their production of content. Blog content in the latter cases is no doubt shaped to a greater extent
by bloggers’ personal motivations, goals, interests, expertise, etc. In these cases, a redrawing of
Shoemaker and Reese’s Hierarchical Model may be warranted in order to better situate an
analysis of the factors that shape blog content.
However, the lack of organizational objectives, editorial constraints or traditional
journalistic routines does not mean that independent bloggers might not share emergent blogging
routines and web 2.0 norms, or that their content isn’t also shaped by factors at higher
sociological levels as in Shoemaker and Reece’s Hierarchy of Influences Model. Such factors
might include bloggers’ perceptions of readers and reader feedback, the social influence of other
science bloggers and journalists, collaboration and feedback within a group blog environment,
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the influence of news sources, access to informational resources (e.g. peer-reviewed journal
articles or embargoed papers) and other institutional factors relevant to scientist bloggers such as
academic guidelines and performance criteria. One of the objectives of this dissertation is to
situate observed factors of influence on science blog content within a Hierarchical Model type of
framework. However, given my methods of analysis, including most prominently qualitative
one-on-one interviews with science bloggers and a follow-up survey, I focus most heavily on
uncovering factors of influence at the more immediate levels of individual bloggers and
news/blog routines. However, I also investigate, to the extent it is possible to glean such
information from talking to individual bloggers, factors of influence at the organization or blog
community level and at the social institutional level.
Schmidt (2007) has worked out one framework for understanding how factors beyond the
blogger’s immediate control combine to shape blogging practices and content. This framework
includes various structural elements including rules, relations between blogs and the underlying
software architecture of blogs. These elements shape blogging practices in different ways.
Blogging software “code” itself is very flexible in terms of enabling a wide variety of different
uses and formats. So while the technological features of blogging platforms have certainly been
determinants of content, for example by encouraging long-form text-based entries as well as
multi-media embeds and hyperlinks to other blogs, they don’t seem to be particularly strong
determinants. Rather, the freedom of the blogging format itself, where blogs often offer writers a
public ‘home’ on the web not controlled by traditional media organizations, seems to be a more
important determinant of diversification of practices and content. As bloggers use blogs to
achieve their own communication goals, from the network of online and public blogs arise
communities of bloggers who may share practices, a sense of group identity and even specific
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procedural rules (Schmidt, 2007). Procedural rules frame the actual use of blogs, where rules are
defined as “generalizable procedures and routines which act as schemas for action, guiding
situational performance by providing expectations based on previous actions and generalized
knowledge” (Schmidt, 2007). Procedural rules might include generalized knowledge or shared
expectations about blog design and style (e.g. speaking in one’s own personal voice) or what a
good blog post contains (e.g. personal commentary, links to further information, etc.) (Schmidt,
2007). Procedural and adequacy rules, or rules that define what motivations are appropriate for
the blog format (e.g. creative expression (Lenhart & Fox, 2006) as opposed to, for example, selfpromotion), are created as individual bloggers reinforce particular shared concepts in their
selection and production of blog content. “By incorporating shared expectations and routines into
their individual ways of handling the format, bloggers not only fulfill their communicative goals,
but also reinforce and reproduce the sets of adequacy and procedural rules” (Schmidt, 2007, p.
1420).
Procedural rules may arise organically, but they may also be defined by a blogging
community authority figure (Schmidt, 2007). In the latter case, ‘A-list’ or other prominent
bloggers have greater chances to become role models and thus influence others’ blogging
practices. Bora Zivkovic’s account of the rise of the ResearchBlogging.org community reflects
such a process:
[an] important moment was the start of a new blog, Cognitive Daily,17 written by Dave
and Greta Munger. They pioneered the form of blogging that was later dubbed
‘researchblogging’ – discussing a particular scientific paper (which is referenced at the
bottom), usually in a way that lay audiences can understand. […] This format of blogging
rapidly took off – many bloggers started emulating it, and especially new bloggers
immediately started doing this style of blogging, probably vastly outnumbering the antipseudoscience bloggers today. Formation of the ResearchBlogging.org18 site (more about
17
18

http://scienceblogs.com/cognitivedaily/
http://researchblogging.org/
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it below), with its icon, code and aggregator, also made this type of blogging attractive to
newcomers. Probably the best example is Ed Yong,19 who instantly took to the format,
blogging about at least one paper per day, often covering nifty papers that the rest of the
media missed. And Ed covered new papers. The moment embargo lifted. – Zivkovic
(2012b)
Today, Ed Yong has arguably himself become a model for research blogging that is more
journalistic in nature. As we will see in Chapter 4 when I present the results of my social
network analysis of science blogs read by science bloggers, Ed Yong’s Not Exactly Rocket
Science blog receives more mentions in interviews and survey responses than any other modern
science blog.
Blogging Communities
As I have been discussing, blogging is an activity that is often embedded within a larger
community structure. Communities of blogging practices can emerge in the form of groups of
bloggers who share routines and expectations about for example the content, formatting, tone
and interactivity of blogs (Schmidt, 2007). Vanessa Dennen describes this social component of
blogging quite eloquently (V. P. Dennen, 2014):
Blogging, at first glance, may seem like an individual activity, but for many bloggers it is
anything but that. They often begin writing online out of the desire to communicate with
an audience and may not persist in maintaining a blog if they fail to find the desired
audience. However, many others find more than an audience and become fully engaged
members of online communities. Bloggers who are active within a community of blogs
are simultaneously author (on their own blog) and audience (on others’ blogs). Their
fellow community members include other bloggers as well as individuals who merely
read and/or comment on blogs without authoring their own. – Dennen (2014)
For Dennen, following blog community norms is at least in part a matter of gaining acceptance
within a blogging community. Communities of blogs may form due to mutual interest between
bloggers who read and comment on each other’s posts, as well as by friendship and familiarity
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(V. P. Dennen, 2014). Communities may also form as a product of external forces, such as
bloggers being recruited to the same blog network or registering to become part of a larger
collective of bloggers who share a similar approach to blogging. For example, in the last few
years many science bloggers have registered at Researchblogging.org to earn widgets for
blogging about peer-reviewed research papers. Researchblogging.org describes its process on its
‘About Us’ page: “Bloggers - often experts in their field - find exciting new peer-reviewed
research they'd like to share. They write thoughtful posts about the research for their blogs.”20 In
2007, Researchblogging.org co-founder Dave Munger even provided content-based guidelines21
for bloggers wishing to use the website’s icons and aggregation service, thus producing certain
shared practices among bloggers wishing to conform to the network’s guidelines and mission.
Today, social media communities such as Reddit.com’s /r/science/ perpetuate a blogging style
that directly translates or summarizes recent peer-reviewed research papers and provides direct
references and links to these papers.
Some blogging communities may become communities of practice, or “groups of people
bound by a shared practice who interact and learn from each other” (V. P. Dennen, 2014, p. 351;
Wenger, 1998). Communities of practice are characterized by three main elements: mutual
engagement, or interaction within a domain of shared interest; joint enterprise, or activities and
discussions focused on learning or sharing information related to mutual interests or goals; a
shared repertoire, or a shared practice based on common narratives, tools, strategies, etc. (V. P.
Dennen, 2014; Wenger-Trayner, 2006; Wenger, 1998). While the larger science blogosphere
likely does not qualify as a community of practice, pockets or communities of science bloggers
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sharing a common interest and interacting with one another to share and learn blogging practices
may. This dissertation attempts to identify potential communities of practice within the larger
science blogosphere, as well as blogging rules, norms and content decisions that may appear to
be ‘natural’ and reflect more broadly shared expectations about the blog format.
Gender and Blogging
Some discussion of gender differences in blogging is relevant to an investigation of
blogging practices according to a variety of individual and social-based factors in this
dissertation. In early studies on online discussion forums, Herring (1995, 1996) found that men
tended to be more adversarial, assertive, self-promoting and sarcastic in their discussion style
(Pedersen & Macafee, 2007), when women tended to be supportive, community-oriented,
appreciative, and to ask questions. Subsequent studies have suggested that gender may also play
a role in content and approach decisions related to blogging (Fallows, 2005; Pedersen &
Macafee, 2007), as well as in blogging outcomes (Herring, Kouper, Scheidt, & Wright, 2004). In
a survey and content analysis of 48 British bloggers, Pedersen and Macafee (2007) found that
female bloggers tended to describe themselves as “more interested in the social aspects of
blogging,” (p. 1481) for example engaging in group blogging, valuing a sense of community, and
linking out to others’ blogs more often than male bloggers. Male bloggers tend to describe
themselves as “more interested in information and opinion” (Herring & Paolillo, 2006; Pedersen
& Macafee, 2007, p. 1481). Women often seem to be more oriented toward injecting personal
content into their blogs than men (Herring et al., 2004; Pedersen & Macafee, 2007), but also
express more concern about online privacy and security (Fallows, 2005; Pedersen & Macafee,
2007). Academic women in particular have been found to be more guarded and to engage in
more “self-monitoring” online than academic men (Arnold & Miller, 2001), leading to a perhaps
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greater tendency for women to blog anonymously (Pedersen & Macafee, 2007). Pedersen and
Macafee (2007) also suggest that male bloggers may derive more satisfaction from “redressing
the distortions of the media,” (p. 1484) while female bloggers have more interest in bringing
creative writing to their blog content.
Related to blogging outcomes, male-authored blogs have been found to receive more
comments and greater mass media attention than female-authored blogs (Herring et al., 2004;
Pedersen & Macafee, 2007). In former Technorati rankings of science blogs by popularity, the
10 most popular science blogs in 2011 (Ranger & Bultitude, 2013) were as follows: PhysOrg (a
multi-author online news site), Pharyngula (single author blog by Paul Zachary Myers), Wired
Science (a blog network), Bad Astronomy (single author blog by Phil Plait), Watt’s Up With
That? (multi-author site owned/organized by Anthony Watts), Next Big Future (multiple author
site owned/organized by Brian Wang), Universe Today (multiple-author site owned/organized by
Fraser Cain), Mike the Mad Biologist (single author blog), Dot Earth (single author blog by
Andrew Revkin), and Not Exactly Rocket Science (single author blog by Ed Yong). All of the
single-author blogs on this list are authored by men, and all of the multiple-author sites are
owned/organized by men. The Technorati ranking of science blogs lends more evidence to the
fact that male-authored blog receive more mass media attention than female-authored blogs.
There is another issue with the prominence of male-authored science blogs, however, and that is
that these blogs seem to have received greater research attention in studies of science blogging
motivations, practices and outcomes. Technorati popularity rankings have formed the basis for
sample selection in many existing studies of science bloggers (Ranger & Bultitude, 2013), which
leads to potential bias in our understanding of science blogging practices. Other studies of
science blogging practices have also focused on male-dominant blogging platforms and
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communities, including SciLogs.de (Mahrt & Puschmann, 2014a) and ResearchBlogging.org
(Shema, Bar-Ilan, & Thelwall, 2012).
Objectives
The primary objectives of this dissertation are to uncover the practices of a wide range of
science bloggers and to contribute to an understanding of the sociology of science blogging
through qualitative in-depth interviews and through a larger scale survey of science bloggers. My
goal with qualitative in-depth interviews with 50 science bloggers is to begin to draw
connections between bloggers’ individual practices and identify potential science blog values,
norms or routines, and rules guided by organizational guidelines, community membership or
higher level sociocultural constraints. As part of this goal, I relate observed science blog values,
norms or routines, and rules to Shoemaker and Reese’s Hierarchical Model. In other words, the
broad research question I address in my analysis of qualitative interviews with science bloggers
is as follows:
RQ1. What factors guide science bloggers’ content decisions, and how are these factors shared
across bloggers (norms or routines), reflective of underlying principles (values) and guided by
organizations and institutions related to science blogging?
My goal with a larger scale survey of science bloggers is to provide a quantitative
component of analysis related to RQ1. The following more specific research questions guided
the design and data analysis of the #MySciBlog survey:
RQ2. Who are science bloggers, in terms of individual characteristics including various
demographic variables, education, occupation and experience?
RQ3. What traditional or non-traditional media producer role(s) do science bloggers see
themselves engaging in, and for whom?
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RQ3a. Are these perceived roles different for different bloggers, according to individual
factors such as gender, occupation, experience, etc.?
RQ4. What sources are science bloggers using for story ideas and information related to blog
content?
RQ5. How are various individual factors associated with blogging approach / content decisions?
RQ6. What routine, organizational/institutional and community forces help determine blogging
decisions?
RQ6a. Do science bloggers share a traditional sense of news values and news factors?
How are news factors associated with organizational/institutional or community forces?
RQ6b. How are inter-blogger interactions (e.g. group blogging, community structures,
etc.) associated with blog approach / content decisions?
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CHAPTER 3: METHODS
Methods Introduction
In order to richly investigate the practices of science bloggers in selecting and producing
blog content, I use a mixed methods approach in this dissertation consisting of qualitative, indepth expert interviews and a follow-up qualitative and quantitative survey. The survey was
designed based on insights and lingering questions from interview analysis. Interview and survey
design and analysis were couched loosely within Shoemaker and Reese’s hierarchy of influences
theoretical framework. I use the term loosely to mean that while I used Shoemaker & Reese’s
media sociology framework to guide my study design and data analysis, at all points in this
research I openly considered other explanations for how and why science bloggers’ produce
what they do and how various blog content influences might intersect. Both interview and survey
questions were designed to reveal potential influences on blog content operating at different
hierarchical levels, including individual factors, organizational factors and extra-media or
community-level factors. I used Grounded theory, an inductive methodology that is often applied
to social science research in cases where new theory is being explored, in analyzing both
qualitative interviews and a survey of science bloggers. By using Grounded theory and a
constant comparative method in analyzing research interviews, I allow codes, code categories
and themes related to science blog production to emerge that might or might not have parallels
within the current field of media sociology. John Creswell (2012) explains Grounded theory
aptly thus:
[T]he intent of a grounded theory study is to move beyond description and to generate or
discover a theory, an abstract analytical schema of a process (or action or interaction,
Strauss & Corbin, 1998). Participants in the study would all have experienced the
process, and the development of the theory might help explain practice or provide a
framework for further research. A key idea is that this theory-development does not come
"off the shelf," but rather is generated or "grounded" in data from participants who have
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experienced the process (Strauss & Corbin, 1998). Thus, grounded theory is a qualitative
research design in which the inquirer generates a general explanation (a theory) of a
process, action, or interaction shaped by the views of a large number of participants
(Strauss & Corbin, 1998). – Creswell (2012, p. 62-63).
Qualitative Interviews of Science Bloggers
Rationale
I choose to conduct qualitative in-depth interviews with science bloggers in order to
investigate ‘from the inside’ their goals, perceived roles, values, practices, content decisions,
norms, resources and limitations, among other aspects of the lived experience of science
blogging. The purposes and strengths of qualitative interviewing generally include
“understanding the social actor’s experience and perspective,” and “gathering information about
things or processes that cannot be observed effectively by other means” (Lindlof & Taylor, 2011,
p. 173). Limited information exists on the values, practices and norms of science blogging. What
information does exist tends to be practice vs. research-based and has largely been produced by
members of science blogging communities themselves (Allain, 2011; Zivkovic, 2010, 2012a,
2012c). Science bloggers tend to be self-reflective and to turn their penchant for evidence-based
investigation and analysis toward an evaluation of their own science communication practices.
Given the limited state of research surrounding the values, practices and norms of science
bloggers, qualitative in-depth interviews were a natural choice for a study aimed at revealing the
science blogging process from the blogger’s perspective. Qualitative interviewing is also “a good
way to learn about physically unbounded social realities… [and] identities and meanings that cut
across, lie outside, or transcend settings” (Kleinman, Stenross, & McMahon, 1994, p. 43; Lindlof
& Taylor, 2011). The following broad research question guided my qualitative interviews with
science bloggers: RQ1. What factors guide science bloggers’ content decisions, and how are
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these factors shared across bloggers (norms or routines), reflective of underlying principles
(values) and guided by organizations and institutions related to science blogging?
Interviews
From July to October 2014, I conducted qualitative in-depth elite interviews with a total
of 50 science bloggers. In-depth interviews were conducted according a “guided introspection”
interview methodology (Drumwright & Murphy, 2004; Lindlof & Taylor, 2011). This type of
interview taps into information and context that only the actor can provide, including for
example descriptions of blogging goals, personal motivations, content decisions practices and
interpretations of these practices according to what they mean to the science blogger him- or herself. In-depth elite interviewing “stresses the informant’s definition of the situation, encourages
the informant to structure the account of the situation, and allows the informant to reveal his or
her notions of what is relevant” (Dexter, 2006; Drumwright & Murphy, 2004). I began each
interview by asking the interviewee to describe his or her background and journey into science
blogging, perceived role in blogging about science, personal and/or communication goals related
to blogging and target audience. I then proceeded, through a series of open-ended questions and
follow-up prompts for additional detail, to query interviewees about their overall blogging
approach, what their blogging decisions look like on a regular basis, what they consider to be
“blogworthy,” their rationale for what they choose to blog about or not blog about, their
interactions with readers as well as other science bloggers/writers, and how these interactions
might contribute to their own blogging practices and decisions. I prompted interviewees to think
about how their own identities as well as social or community structures around them might
affect their content choices and decisions. Finally, I asked interviewees about their use of other
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social media tools, hyperlinking, and blogging outcomes. (See the full Interview Guide in
Appendix A1).
Nearly all interviews were conducted remotely via Skype or Google HangOuts, typically
including a video feed unless internet connections were too slow to permit adequate video
streaming. One interview was conducted in-person, as the interviewee was visiting a convenient
nearby location. One interview was conducted via an interactive text-based Q&A (via a live
Google Drive document) due to an unmanageable time difference. The final sample of bloggers
interviewed were either strategically recruited via e-mail or social media direct message, or
selected from an online e-mail sign-up sheet (a Qualtrics.com ‘sign-up’ survey advertised on
various social media channels) where science bloggers could volunteer to participate in this
study. In responding to initial e-mail invitation responses, participants were sent digital consent
form files, which were signed, scanned/photographed and returned via e-mail.
The semi-structured interviews, which typically lasted between 45-60 minutes, were
digitally recorded on both a primary device (laptop computer equipped with studio-quality
microphone) and a secondary back-up device (mobile phone with voice recording app).
Interviews were later transcribed in full by either myself or undergraduate students in the
Manship School of Mass Communication, whom I compensated personally for this work on a
competitive hourly basis.
Participants were assured of confidentiality in the use of the interview transcripts, and are
thus identified here only by number (Interviewee 1-50 in chronological order). The interview
transcripts and the notes taken during each interview formed the basis of subsequent data
analysis. However, my analysis and interpretation of interview results were also supplemented
by other science bloggers’ reactions to anonymous interview excerpts and data observations
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which I posted, in the spirit of open data and open access, to my blog
(http://www.scilogs.com/from_the_lab_bench/) and to Twitter using the hashtag created for this
research project, #MySciBlog. In interacting with the larger science blogging community during
interview data analysis, I was often provided richer contextualization of interview quotes, codes
and themes through thoughtful and introspective science blogger feedback.
Sampling
In recruiting bloggers to participate in qualitative, in-depth elite interviews, I employed a
maximum variation non-probability sampling procedure in order to “[ensure] that many different
variations of the data” (Higginbottom, 2004, p. 16; Lindlof & Taylor, 2011) for science blogging
practices were explored. Science bloggers include social media users from a wide variety of
backgrounds, who carry out their blogging in the context of a wide variety of platforms, some
independent and some sponsored by media or non-media organizations. From my position within
the science blogging community, I also am aware that science bloggers approach their content
production with many different goals, using many different approaches influenced in part by
their respective backgrounds, training and online science community affiliations (Bell, 2012).
Thus, I took a maximum variation approach to sampling members from the science blogging
community in order to investigate a wide range of science blogging approaches, practices and
contexts. At regular intervals in conducting in-depth elite interviews with science bloggers, I
revisited the following key variables to ensure diversity among recruited and selected
interviewees: gender, primary field of occupation (e.g. student, scientific research, education,
freelance writer/journalist, paid blogger), blogging platform (e.g. independent blog site vs. media
network blog), generalized approach to blogging (e.g. research blogging, life of science, popular
science, journalistic, etc.).
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My final qualitative interview sample consisted of 50 science bloggers from across the
world, although predominantly from the U.S. and Britain. Of the 50 interviewees, 20 were men
and 31 were women. This is a notable indicator of sample diversity, especially considering the
predominance of men in previous studies of science blogging practices (Jarreau, 2014b; Ranger
& Bultitude, 2013). Of the 50 interviewees, 19 maintain an independent blog as their main blog
location (e.g. personal website blog, Wordpress.com or Blogspot blog, etc.), 21 blog for a news
media blog network (such as Scientific American, Discover magazine, National Geographic) and
7 blog for a non-news-media blog network (e.g. Planetary Society blog network). Of the 50
interviewees, 22 are paid to blog, 19 are career writers or communicators and 29 are on a career
track in science research and/or academia (this includes graduate students who may be looking
for alternative careers upon graduation). Of the 50 interviewees, 12 are currently students
(college undergraduate or graduate students), 7 write for group blogs, 4 are also serve as editors
or community managers of blog networks or group blogs, and 3 currently blog pseudonymously
or anonymously.
Qualitative Text-Based Data Analysis
Computer-assisted data analysis of in-depth qualitative interviews with science bloggers
was performed using AtlasTi 6.2 software, using a grounded theory approach (Glaser & Strauss,
1967; Lindlof & Taylor, 2011). Using an inductive process, I initially open coded and in vivo
coded all interviews for data related to themes of interest in this study, including perceived
blogging roles, goals and motivations, target audiences, values, blog approaches and styles,
community interactions, social media use, content decisions and social structural elements that
influence content decisions. Code categories and themes were developed through a constantcomparative method, with constant comparison of codes to one another within and across
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developing code categories. Codes and memos written during data analysis were often annotated
in AtlasTi (through digital notes at the level of individual codes and quotations) with feedback
from the broader science blogging community. During data analysis, I regularly shared quotes
(completely anonymized and stripped of identifying information) and observations on emergent
categories and themes through my social media channels, providing science bloggers outside of
this study the opportunity to react with their own thoughts and feedback on my observations and
interpretations of quote and code meanings.
Survey of Science Blogging Practices
Rationale
For the second phase of this dissertation research, I conducted an online survey among a
large sample of active science bloggers in order to investigate a number of questions regarding
the actors, motivations, practices and outcomes of science blogging. Many of these research
questions, as well as the survey items designed to investigate them, were informed by results and
insights from my qualitative interviews with science bloggers presented in Chapter 4. The
rationale for conducting an online survey of science blogging practices following a qualitative
interview-based study of science bloggers’ lived experiences was to extend, quantify and
contextualize qualitative results based on a larger and more diverse sample. Shoemaker and
Reece’s (2013) hierarchy of media influences model was also used as a theoretical framework to
guide the scope and design of survey items, with the aim of investigating blog content guiding
factors at primarily individual and routines levels of the hierarchical model, but also to some
extent at the organization and extra-media levels. The #MySciBlog survey was designed to
contain both quantitatively oriented close-ended items as well as qualitatively oriented openended questions. I chose to blend qualitative and quantitative analysis in order to more richly
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investigate shared and idiosyncratic practices across a range of science blogging networks,
communities and approaches. The following broad research questions guided the design and data
analysis of the #MySciBlog survey:
RQ2. Who are science bloggers, in terms of individual characteristics including various
demographic variables, education, occupation and experience?
RQ3. What traditional or non-traditional media producer role(s) do science bloggers see
themselves engaging in, and for whom?
RQ3a. Are these perceived roles different for different bloggers, according to individual
factors such as gender, occupation, experience, etc.?
RQ4. What sources are science bloggers using for story ideas and information related to blog
content?
RQ5. How are various individual factors associated with blogging approach / content decisions?
RQ6. What routine, organizational/institutional and community forces help determine blogging
decisions?
RQ6a. Do science bloggers share a traditional sense of news values and news factors?
How are news factors associated with organizational/institutional or community forces?
RQ6b. How are inter-blogger interactions (e.g. group blogging, community structures,
etc.) associated with blog approach / content decisions?
Procedure and Pilot Testing
An online survey, administered via Qualtrics in a mobile-friendly format, was distributed
via web-based channels targeting active science bloggers. The online survey consisted of both
close-ended and open-ended items designed to investigate blogging roles, practices, values,
editorial processes and content decisions. While some items were adapted from previous surveys
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of science bloggers (Lenhart & Fox, 2006), most items were informed by insights gleaned from
my qualitative interviews with science bloggers as described in Chapter 3 of this dissertation.
The survey data collection and analysis protocol was reviewed and approved by the Institutional
Review Board at Louisiana State University, Protocol #E9033.
Funding for the online survey, which translated into a $7.00 Amazon e-card survey
completion reward for the first 200 survey participants, was provided by a crowd-funding project
at Experiment.com,22 a platform for enabling scientific funding through individual donations.
The Experiment.com project for this study, titled ‘Something is wrong on the Internet! What
does the Science Blogger do?’ received $1,525.00 in pledges from 42 backers, and was
successfully funded on November 14, 2014. According to the terms of the funded
Experiment.com project for this study, all survey results are to be made openly accessible online
and/or through peer-reviewed publication in an open access medium. The Experiment.com
project page for this study also provides a blog-like section for research updates, titled ‘Lab
Notes,’23 which I plan on updating regularly through at least May, 2015. As of January 14, 2015,
this Experiment.com project has received 15,349 total page views from 43 different traffic
sources.
Amazon.com e-card survey rewards, funded through Experiment.com, were distributed
manually to a subset of the first 200 vetted science bloggers who fully completed the online
survey (Figure 3). Each of the first 200 qualifying participants, who were vetted based upon
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https://experiment.com/projects/something-is-wrong-on-the-internet-what-does-the-scienceblogger-do
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https://experiment.com/projects/something-is-wrong-on-the-internet-what-does-the-scienceblogger-do/updates
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providing a valid e-mail address and sensible open-ended question responses,24 were prompted to
indicate in a section at the end of the survey whether they would like to a) receive their $7.00
reward via a designated e-mail address, or b) donate their reward back to the researcher to fund
subsequent research on this topic or pay for open access publishing fees, etc. This option was
provided considering early project feedback from some science bloggers indicating they would
rather volunteer their time without getting paid, or they would rather not have to report the
reward to their universities, etc.

Figure 3. Survey reward e-card message. E-card image credit: Joyce Bettencourt, Flickr.com
Of the first 200 qualifying participants, 130 selected to receive the $7.00 reward, while 70 chose
to donate the reward back to the researcher. This choice was recorded for use as a control
variable during survey data analysis if deemed necessary. All other survey participants received a

A large number of spam or ‘bot’ survey responses required manual validation for distribution
of e-card rewards. Participants who did not complete any open-ended questions, or who provided
non-sense answers in open-ended question boxes, were determined to be spam or bot participants
attempting to ‘cheat’ the survey in order to receive the $7.00 e-card. This likely occurred as a
byproduct of the widespread distribution of my survey in public social media channels.
24
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non-cash reward for survey completion in the form of a complimentary full-resolution download
of a nature landscape photograph (my original work).
Prior to wide-scale distribution of the survey, a survey pilot test was conducted among a
population of 20-30 SciLogs.de science bloggers (during a SciLogs.de science blogger meeting
in Deidesheim, Germany). The pilot survey was also sent directly to 5 hand-selected science
bloggers known to have experience in survey-based social science research. The latter science
bloggers were asked via e-mail to provide feedback on survey length, whether any survey items
were unclear, and whether multiple-choice question options seemed adequate, mutually
exclusive and exhaustive. Response data from the pilot study and requested feedback from select
participants was used to revise the questionnaire as appropriate prior to broader distribution.
Revisions made after pilot testing included the addition of definitions for select multiple-choice
question options (e.g. when asked to rate his use of traditional news values, one pilot testing
blogger was unfamiliar with the term “completeness”) and the addition of two open-ended
questions about personal/professional benefits and drawbacks of blogging. The average time
required for survey completion observed during pilot testing was 27 minutes. I believed this to be
a reasonable amount of time to expect from a population that tends to be highly motivated to
engage in research directed at its own practices and impacts.
Sampling and Data Collection
The online survey was distributed via a Bit.ly shortlink (http://bit.ly/MySciBlog) to a
variety of social media channels, listservs and personal contacts. The survey was given the title
of #MySciBlog Survey for ease of discussion and promotion on social media. The survey
launched on November 28, 2014 and closed on December 19, 2014. As of January 2015, the
survey Bit.ly shortlink had received 2,590 clicks and was included in 82 tweets / retweets on
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Twitter. Social media channels used to distribute the survey included Twitter
(@FromTheLabBench), LinkedIn, Google+, Reddit and Facebook. Several prominent science
blogging and science writing accounts tweeted or retweeted the survey on Twitter, including
ScienceSeeker (@SciSeeker), a science blog aggregator site25 associated with ScienceOnline,
Scientific American magazine (@SciAm, @SciAmBlogs), Science Borealis (@ScienceBorealis),
Research Whisperer, SciencePress (@SciencePresse, a French science writing organization),
RealScientists.org (@RealScientists), National Association of Science Writers
(@ScienceWriters), and a large number of popular science bloggers’ personal Twitter accounts.
The online survey was also distributed to several popular science writing and science
communication listservs, including the National Association of Science Writers listserv NASWtalk,26 the Psci-com science communication resource database listserv,27 the International
Network on Public Communication of Science and Technology listserv28 and the Australian
Science Communicators ASC-list Digest listserv.29 The survey link and a call for participation
was shared to several Google+ science and science writing groups (including Science on
Google+ and ScienceOnline), and to several science, psychology and sociology sub-Reddit
threads. Blog post calls for participants were published on the researcher’s blog at
SciLogs.com,30 on Experiment.com project’s Lab Notes page, on Medium.com,31 on the
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renowned LSE Impact of Social Sciences blog,32 on The Research Whisperer blog,33 at
ScienceSeeker.org34 (which maintains a database of roughly 2,000 science blogs), at Science
2.0,35 at Strange Biology36 and at The Finch&Pea.37 A call for survey participation was also
distributed by request to the blogger back-forum at Scientific American’s blogging network, and
was sent to digital/blog editors (via e-mail and directed tweets) at Popular Science magazine,
Discover magazine, National Geographic magazine and several other popular blog networks.
Finally, to ensure survey distribution beyond the researcher’s own social network ties, a
direct request for survey participation was tweeted at or emailed to a systematic random sample
of the 2,122 blogs indexed at ScienceSeeker38 (every 10th blog, based on a random start, selected
from an alphabetical list of all 2,122 blogs). If the listed blog had a single author, the Twitter
handle (primary mode of contact) or e-mail address (secondary mode of contact) of the author
was located via the blog homepage or a Google search, and a direct request for survey
participation was sent to the author directly from the researcher’s Twitter handle
(@FromTheLabBench) or school e-mail address. If the listed blog had multiple authors, the
request for survey participation was directed at each author individually, or at a group blog
Twitter handle or email address / contact form if available. Direct contact via these modes of
communication was possible for the vast majority of blogs sampled from the ScienceSeeker
index. For a small number of blogs, I could not locate a Twitter handle, e-mail address or blog
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contact form. Combined with widespread distribution of my survey across the science blogging
community present in various social networking channels, I believe this strategy of directly
contacting a systematic sample of blogs indexed at ScienceSeeker provided a very robust sample
of the English-speaking science blogger population. Given a survey response on the order of
>610 valid and complete survey responses, I am currently unaware of any other survey of
science bloggers that has achieved this kind of response from the science blogging community.
My sampling procedure prevents me from reliably calculating a survey response rate. However,
if we take the robust ScienceSeeker science blog index, project of the former ScienceOnline
organization, to include anywhere from 50-70% of all English-based science blogs on the web,
then the response rate for this survey can be estimated to be between 14% and 20% (counting
number of blogs vs. number of bloggers). However, it is highly improbable that all potential
English-based science blogs received the call for participation. If we estimate a contact rate of
20% of all potential science blogs in the sample, the estimated response rate shoots up to 72100%. These are very rough and unreliable estimates. However, they give some context to the
relevance of data provided by this survey of science bloggers.
Survey Respondent Criteria and Measures
Upon visiting #MySciBlog Survey link, potential participants were greeted with a
personable introductory message and directions for optimal survey performance (see Appendix
A3). Potential participants were informed of the goal of the survey, to ask science bloggers about
their blogging practices. An inclusive description of what counted as a science blog was also
included, in line with this study’s objective of surveying a diverse sample of bloggers who write
predominately about science, broadly speaking:
Please take this survey if you consider yourself to be a science blogger. […] A science
blog may feature content that disseminates, explains, reports, comments upon,
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investigates, aggregates or otherwise deals with science, scientific research, science
communication, science policy, science in society, science in academia, and/or other
science-related concepts or events. Not all science blogs look the same, and not all
science blogs cover science all the time.
If participants clicked past the introductory message page, they were greeted with the study
informed consent form prior to proceeding through the main survey questionnaire (Appendix
A2). The full survey questionnaire and topline results are found in Appendix A3.
In the first section of the survey, participants were invited to voluntarily provide the blog
name and URL of their MAIN science blog, described as the blog “where you post most
frequently or prominently, or that you usually claim to be your MAIN blog.” Participants were
then were asked a series of multiple-choice questions related to MAIN blog location
(BlogLocat), target audience (AudienceT), typical blog post page views (PageViews), blogging
experience in years (YearBlog and YearMAIN) and any past or present use of a pseudonym for
blogging purposes (close-ended and open-ended, Pseudo-) (see Appendix A3 for a complete list
of survey items). Group bloggers (“For your MAIN science blog, are you the only author, or are
there multiple authors?”, Authors) were asked several questions (Multiple-) about group blog
guidelines, coordination, benefits (open-ended) and drawbacks (open-ended). All participants
were asked about blog pay, including amount of pay (Amount), mode of pay (flat rate, based on
traffic, through on-site advertising, through voluntary reader contribution, other, etc., PayMeans)
and aims for future pay (i.e. if they didn’t already get paid to blog, did they aim to make money
from it in the future, PayAim).
In the next survey section, bloggers were asked a question about their perceived blogging
roles (Roles) designed based on the modern digital journalist roles described by Fahy and Nisbet
(2011). Participants were asked how often (never, rarely, sometimes, often) they personally
engage in the following roles in their blogging (in matrix table format): an explainer / science
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communicator; a public intellectual; an agenda-setter; a watchdog; an investigative reporter; a
civic educator, a curator; a convener; an advocate; a media critic. Short descriptions under each
role were adapted from Fahy and Nisbet (2011).
Bloggers were then asked how often (never, rarely, sometimes, often) they use a variety
of different approaches (Allain, 2011) in their blogging (in matrix table format, Approach):
journalistic, editorial, translational/explainer, curation, analysis. Other multiple choice questions
addressed typical blog post length (Length), posting frequency (PostFreq) and time spent per
blog post (HowLong). In this survey section, participants were also asked questions about the
factors that guide their blogging decisions (Factors). Using a 7-point Likert-type scale ranging
from ‘not at all important’ to ‘extremely important’, adapted from items designed to measure
news values (Sallot, Steinfatt, & Salwen, 1998; Viswanath et al., 2008), participants were asked
how important various factors are to what they consider worth blogging about. Factors were
derived directly from #MySciBlog qualitative interview insights, and included considerations
such as whether the topic/story fits the blogger’s blog theme, whether the blogger is able to
provide context to it, whether the blogger has strong opinions about it, whether the topic/story is
accompanied by strong visuals, whether the topic/story is related to something the blogger is
passionate about, etc. (see Appendix A3 for a full list of factors). Following this survey item,
participants were also provided an open-ended response box (FactorsO) to talk about any other
factors important to their blogging decisions that weren’t included in the factor matrix table
survey item.
Relevant to blogging content decisions, participants were asked how often (never, rarely,
sometimes, often) they blog about soft topics in science, blog about personal topics, blog about
new research papers, write blog posts to correct misinformation, write blog posts in response to
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poor media coverage of new research, and write blog posts in response to posts by other science
bloggers (Content). They were asked how often (never, rarely, sometimes, often) they blog about
controversial topics or topics seen as controversial (Controversy1), and how much they are
concerned with various potential negative outcomes when blogging about controversial topics
(Controversy2). These outcome factors, again, were written based primarily on #MySciBlog
qualitative interview insights.
In subsequent sections, participants were asked about their sources of information and
story ideas (expanded from Brumfiel (2009), StoryIdeas), their access to scientific literature
(Access-) and their use of traditional journalistic materials including press releases (PR-Paper)
and embargoed research papers (Embargo-). They were asked both Likert-type and open-ended
questions related to their degree of editorial control over their blogs and their interaction with
network blog editors or volunteer-based peer editors (see Appendix A3 for a full description of
all survey items; Control, Guidelines, OptionEdit, Editor, EditorRel, Editing1-3, Pitch,
PitchFdback).
In a section on content decision values, participants were asked to rate a diverse set of
traditional and modern news values, or rather blog values, according to “how important each of
the following are to you, as general guiding principles in the production of your blog content,”
(Values1) Participants rated the following values on a 7-point Likert-type scale ranging from
‘not at all important’ to ‘extremely important’: factual accuracy, attribution (ascribing
information, images, etc. to original authors/creators), completeness, transparency (disclosing
one’s identity/stance, one’s information sources and data, etc.), fairness to different views,
pluralism (incorporating a diversity of views), interactivity (eliciting and incorporating reader
interaction, etc.), impartiality. The values included in this survey item were expanded and
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selected from Sallot et al. (1998) based on relevance to this population. Interactivity and
attribution were added in because these were oft-mentioned blogging concerns that emerged
from #MySciBlog qualitative interview analysis. Attribution practices among bloggers have also
been a point of concern in previous surveys of blogging practices (Lenhart & Fox, 2006).
Transparency and impartiality were also original additions to this survey item. Transparency and
impartiality are values of growing importance in modern media environments ("AP News Values
& Principles," 2015), often as replacements to the traditional notion of objectivity. Participants
were also asked in this section to rate 12 different content decisions factors according to “how
important each of the following factors are to you in terms of deciding whether or not something
is worth blogging about,” (Values2). These factors included timeliness, proximity, relevance to
readers, educational value, impact to society, scientific relevance, novelty, surprise factors,
currency, controversy, ability to provide a human angle, and personal interest. These factors
were chosen based on modern news value literature applied to coverage of science (Badenschier
& Wormer, 2012; Caple & Bednarek, 2013) and from #MySciBlog qualitative interview insights
(educational value and personal interest being particular to the latter).
In a survey section on social media use and news habits, participants were asked how
often (never, rarely, sometimes, often, always) they get feedback from readers on their published
content via a variety of mediums, including blog comments as well as more modern social
networking sites (see Appendix A3, survey item Feedback). Participants were also asked how
often they engage in sustained discussion with readers (Discussion) and to describe the typical
tone of feedback from readers (Sentiment) and feedback from other science writers (Sentiment2)
on their published blog posts. In both close-ended and open-ended survey items, participants
were asked whether they’d ever been personally affected by critical or negative feedback from
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another science writer, and if so, to describe the experience (NegAffect-). The latter survey items
were informed by distinct cases of such experiences described by several bloggers, particularly
female bloggers, during #MySciBlog qualitative interviews. Participants were also asked how
often (never, rarely, sometimes, often, always) they get their own science news from a variety of
different sources (News). In a single question on blog impact, participants were asked how often
their content gets picked up or re-posted by other media outlets (NewsImpact).
In an open-ended survey section, participants were prompted to write about their
motivations to start and continue blogging about science, as well as any professional or personal
benefits and drawbacks they had experienced on account of their blogging. There questions were
designed to extend #MySciBlog qualitative interview data with regard to information about
science blogging goals and outcomes.
In an exploratory section of the survey, participants were asked to list the top three
science blogs that they read on a regular basis (excluding their own), by blog title and blog URL
if possible. They were also asked to list the top three science bloggers, by each blogger’s full
name, whom they felt had particularly inspired their own blogging content or style (BlogsInspr).
The data from the survey item BlogsRead was used to create a social network map of the science
blogosphere based upon directional and mutual reading ties. The creation and analysis of this
social network map is described in the Social Network Mapping section below.
Finally, participants were asked a series of demographic information questions about
their gender, age, education, language, current and former employment, and science writing
experience. These questions are presented in full in Appendix A3, under ‘Demographic Info’.
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Survey Data Preparation and Analysis
Data analysis of #MySciBlog survey was conducted in IBM’s SPSS software version 22.
Due to a significant number of spam/bot survey responses, likely due to the presentation of a
cash e-card reward for survey completion, survey responses were vetted manually. This resulted
in a total of 610 valid and complete survey responses from science bloggers. In SPSS, all
unfinished survey responses (several hundred cases, variable Finished = 0) were removed, except
those that by visual inspection were significantly complete enough to warrant inclusion in data
analysis. Survey responses were also sorted by completion time – all survey responses under 5
minutes were removed, as by manual inspection these responses appeared to be spam/bot
responses with no blog name or blog URL provided. All survey responses under 10 minutes
which contained invalid (duplicated text, nonsense answers, etc.) or blank open-ended responses
were also removed. In all cases of removed survey responses, a blog name or URL was not
given, further leading me to be confident that these were spam/bot or otherwise invalid survey
responses. Several response cases in which survey completion time exceeded 10 minutes were
removed due to obvious spam answers for blog name | url (e.g. “Angela | Angela”). For all
remaining response cases where a blog name and/or URL was not provided (84 cases), careful
analysis revealed a number of cases where no open-ended responses were provided, or where
nonsensical responses were provided (e.g. listing ‘Justin Timberlake’ and ‘Daniel Tosh’ for the
BlogsRead survey item, or listing the exact same generic text in multiple boxes). These cases
were all deleted unless there was significant indication that they were not spam, e.g. a recognized
e-mail address, to prevent spam/bot responses from biasing survey results. A vast majority of the
science bloggers participating in this survey listed their blog name and URL, and fully completed
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all close-ended and open-ended survey items in detail. After survey data cleaning, 610 valid and
complete survey responses were available for data analysis.
Social Network Mapping
In one section of the #MySciBlog survey, participants were asked to list out the top three
science blogs, by blog title and blog URL if possible, that they read on a regular basis, excluding
their own. Data from this survey item was used to create a social network map of the science
blogosphere represented by the #MySciBlog survey, based upon directional and mutual reading
ties. In order to be included in this unique data analysis, respondents had to list at least one other
blog that they read on a regular basis. Thus, 592 respondents were included in this data analysis,
including 562 bloggers who identified their blogs by name/URL, and 30 bloggers who chose
their blog names to remain anonymous. Special approval was granted from the Institutional
Review Board at LSU to conduct and visualize a network analysis of the relationships between
survey participants’ blogs (IRB #E9033, Approval date 1/13/2015, Expiration date 10/19/2017).
Data from survey item BlogsRead was used to create two data spreadsheets that were
subsequently imported into Gephi,39 an open and free social network mapping software. One
spreadsheet included a single node for every participant blog (some blog nodes, for example
multi-author blogs, represent the survey responses of more than one blogger) and for every blog
listed as a BlogsRead survey response. The other spreadsheet included an edge, or tie, between
each participant blog and each blog the author(s) of that blog listed (up to three other blogs) in
their BlogsRead open text-based survey response(s). Once imported into Gephi (imported as a
directed network), data from the BlogsRead survey question was treated with a ForceAtlas2
force directed layout algorithm (Jacomy, Venturini, Heymann, & Bastian, 2014). This layout

39

http://gephi.github.io/
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algorithm treats each node as a charged particle that is repulsed by other nodes that it does not
share ties with. “These forces create a movement that converges to a balanced state. This final
configuration is expected to help the interpretation of the data,” (Jacomy et al., 2014). Each node
in the final network graph represents a single science blog, either a blog authored by a
#MySciBlog survey participant or a blog listed by a participant as a science blog they read on a
regular basis. Each node in the network representing a single blogger is thus linked to a
maximum of three other nodes. Nodes and node labels were sized according to in-degree (how
many times the node, i.e. blog, was listed by #MySciBlog participants).
After running Gephi’s ForceAtlas2 layout algorithm on the BlogsRead data, communities
were detected automatically using Gephi’s modularity community detection algorithm with a
resolution of 3.0, and network nodes were colored by modularity class. Modularity measures the
strength of division of a network into clusters, or communities, where networks with high
modularity scores have dense connections between nodes within the same modularity class, or
community, but sparse connections between nodes across modularity classes, or communities
(Newman, 2006; Nicosia, Mangioni, Carchiolo, & Malgeri, 2009).
Finally, modularity class and in-degree data for each node in the network was merged
with original survey response data, in order to explore potential differences in blogging practices
across automatically detected blog communities based on reading ties, and based on blog
popularity among other bloggers.
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CHAPTER 4: RESULTS
Qualitative Interviews with Science Bloggers
In this section of Chapter 4, I will be presenting the results of qualitative analysis in
AtlasTi of in-depth interviews with science bloggers. Interviews were open-coded and
subsequently selectively coded for emergent codes and code families, or themes, related to
blogging content decisions. Themes could be related to common individual factors, norms or
routines, values, and organizational or institutional forces, as per RQ1: What factors guide
science bloggers’ content decisions, and how are these factors shared across bloggers (norms or
routines), reflective of underlying principles (values) and guided by organizations and
institutions related to science blogging? In reporting results from this qualitative analysis below,
I first summarize the code families or themes that emerged from this analysis. I then investigate
each theme in detail while situating it and its respective codes into a Hierarchical Model
framework for understanding how factors at various sociocultural levels shape blog content.
These levels include individual factors that shape media content, routines, organizational factors,
social institutional or extra-media factors, and social system or ideological factors.
Blogging themes, or code families, emerged from open-coding of qualitative interviews
with science bloggers. Upon completion of open-coding, code categories included on the
broadest level: blogging approaches, blogging content decisions, blogger values, goals and
motivations, social media interactions, evolution of the blog, blogging challenges, roles,
audience, format, outcomes of blogging and things/topics bloggers avoid. However, these code
categories, which are more a reflection of the variables I was interested in uncovering about
science bloggers’ practices, can be broken down and reorganized into code families that reflect
emergent themes in the factors that shape blog content. I grouped open-codes into code
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categories that implied particular routines, values and constraints related to the practice of
science blogging. I subsequently selectively coded all interviews with these code categories in
mind. A diverse set of themes emerged from this interpretive analysis. Dominant themes, or code
categories mentioned by at least half of all 50 interviewees, include in order of mention
frequency: Audience-focused Popular Science; Writing for Myself; Journalistic approach;
Outreach, Education & Engagement; Discussion, Interaction & Conversation; As an Expert;
Value-added Blogging; Writing Freedom; Finding a Niche; Logistics; Editorial Process;
Research Blogging; Expression of Me; Blogging as a Natural Format; Context-added Blogging;
Opinion & Interpretation; Writer’s Home; Ecosystem Approach; The Blog Unit; What’s Missing
from Media; Blog as Compliment to Other Mediums; Online Vulnerabilty; Fitting in,
Community Acceptance; Scholarly Communications; Visual-driven Blogging; Sense of Duty To
Inform; Organizational Factors; and Advocacy. Minor themes, or code families mentioned by
less than half of all 50 interviewees but which I consider themes based on frequency of mention
and commonality between bloggers, include: Group Blogging, Shareable; Science of News and
News for Science; Doxa; Life of Science Blogging; and Professionalization of Science Blogs. I
discuss these various themes throughout this chapter, sometimes combined as overarching theme
families. In concluding this results section on qualitative interviews with science bloggers, I
situate the above themes as well as particular blogging approaches, content decisions rules,
values, logistical factors and science blogging challenges, within a hierarchical model of
influences on science blog content.
But before discussing emergent science blogging practice themes, it may be helpful to
establish a broad level understanding of why science bloggers blog in the first place. In other
words, what are their goals and motivations to blog? During qualitative interviewees I asked all
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participants about their motivations to blog about science. I asked each participant to describe
how he/she got into science blogging in the first place. After discussing science bloggers’
motivations to blog and goals according to data from my qualitative interviews with 50 bloggers
from diverse backgrounds, I will proceed to discuss emergent blogging practice themes.
Motivations to Blog
Science bloggers I interviewed mentioned a variety of different goals and motivations to
blog about science (see Figure 4). Most prominently, they blog to communicate science to nonspecialist audiences (31 out of 51 bloggers), for example through fun, cool or interesting content.
This motivation overlaps with popular science and outreach/education approaches to science
blogging. See Table 1 for description of these approaches and other blogging practice themes
that emerged from qualitative interviews. Nearly half of the bloggers I interviewed mentioned
being motivated to engage in science outreach and to make science accessible to a broader
audience, beyond what scientific journals do to disseminate information about new research.
Other prominent motivations were internal motivations to blog. These included simply enjoying
writing about science, blogging as a form of self-expression, blogging to have a voice in larger
conversations about science, and blogging to share things that are interesting, exciting and
deserved to be shared. Many science bloggers are motivated to correct misinformation about
science they find online. Nearly half of all bloggers mentioned being motivated to add to
incomplete or inadequate media reports about science by highlighting research that isn’t being
covered elsewhere and putting news accounts of science into a broader context.
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Figure 4. Goals and motivations to blog about science, based on qualitative interview analysis.
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Table 1. Codes families, or themes, and their major codes, in order of mention frequency
Code Family
Audience-focused PopSci
Writing for Myself
Journalistic
Outreach, Education &
Engagement
As an Expert
Discussion, Interaction &
Conversation
Value-added Blogging
Writing Freedom
Ecosystem Approach
Logistics
Editorial Process
Research Blogging
Expression of Me
Blogging as a Natural
Format
Context-added Blogging
Opinion, Interpretation
The Writer’s Home
The Blog Unit
What’s Missing from
Media

Major Codes within Family
Communicating science through fun/cool content; An
explanatory approach; Considering reader interests; Wow factor
Things I find interesting, exciting to me; Close to my heart, I
have a strong opinion about it; A place to throw out ideas,
answer my own questions about science; Internal motivations
Topical (what’s in the news); Timely; Interviewing; Covering
current events in one’s field/beat; Journalistic routines
Communicating science to non-specialist audiences; Educational;
Blogging about process of science; Science literacy
Within one’s field of expertise; Media Correction based on one’s
expertise; Can I explain this?
Topical (being currently discussed); Interactivity – blogging to
start a discussion or get input
Having something unique to contribute, add to the discussion;
Sharing personal experiences related to science; Adding value
Freedom to speak in one’s own voice, to express personality and
opinion; Enjoying editorial freedom
Avoiding stories being covered well by others; Differentiating
from others; Keeping track of who is writing what in larger
blogosphere
Time; Audience; Blogging for pay; Access to papers
Guidelines; Editor; Collaborating w/ others to make editorial
decisions
Blogging about research papers; In-depth views at research
studies
Personal passions and obsessions; A personal style; Content
related to personal life experiences; A portrait of the things I
think matter
Freedom to speak in one’s own voice, to express personality and
opinion; Humorous and conversation style; “There are no rules”
Adding background, context, depth and detail; Telling the
backstory
Blog as a place for opinions, interpretation and personal
commentary; Blogging to point out problems or take a stance;
Editorials/Columns
Blog as writing portfolio; Blogging alongside a book, news
work, etc.; Blog as a place for ‘Extras’ or info that doesn’t fit
elsewhere
Rigor, substance of content; 1 main idea / core message;
Episodic
Highlighting stories that would not otherwise be featured by the
media; Deserves more attention, lack of coverage of this;
“Something’s been missed” – expanding on incomplete news
coverage
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(Table 1 continued.)
Code Family

Major Codes within Family

Compliment to
Other Mediums

Blogging what doesn’t fit / can’t pitch as a news article; Blog as
place for extended thoughts from Twitter
Trolling and online incivility; Avoiding things that are too
personal; Cautious with criticism of experts’ work; Concern
about sexism
Everyone I follow in social media is talking about this;
Conforming to expectations; Avoiding things other bloggers
would find ‘silly’
Blogging about one’s own research / for other scientists; Pointing
to gaps in data/research; Opening up scholarly conversations
Blog posts surrounding/explaining a visual; Having good images
Media org culture; Making a blog post look different than a news
story
Sense of duty to correct misinformation; Stories that need to be
told
Goal: To enact change; Advocate for an issue/cause; Change
behavior

Online Vulnerability
Fitting In;
Community Acceptance
Scholarly Communications
Visual-driven Blogging
Organizational Factors
Sense of Duty to Inform
Advocacy

Blogging Practice Dominant Themes
Writing for Myself, to Popularize Science for Others. Two of the most common
themes that emerged from my qualitative interviews with science bloggers were Writing for
Myself, or the reflection that blogging is a personal endeavor driven by personal interests and
self-oriented benefits, and Audience-focused Popular Science. All the bloggers I interviewed
reflected in some way a motivation to appeal to reader interests and popularize science for a
broader audience. What is interesting is that while all bloggers I interviewed mentioned code(s)
in these two code families, writing for oneself and writing to popularize science for others at the
surface appear to be conflicting motivations and approaches. Other researchers have also found
that science bloggers often say that blogging is a hobby and that they blog mostly to please or
entertain themselves (Ranger & Bultitude, 2013). Perhaps until now however, this has been taken
as an indication that science bloggers are not primarily or significantly concerned with reader
interests or the needs of a broader audience. Looking at these themes more closely, we see that
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following one’s personal interests and blogging to popularize or explain science to a broad
audience often go hand-in-hand (see Figure A2 in Appendix A4, and Table 2). This is especially
apparent in that many bloggers explicitly describe their content decision process as being
governed by using their own interests “as human beings” as a proxy for reader interests.
I think for me it would be, the stuff I’m learning new for myself, right? So […] stories
like, ‘oh! I just discovered this, and it’s exciting, so, surely some people out there would
agree with me.’ – Interviewee #4, Female, Science Communicator, Independent Blogger
One group blog editor in particular synthesizes the themes of writing for oneself and writing for
a broader audience while emphasizing the compatibility of these objectives for science blogging:
We’re not doing science journalism or reporting – occasionally we do, but the goal is not
really to, you know, break news or explain, you know […] a new study that has come out
necessarily. Our primary goal is actually focused, I’d say, on science literacy, and
particularly, on the attitudinal aspects of science literacy. [...] We want to present people
who are interested in science as interesting and fun, not the ‘science ruins everything’
cliché? And show that thinking about the world scientifically, even if you aren’t scientist,
is actually a more interesting way to approach life? Than other approaches? So, the
primary reason we write about something is that we as an individual, whoever’s writing
it, finds it, you know, if I find it interesting, I consider it worth writing about. That means
it may not be actually that scientific, […] some sort of science will probably wind up
creeping in, or scientific thinking, will end up creeping in because that’s who I am. So if I
find it interesting, it’s almost inevitably going to go there? But the primary reason to
write about it is that I, you know, that I find it interesting or amusing, based on the
conceit that, being human, that other people who are human will also find it interesting or
amusing […] even if it’s not necessarily kind of obviously straight out of like, ‘this is
science writing’, kind of a category. And part of the thinking about that is that the sort of
dedicated science blogging, science journalism readership is sort of a niche group […] It
really does boil down to, I think just the fundamental assumption that everybody that
writes for the blog is a human being, and that while we’re all unique little flowers, we’re
not that unique, and so if you as a person find it interesting, there’s going to be other
people who find it interesting, and frankly, […] if we’re doing a good job of presenting
ourselves as human beings who happen to be science nerds, as opposed to science nerds,
first? And if you can present yourself as being human, then just the fact that you point at
something and say, hey there’s something interesting over there, that will actually cause
other people to go, to look at that thing. Just cause sort of that, ‘oh, another human being
thought that was interesting, I’m human too, maybe it is interesting.’ So that’s, those
things are really what drive us… The one time I tend to yell at the people who write [for
our group blog] is when they look at the numbers and go, ‘hey maybe I should do this
again. That got a lot of you know, a lot of page views.’ – Interviewee #13, Male,
Scientist, Independent Group Blogger and Editor
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Table 2. Codes for Theme ‘Writing for Myself’, broadly in order of mention frequency
Code sub-category

Description

Personal Interests
Blogworthiness: Things I find interesting
Blogworthiness: Things I find cool
Blogworthiness: Exciting to me
Blogworthiness: Things I’m curious about

Writing to satisfy my own interests, about
things I find interesting or cool, or that I want
to learn more about. Motivation to answer my
own questions about science, to blog about
things I want to learn more about.

Passions
Blogworthiness: Personal passions,
obsessions
Blogworthiness: Close to my heart
Blogworthiness: I have a strong opinion on it
Blog as a portrait of the things I think matter

My blog is a portrait of the things I think
matter, that I care about. Blog as a place to
write about personal passions, to write about
the things I have a strong opinion about or that
I think are important, that readers should
know.

Enjoyment
Blogworthiness: What I will enjoy writing
Blogworthiness: What is fulfilling to write
Motivation: Enjoy writing

Writing about what I enjoy writing about,
what’s fun to write, or what’s
satisfying/fulfilling to write about. Blogging
for the pure enjoyment of writing.

Self-Expression
Blog as expression of me
A creative outlet

Blog as an expression of me, my interests,
thoughts, activities; a place to explore my
creative side, to easily publish my creative
writing or art, etc.

For Myself
Not worried about traffic, page-views
A place to clarify my thoughts
Blogworthiness: Affects my day-to-day life
Excuse to explore research outside my area
Goal: To entertain myself
Blogworthiness: What gets me to blog
regularly Motivation: For my own sanity
Outcome: Therapeutic/Cathartic
A way to blow off steam.
Blogworthiness: Content related to something
I’m experiencing in my life.

Blogging for my own purposes: to clarify my
thoughts, as an excuse to explore or learn
about science outside of my research area,
and/or to entertain myself.
Blogging as an outlet to write about my
thoughts or struggles (e.g. with academic life,
etc.) – a way to blow off steam.
Blog content related to personal experiences:
“I become very depressed. But, even then, I
found that very interesting from an
epidemiology point of view. It was almost my
way of dealing with it […] to turn it into this
interesting population health issue.”

Proxy for Reader Interests
Blogworthiness: The story rings bells for me
Blogworthiness: Interesting to me as a human,
not as a lab coat (i.e. scientist)

Using myself as a proxy for reader interests;
‘if I’m interested in this, others will be too.’
Blogging about things I’m interested in, but
that are also interesting on a broader level.
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Science bloggers often indicate blogging primarily for themselves, even describing their
blogging as a “selfish” endeavor. For nearly all science bloggers I interviewed, personal interest
is the foremost and most basic criterion shaping blog content. A topic or story that is personally
interesting to the blogger, whether it aligns with personal interests, research interests or both, has
a much higher likelihood of making the cut for blog content than something that is less
personally interesting. Nearly everything the blogger personally finds interesting is potentially
blogworthy, and may go into a physical list of potential blog ideas for later. But personal interest
is also a very broad category for most science bloggers. Many layers of criteria constrain the
blog content that actually gets published. Time is the most frequently mentioned of these
constraints. For any given story, topic or paper that the blogger finds interesting, does the
blogger have time to write it? This is especially a constraint for independent bloggers
maintaining blogs on the side of full-time jobs as researchers, science communicators, etc. Is it
quick and enjoyable to write? Does the blogger have the expertise or feel capable of researching
the material to explain it adequately? Does it fit the scope of the blog? Can it be made relatable
to one’s readers? Are others already covering it? These are some of the most prominent factors
that shape blog content according to my analysis.
Other factors are important to the theme of blogging for oneself. Perhaps most important
is writing freedom. Whether they write independently or for a blog network, science bloggers
exercise significant freedom in choosing their blog topics and producing content. Writing
freedom has become a dominant feature of science blogging. For scientists and science writers
alike, a blog represents a place to pursue interests, experiment with storytelling and provide
commentary without strict editorial rules or restrictions. While some bloggers accept increased
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editorial oversight in exchange for visibility (e.g. on blog networks), editing is mostly considered
antithetical to what blogging represents, or the “unedited voice of a person” (Winer, 2003, 2014).
In listening to science bloggers describe their motivations to blog and their content
practices, it is often apparent that the type of posts many bloggers have fun with are those that
contain an “oh wow” factor and that communicate science in fun and interesting ways. While
science bloggers may often feel pressure or a sense of duty to blog about other topics, for
example to correct misinformation online (see As an Expert), they often express enjoyment in
producing content that falls more in line with audience-focused popular science.
[T]here are topics I wish we didn’t have to cover that we do, that are some of our most
popular posts. And that’s debunking pseudoscience that airs on educational television.
First of all, it makes me a party-pooper, you know, no one’s ever mad at the person who
said the wrong information, they’re mad at me for saying that it’s wrong. And it’s not fun
writing that stuff. I like writing about new discoveries, that’s fun, but this is, I feel like I
have to do it, but I don’t like it. Writing about a new discovery or a new paper, or a cool
new [animal] behavior that someone’s documented, or an exciting policy change that’s
going to protect… I like that stuff. I don’t, people think I like the rant-y type posts,
because I do them a lot. But I don’t like them. I just feel like, sometimes, someone’s got
to say it, and no one else is. – Interviewee #45, Male, Scientist, Group Blog Contributor
For blogging to popularize science, major codes that fit this theme include
communicating science through fun or cool content, using an explanatory approach to blog
content, considering what readers will find interesting, inspiring and relatable, writing content
inspired by popular media and choosing content that has a ‘wow’ factor (see Table 3). Popular
science blog content is highly “shareable,” often piggy-backing off of popular culture themes or
media stories, or relating to everyday questions that science can answer. Unlike content written
for oneself, however, popular science content is often purposefully positive or pro-science and
written a way that appeals to a wider audience. It may be more enthusiastic in style and leave out
caveats, qualifications or background information. It may be presented in more “popular”
formats, such as list-style or Q&A-style formats, and use accessible language as opposed to
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jargon. Bloggers being paid by blog networks or organizations to produce this type of content are
often more constrained by these popular science factors than are independent bloggers.
Table 3. Codes for Theme ‘Audience-focused PopSci’, broadly in order of mention frequency
Code sub-category
Description
Translation/Explainer Role
Approach: Explanatory
Using news stories explain background science

Explaining, communicating science
through fun, cool, interesting content.
Summarizing science research papers;
Science explainers, ‘science 101’

Considering Reader Interests
Science of everything things
Blogworthiness: Importance/Relevance to the
reader or the public; Relatable to the reader
Blogworthiness: Interesting to me as a human,
not as a lab coat

Considering reader interests in choosing
topics, blogging about topics, stories or
papers that have broader appeal. Brining
science into the everyday.

Reaching a Broader Audience
Paying attention to post popularity
Inspiration from popular materials (books, media,
movies, etc.); Hook to popular media

Tying science into popular media
materials, news reports, etc. Paying
attention to blog posts that are most
popular among readers.

Wow Factor
Blogworthiness: Weird, Whacky, Wonderful
What is shareable
Keeping it positive, pro-science
Audience: Curiosity seekers
Science factoids, little details of science
Blogworthiness: ‘This is going to be big’

Examples: “as long as there’s a right
brain, creative component to it, that has a
‘ooooh’ factor” | “I find myself in my
head talking to people, and getting them
excited about __, thinking wow, this is
like some really cool stuff […] when I
find myself doing that, then I think,
alright, this is a blog post.”

Popular Format/Style
Question and Answer Q&A-style posts
List-style posts, clickworthy headlines
Simple language, jargon-free
Exciting, enthusiastic style
Entertaining

Popular blog formats and styles

Straightforward to Explain
Blogworthiness: Having a good analogy, way to
explain it
Blogworthiness: Can be mentally visualized
Avoid stories requiring too much background

Giving preference to blog topics, stories,
or papers that make a good story or that
the blogger can explain well and/or
without jargon.
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It's a left brain, right brain thing. I go through aggregates. So, EMBiO, for you know,
PLOS, all these things. Sometimes I'll look at Science Daily, sometimes I'll look at some
others. But what I do is, I'll look at it, and if the left side of my brain goes, oh, I wonder if
this is an IL-6 pathway? [Shakes head] No, that's not going to make it. Because that's ___
the scientist going, I want to read this so I can have a better understanding of this
mechanism. Not going to make it. If however I look at it and I go, 'ohh! Well, that's cool!'
That's the right side of the brain that is essentially saying that this actually has a value, to
me as a human, not as a lab-coat. And, that's how I decide.” – Interviewee #8, Male,
Scientist, Media Blogger
In the above quote, writing for oneself and writing to popularize science overlap. Scientists who
follow their passions and interests outside of their narrow field of science may have the raw
material and motivation to explore, explain and popularize science for a broader audience.
Bloggers who set out to explain science to a broader audience may also fall back onto their own
passions and interests, as in the end they can’t reliably predict what content is going to get
shared, connect with readers or truly make a difference to public understanding of science.
Blogging for oneself turns out to be a better strategy for most bloggers, even paid network
bloggers, in terms of staying motivated to write.
In terms of my motivation for doing it, it’s really kind of a selfish enterprise, in a way. I
write about things that I’m excited about, and I think that’s what’s really allowed me to
do this for so long, and become a writer. I think it I was just doing it for the paycheck
[laughs] or if I was just doing it, you know, for some other reason, I think it would be
really depressing. […] [I]f it was all based upon science literacy, or you know public
outreach of science, it’s really difficult to know the effect that I’m having, so, you know,
at least from my personal perspective, the best I can do is do the best job that I can at
being, you know, accessible and accurate and, you know, hope that that I can find ways
to get other people. But if I didn’t have my own sort of internal reasons for doing this, I
probably would’ve just gotten depressed and stopped a long time ago [laughs]. –
Interviewee #42, Male, Writer/Scientist, Network Blogger
Journalistic Routines. Another prominent theme that emerged from qualitative analysis
of science blogger interviews was the use of journalistic routines, standards and news values to
make blog content decisions and to produce content. While nearly all bloggers (49 out of 50)
make some mention of journalistic approaches or news values in their selection of content,
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bloggers who are writers/journalists by primary occupation make greater mention of codes in this
theme compared to codes in other blogging themes than do bloggers in scientific research or
academic career tracks. The prominence of this theme is notable considering that 19 of the
bloggers I interviewed blog independently and 7 blog for networks not directly associated with
news organizations. However, many science bloggers at least in some ways become socialized
into the news process, either through receiving journalism training, getting feedback in pitching
pieces to editors as freelance writers/journalists, or simply through observing, learning and
adopting practices from other science bloggers and journalists. This last mode of being socialized
into the news process emerges as a significant influence for many science bloggers, especially
those aspiring to a career in science writing or those who pay attention to the science blogging
community at large. This community-based learning and modeling behavior may even be a
significant contributing factor to the modern professionalization of science blogs.
I was sort of learning from what other bloggers were doing and obviously there were lots
of pro-bloggers out there, and I thought maybe I should try and do what they do, so pick a
research paper that I find interesting and then write about a single research paper. –
Interviewee #10, Male, Editor, Independent Blogger
Anytime I can give a blog post a news hook, which is what journalists call it, I try to.
Because I think, that's something I've noticed Ed [Yong] and Carl [Zimmer] do when
possible. Again, you know, I don't have a guidebook, but I do have people that, that most
people consider to be really great at blogging, so I look to what they do, to help me figure
out what I should be doing. So, if at all possible, I like to have a news hook. And I like to
put it relatively close to the top of the story, maybe not as close as it would be in a
traditional news article. – Interviewee #27, Female, Writer, Network Blogger
[I]t’s not just like an isolated enterprise where I started just doing this, you know, by
myself. Yeah, I’m, you know, at my desk tapping away but having these connections to,
you know, other writers […] experience and novice, allowed me to sort of figure out, you
know, some of these different aspects. You know, how to tighten up my writing and
determine […] what makes a great story vs. just a good story… – Interviewee #42, Male,
Writer/Scientist, Network Blogger
The most prominent code within the theme of Journalistic science blogging relates to
how science bloggers choose what is blogworthy, by looking at what’s topical or what’s
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currently being discussed in the news or social media (see Table 4). Out of the 50 bloggers I
interviewed, at least 35 explicitly mentioned this as a factor of blogworthiness. Other codes
related to the Journalistic theme, which are reflective of more traditional journalistic routines,
include timeliness, covering current events or developments within one’s blog area/beat, the
importance news pegs or coinciding events in determining blogworthiness, and interviewing or
getting outside comment. Of the 50 bloggers I interviewed, 16 of them interview or talk to
experts in preparing blog content. Those who do so are most often, but not always, blogging for
media organizations or media-hosted blog networks. Some independent science bloggers are
applying lessons they learn in the course of freelance writing or journalism to their personal
blogging, such as how to write a better lede, cater to a broader audience or remove extraneous
background information.
And yet while many bloggers are aware of journalistic routines and news values, whether
through education, experience or community learning, they rarely limit their blog content to what
might be found in straight journalistic pieces. Science bloggers often knowingly choose to write
about things that are meaningful to them over things that are newsworthy, for example, and
insert more of themselves into their content. This reflects a theme I will discuss later in this
chapter, where blogs are seen as a place for opinion, interpretation and personal commentary.
[W]hen I cover new papers, sometimes it turns out looking a lot just, [like] a regular news
story, where, you know, I’ve interviewed one of the researchers on the paper, and maybe
somebody else, [who are] expert? But, to be honest, those don’t tend to be my favorite
posts to do? Because, I tend to feel like that, I don’t know, it doesn’t add as much beyond
what you would get with a regular news story online. And what, what I feel like, the
freedom of a blog, and why blogs are so much fun to read, is, that you get to know a little
bit more of the personality of the person who’s writing it, and what their thoughts and
opinions are, and that they kind of interpret things, a bit more? – Interviewee #33,
Female, Writer, Media Blogger
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Table 4. Codes for Theme ‘Journalistic, broadly in order of mention frequency
Code sub-category
Description
Topical & Timely
Blogworthiness: What’s in the news, what’s
being currently discussed

Blogging that is topical and timely, that
addresses current issues or stories
currently being discussed.

Journalistic Practices
Interviewing, getting outside comment
Covering current events in one’s field/beat
Maintaining high journalistic standards
(Pressure to be) objective, unbiased
Having an innate sense for what is a good story
Pattern reporting, investigative reporting
Corrective journalism; Critical journalism
Goal: To ask hard questions, watchdog
Avoiding conflicts of interest

Use of traditional journalistic practices,
including interviewing,
objectivity/impartiality, covering current
events.
Investigative and corrective journalism
approaches to blogging.

News Values/Factors
Presence of a news peg / coinciding event
Importance or relevance to the reader
Something I just learned new myself; Novelty
Significance for policy, people, etc.
Human interest stories
Benefit/Usefulness to the reader
Proximity, ‘close to my home’
Corrects/Challenges popular knowledge
Surprising science; Unexpected
The Weird, Whacky and Wonderful
New science; New scientifically

Use of news values, or factors of
newsworthiness, as traditionally
conceived, including timeliness, currency,
human interest, relevance to the reader,
significance/impact, unexpectedness and
novelty.

Outreach, Education & Engagement. Another dominant theme that emerged from my
interviews with science bloggers was an Outreach, Education and Engagement approach to
science blogging. This theme was mentioned by nearly all bloggers I interviewed. Outreach,
Education and Engagement includes communicating science to non-specialist audiences and a
science outreach approach to blogging, the latter mentioned by nearly half of the science
bloggers I interviewed. An outreach approach is positive or inspirational in nature and seeks to
reach a broad(er) audience with information about the process of science, new research findings,
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citizen science opportunities and profiles of scientists, for example (see Table 5 for other codes
in this theme).
Table 5. Codes for Theme Outreach, Education and Engagement, broadly in order of mention
frequency
Code sub-category

Description

Outreach Approach
Communicating science to non-specialists
Approach: Explanatory
Goal: Increase science literacy
Goal: Bring science to people who don’t
normally read science
Keeping it positive or pro-science
Showing science can be fun
Blogging about one’s own research

Blogging objectives and approaches
focus on science outreach, which is
mostly positive and seeks to reach a
broad audience with information about
the process of science and citizen science
opportunities. Focusing on explanation
over news reporting or debating scientific
issues; Science 101.

Educational Resource
Approach: Educational
Role: An educator
Motivation: Improving science education
Blogging as a resource for other science
communicators and educators
Blogging as an educational resource for students
Including scientific methodology, connection to
scientific method
Humanizing Science
Humanizing science, presenting scientists as
human
Motivation: Promoting trust in science
Images / Videos of experience ‘from the lab’
Approach: Behind the scenes, life of scientists

Blogging objectives and approaches
focus on science education. Blogging
about things that could be a valuable
resource for other communicators,
including information about effective
science communication and classroom
science activities, etc. Gauging
blogworthiness by a story or topic’s
educational value to readers – is there
something new to learn?

Humanizing science by showing how
science works behind the scenes;
featuring profiles of scientists,
images/videos from the lab, etc.

Realities of science
Talking about what we/scientists DON’T know
Discussing the realities and difficulties of
scientific research
Helping people see importance of science
Goal: Create appetite for more research, to
address unanswered questions
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Talking about the realities of science,
why discoveries take so long, etc.;
Showing gaps in research and helping
people see the importance of science in
addressing these gaps and unanswered
questions.

This theme also encompasses an educational and/or explanatory approach to science
blogging, focusing on translation and explanation of new research or basic scientific concepts
over critical journalism or interpretation, for example. In this regard, this theme overlaps with
Audience-focused Popular Science and Research Blogging, an approach in which bloggers take
often single research papers and translate or summarize them for non-scientist readers.
So the goal is basically you know, sort of broadly conceived is to do science outreach,
sort of thing, to tell more people about cool stuff – cool things about science. Uh, mostly
that’s physics, cause that’s my training and I tend to, you know, in writing about physics
I tend to try to emphasize things that don’t get as much attention. – Interviewee #48,
Male, Scientist, Network Blogger
Science bloggers I interviewed who mentioned codes in the Outreach, Education and
Engagement theme more often than they mentioned other blogging approaches tended to be
scientists, researchers and/or academics by primary occupation. Several of these bloggers,
especially graduate students and scientists, expressed a sense of personal duty to share the
knowledge and resources they have access to with a broader audience, or “an obligation to pass
along these cool things and help inspire others to find out about them” (Interviewee #47, Male,
Scientist, Independent Blogger). Of the 50 science bloggers I interviewed, 31 mentioned being
motivated to communicate science to non-specialist audiences, while 19 mentioned wanting to
primarily educate their readers and/or improve scientific literacy. Common ways of
incorporating these goals into one’s science blogging include blogging about the process of
science as well as the outcomes and conclusions of scientific research. For example, science
bloggers may talk about the human narratives behind scientific discoveries or include details
about scientific methodology in blog posts about new research studies. Science writers and
network bloggers were especially likely to mention these particular blogging approaches or
strategies within the Outreach, Education and Engagement theme.
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I definitely consider myself a scientist first, uh, and a journalist only, I only call myself a
journalist because other people call me a journalist. But I see my function as a translation
function. I sort of feel like I speak the language of scientists, and I understand how much
of that the public understands, and so I translate between the two. I guess I'm a journalist,
and I am, I do report news, and you know I definitely have a lot of friends in the
journalism community, but I definitely think of myself as a scientist first. […] I try to do
a mix of different kinds of content. So like, the two examples I already told you are pretty
pictures and in-depth translations of articles. […] I also, uh, like to write updates from
scientific meetings so that’s kind of like scientific work in progress and how the
community sort of hashes out new information… – Interviewee #6, Female, Science
Communication, Network Blogger
I go briefly into the materials and methods, make it sound like it's simple, I mean CSI
does it all the time, so why can't I? And then, I then talk about the actual results – what
did they see, what did they experience, what did they observe, what happened? And I try
and make it with adjectives, you know, they were fascinated, they were shocked, they
were surprised... Or, it's exactly as they expected it. You know, give the people who did
the actual work a personification, so that you feel as if you're reading about a human
being, and not about a paper in a journal. – Interviewee #8, Male, Scientist, Media
Blogger
One fifth of the bloggers I interviewed blog occasionally about their own research, but
they are often doing so in more of an outreach function than a scholarly peer-to-peer function,
for example blogging to inform research participants of study outcomes and documenting their
research activities through fun and engaging videos and pictures from the lab or the field. Many
bloggers write more generally about the process of how science is done in their field of study,
sometimes encouraging citizens to join in. Of the bloggers I interviewed, 7 mentioned being
motivated to get citizens involved in science. These bloggers often mentioned posting
information about DIY science or citizen science projects within their field of study.
I'm trying to explain, you know, the science that I do, the science that other people do.
Then there's kind of an outreach component, it's, ok, how can we get people involved.
Well, you know, I posted a bunch of experiments that people can do in their own house.
Like ok, you can extract your own DNA – here's the protocol, it's really easy. Here's dry
ice that you can put into soapy dishwater and make huge bubbles that will amaze your
kids - and amaze adults too, apparently. – Interviewee #22, Male, Scientist, Independent
Blogger
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The Outreach, Education and Engagement theme of science blogging that emerged from
my interviews with science bloggers appears to be mostly a question of bloggers’ motivations to
increase public knowledge, interest in and passion about science and how it is done. This
motivation and “underlying current” to science blogging is compatible with a range of different
blogging approaches, from blogging new research studies to popular media science explainers.
Science bloggers focused on outreach, education and engagement blog on a range of different
topics but tend to select and produce content that is educational or intellectually valuable, that
inspires an interest in science, or that has the potential to engage non-scientist readers in science
or debate.
[A] lot of times there will be something in the news where like a new exoplanet has been
discovered, and I don’t ever write about that stuff, or like the most distant galaxy. Those
things are in the news, but there’s not really any particularly interesting science to discuss
in it. Like there’s no, there’s not a lot to learn. And I like to, I like to write about things
where there’s, there’s something to learn, either about some interesting science or about,
like, how science works. So with the radio source thing, I thought that was a really good
opportunity to talk about, like, how we discover things and how we figure things out in
astronomy. […] So I try to, I try to make it, like, I don’t know, I try to always choose
things where there’s an opportunity to educate people, either about some really important,
interesting science, or about the scientific method. But, like, there are certainly bits of
science news that are, that are newsworthy, but not scientifically interesting. –
Interviewee #40, Female, Scientist, Freelance Blogger
As An Expert. Another dominant theme related to blogging approach and content
decisions is “As an expert…” Nearly all bloggers mention code(s) classified under this theme.
See Table 6 for all codes within this theme. Blogging “as an expert” often involves selecting
content based on one’s scientific or other expertise, blogging about one’s research interests,
critiquing research papers in one’s area, and correcting misinformation, media inaccuracies or
pseudoscience surrounding one’s area of science.
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Table 6. Codes for Theme ‘As an Expert,’ broadly in order of mention frequency
Code sub-category

Description

Scientific Expertise
Within one’s area of knowledge / expertise
Blog focus: Sticking to core topics
Blogworthiness: I can explain this
Approach: Using my (unique) scientific
knowledge to write about X
Blogworthiness: Something I can elaborate on
Blogs as a place for specialized content

Blogging content decisions guided by
own scientific expertise. Blogworthiness
increased by firsthand expertise or
knowledge related to a topic, story, paper,
etc. (On the extreme, a blogger may
choose to completely stay within his or
her area of knowledge / expertise.) Blogs
seen as a place for more specialized
information about science than available
in other media.

Media Correction
Media criticism or commentary
Correcting media misrepresentations,
inaccuracies
Motivation: Correcting misinformation online
Sense of duty to correct media misinformation or
pseudoscience based on my expertise
Countering sensationalism/hype about science
Something’s been missed: Expanding on
incomplete media coverage

Sense of duty, obligation, inclination or
obsession to correct misinformation
encountered online, based on personal
scientific expertise. Expanding on
incomplete or inaccurate coverage of
science in the media. A debunking or
myth-busting approach to science
blogging. May not be the most enjoyable
form of science blogging.

Scholarly Engagement
‘Taking down’ or discussing issues with new
research
Research interests
Outcomes
Being contacted as a news source because of
blogging
Becoming an authority on a topic/issue via
blogging

Blogging content guided by research
interests; Engaging in post-publication
peer review or research commentary.
Becoming an authority or a news source
on a topic, beat, etc. as a results of
blogging on it.

The dominant code in this code family relates to how science bloggers choose what to
write about, by what falls within their area of knowledge or expertise. This criteria of
blogworthiness or guide to content selection and production was mentioned by 31 of the 50
science bloggers I interviewed. A greater fraction of bloggers who are scientists or academics by
career track referred to this criteria. For these science bloggers, the blogworthiness of any given
research paper, topic or story is to a greater or lesser extent shaped by whether the blogger has
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firsthand expertise or knowledge related to it. For some science bloggers, their own scientific
knowledge or expertise more strictly constrains what they will blog about. In other words, they
are blogging as experts in their field or beat, rarely straying from their area of knowledge or
expertise. For other bloggers, stories related to something they know a lot about or have
researched themselves may rise to the top of their list of blog post ideas, but they still feel
comfortable branching out to blog about things on which they are not experts and may need to
research extensively or learn more about before writing. Several of these bloggers are science
writers who interview outside experts for their stories, a practice which they find lets them
branch out from their area of expertise. Science bloggers who do limit their content to their own
area of knowledge or expertise often express being primarily motivated to provide an extra angle
or depth on a story than others can provide, or alternatively not feeling comfortable or not having
the time to tackle topics or stories outside the bounds of this expertise.
[B]ecause one of my goals is to write something that I think will be worthwhile to my
colleagues' time to read, I like to stick to areas where I have some expertise, where I think
there are important unresolved questions. And that means not necessarily covering just
one paper that happens to come out, maybe there will be a topic that, a paper, a larger
topic that a paper has prompted me to think about. – Interviewee #1, Male, Scientist,
Group Blog Contributor
[T]here's way too much for me to cover […], I just don't have time, and so then it
becomes how do, how do you pick something? Well I try to pick... Sometimes I'll read
the article and I'll try to think how I am gonna explain it, and I realize that it's gonna be
really hard to explain and I probably can't do it. So like there was a recent article that I
really wanted to write about… I thought [it] was really interesting cause it sort of corrects
something that is kind of popular knowledge among people who care about space. But
reading the article I was like, I cannot explain how they did this mathematically, it's
really complicated, and so I didn't write about that. And that partially has to do with my
background. […] I'm pretty specialized. – Interviewee #6, Female, Science
Communicator, Network Blogger
Related to sticking to one’s area of expertise, bloggers also often describe their decisions of what
is blogworthy as what they can explain, and what they can explain well. Science bloggers often
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indicate being more willing to blog about something they find interesting if they know enough
about the science to feel they can adequately explain it.
A third of the science bloggers I interviewed mentioned engaging in media correction, or
correcting media misrepresentations or inaccuracies, based upon their expertise. These bloggers
were predominantly graduate students, scientists and others on the science research or academic
career track, or science writers with significant research experience (e.g. with doctorate degrees
related to what they blog about). A fifth of the science bloggers I interviewed mentioned “taking
down” or discussing issues with new research papers. These are often papers in their field of
study which are receiving attention or being sensationalized by the media. Some bloggers, again
mostly graduate students, scientists and academics, expressed feeling obligated to correct media
misinformation or pseudoscience based on their experience (see Figure 5). However, several
indicated not necessarily enjoying these types of posts or finding them rewarding to write.
[I]t's kind of an obsession at this point. I don't know if you've seen that XKCD comic
that's, you know, 'are you coming to bed?' 'I can't, you know, someone on the internet is
wrong.' Yeah [laughs] that kind of feels like my life sometimes. […] I hate seeing things
in my field that, you know, where misinformation gets propagated. So, that's just
something that I've done, you know, throughout my, my blogging career, is trying to,
trying to be a source of information, for people that [read sites] that are just not giving a,
accurate information, to put things a little mildly. – Interviewee #3, Female, Scientist,
Network Blogger

Figure 5. Comic from xkcd.com
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[I]t’s topics that are in my research that I, because I study it, I know that it’s just like this
glaring misconception that people don’t, don’t even understand. […] I guess I feel the
need to address those specifically, more so than others. Because I don’t know… I don’t
know any science writers off the top of my head that specialize in ___. And so, I guess I
feel a little bit responsible when I see things like that, that I can maybe clarify them, for
the general public. – Interviewee #37, Female, Scientist, Independent Blogger
The Ecosystem Approach, Value-Added Blogging and Finding a Niche. The growth
of the science blogosphere in the last decade has also had an impact on science bloggers’ content
decisions, especially for those embedded in the online community who pay attention to the work
of other science bloggers and journalists. In a theme I refer to as the ‘Ecosystem Approach,’
science bloggers are paying great attention to content that their fellow bloggers and science
writers are producing. This tracking of science blog and science news content on a broader level,
which often occurs through the Twitter stream or other social networking sites, affects science
bloggers’ content in multiple ways. But it seems to be more about collaboration and filling in the
“gaps” in science coverage than competition with others.
More than half of the science bloggers I interviewed avoid topics or stories being
covered, or at least being covered well, by other science bloggers and writers. Several bloggers
talk about actually seeing a particular scientific paper they may be interested in writing about,
but almost instantly realizing that another prominent blogger with a very distinguishable beat
most likely will blog about that paper. In a good number of these cases, unless the blogger sees a
good reason to still blog about it – because they have a personal experience or firsthand expertise
to share – they often pass it up. Three science bloggers in particular, all women, told stories
about actually avoiding certain papers, stories or beats out of intimidation, because fellow
science bloggers were likely in their opinion to cover those papers, stories or beats better: “I did
a blog post once about dinosaurs. I haven't done a single blog post about dinosaurs since then,
because I'm so intimidated by ___. Because he is so knowledgeable about dinosaurs […], what
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can I add?” (Interviewee #27, Female, Science Writer, Network Blogger). A fourth blogger
mentioned that he had let such “intimidation” by prominent bloggers affect him when he was
newer to blogging, but had since realized that as his audience was different than theirs he could
still add value by blogging about the same stories they were telling. Many other bloggers
(mentioned by 14 bloggers) more broadly avoid the “science papers of the week,” embargoed
and/or press-released papers published in prestigious journals such as PNAS, Science and Nature.
Bloggers see these papers as most likely to be heavily covered, and covered more quickly after
publication, by the media and prominent science bloggers such as Ed Yong, among others. For
roughly a fourth of the science bloggers I interviewed, avoiding the coverage of prominent new
research papers or even the journalistic approach to blogging about new research in general is to
some extent a matter of “not being a pseudo-journalist, or a second-rate journalist” (Interviewee
#1, Male, Scientist, Group Blog Contributor). These bloggers often see it as difficult or
impossible, or at least not the best use of their time, to compete with the work of professional
science journalists and professionalized science bloggers with access to embargoed science
research papers.
So I actually have multiple kinds of Google alerts. I have some that just cover media,
some that are blogs, and some that are scholar? So, that lets me catch papers that come
out in more obscure journals, […] but it also lets me see, oh, everybody's already written
about this paper. And so that lets me sort of harness it. Plus […] I know journalists, and
we follow each other on Twitter, and so if they're writing about it, they're going to tweet
about it, and so I'll see that as well. […] I mean, if it's super important, I'll do it, but most
of the time it's like yeah, no, I'll just […] I'd rather do something unique. – Interviewee
#19, Female, Science Writer, Network Blogger
I want, I want to add value to my reader, I have limited time and I want to put it to the
maximum use, so if it's, you know, a story that people either aren't talking about much
yet, or are talking about wrong, then I'm, then I'm pretty strongly motivated to cover it.
[…] [If] the papers that I’m seeing in my journal subscription are not, and there’s a
couple interesting ones, I’m not seeing people talk about them on Twitter, or on
Facebook, or on other blogs I follow, then I’m motivated to write about it. – Interviewee
#45, Male, Scientist, Group Blog Contributor
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I think of it most of the time as kind of part of the bigger blog ecosystem, so, and I guess
that goes to, again, partly to how I choose what to write about too. […] I mean if there's a
paper that's out that is something about, you know, parasite mind control [laughs], […]
even though that's, you know, probably something I could write about, it's my field, […]
but, you know, I know that's probably something, again, […] Carl Zimmer or Ed Yong or
somebody is going to take up and, you know, do a fabulous post on it. So you know,
that's probably a topic that I wouldn't really cover as much. So, I mean I know a lot about
kind of who covers what beats, I guess? And what has kind of evolved over the many
years of this blogging ecosystem [laughs]... that doesn't necessarily mean I wouldn't
cover something, but you know, it does influence my choices a little bit, because if I
think someone else is going to do it, and probably, especially if they're going to do it
better than me, […] I just don't think I'll have anything to add on that particular point, and
so I might choose something else to write about. – Interviewee #3, Female, Scientist,
Network Blogger
Paying attention to the larger science blogosphere (mentioned explicitly by 15 bloggers)
is also associated with another theme that emerged from my interview analysis, which is Finding
a Niche, Set Apart, Something Different (see Figure A3 in Appendix A4). Many of the codes
that belong to this theme overlap with codes included in the code family Ecosystem Approach.
For most science bloggers, but perhaps especially for those who pay attention to the larger
science blogosphere, their blogs evolve over time as they work to develop a niche or style that
differentiates them from others. “[Y]ou find your niche by kind of… avoiding treading on other
people’s toes” (Interviewee #43, Male, Scientist, Network Blogger). When asked how they
determine what is blogworthy, several bloggers responded that they choose topics or stories that
they aren’t aware of many others covering or that aren’t the “sexy” topics or subjects among
other science writers. For example, one blogger expressed frustration at the fact that when he
tells people he’s a paleontologist, they nearly always respond ‘Oh, dinosaurs?’ In response, this
blogger focuses on stories about paleontological discoveries that aren’t about dinosaurs, blogging
about other animals and the evolution of life more generally: “I don’t go for ‘sexy’ stories, or
those that are getting covered a lot elsewhere unless I’m asked to externally, or people are
making a massive hash of getting the science accurate” (Interviewee #26, Male, Scientist,
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Network Blogger). However, this quote hints at qualifications to the Ecosystem Approach and
the theme of avoiding what others are covering, which I discuss more later in this section.
Women science bloggers and bloggers who are in science writing (or career paths other than
science research / higher education) were especially likely to mention avoiding over-done news
stories and preferring to select and produce more exclusive or unique content. Many science
bloggers who talk about finding a niche that differentiates them from others are focusing on
areas of science or particular journal articles or stories about science that are overlooked or
underrepresented in the news media. They may peruse more obscure scientific journals for blog
ideas or rely on personal experiences and other unique content to add value to their blogging.
But in general we are all writing about the same stuff in generally the same way, and I’d
generally try to avoid that. If anything, every once in a while I trawl the more specialized
journals […] for things that are very, very interesting, and should get talked about, but
they’re just not those top tier journals. And if anything, I kind of take pride in trying to
dig those things out. – Interviewee #42, Male, Scientist, Network Blogger
[T]here’s some things that you write about, and you know you’re going to get 20,000 hits
for it […] And that’s fine. But like, you know […] there’s enough blogs now in the last
couple of years, that are tackling these topics, that I feel like they’re really getting
covered super, super well, and it's not often that I feel uniquely positioned to address an
issue. Where it's like, oh, if I don't do this... then it won't happen! And so, I more and
more just rely on what I'm excited and interested in. And, and maybe that's not egotistical
enough where I think, oh, people are going to really want my take on it, but, you know, to
me, it's about getting information out there, and if the information's out there, in really
good ways, then I'll link to them, and more power to them, and [I'll focus] on the stuff
that I think is really interesting, that isn't getting covered. – Interviewee #12, Female,
Scientist, Independent Blogger
Several bloggers, predominantly women, described starting their blogs in the first place
as result of seeing a topic gap in the science blogosphere or news ecosystem more broadly: “I
mean, when I first started blogging [about women in science]… I was doing it because there
weren’t that many other people” (Interviewee #24, Female, Scientist, Network Blogger).
Thinking of their blogging in retrospect, 8 of the science bloggers I interviewed said they had
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noticed that something they had expertise on or interest in wasn’t well represented in the science
blogosphere, so they decided to start a blog with a focus on that gap.
As I mentioned earlier, the Ecosystem Approach to science blogging does not always
lead bloggers to only highlight science findings or stories that aren’t being covered by others or
the media. Many bloggers I interviewed mentioned that they often personally see anywhere from
5-10 blog posts on any given prominent new peer-reviewed paper or popular media story.
Clearly science bloggers aren’t always choosing to highlight otherwise unique or obscure science
content. A few bloggers mentioned this as a struggle they have between wanting to highlight
science that otherwise isn’t getting covered, and wanting to attract a readership. This goes back
to the theme of Audience-focused Popular Science, where science bloggers also understand that
to appeal to a wider audience, they at least sometimes need to consider reader interests and hook
science to popular media.
I feel like, you know, there are lots of other places people will go first, before they'll read
my blog, so, there's got to be something different about it. But at the same time, if you
write about stuff that's really obscure all the time, you're never really gonna pull readers
in, from different platforms. I guess you do have to kind of, play to what's popular, to a
certain extent. But at the same time, I hope that, if I write about something different next
week, maybe they'll come back, and they'll see something that they haven't heard of, or,
you know what I mean? – Interviewee #44, Female, Student, Network Blogger
Other qualifications to the Ecosystem Approach exist, many of which fall under a third theme
that emerged from my interview analysis that relates to the Ecosystem Approach and Finding a
Niche, which is Value-added Blogging. Whether a blogger avoids a topic or story being covered
by other science bloggers or news outlets depends on the blogger’s confidence or belief that he
or she can still add something valuable or meaningful to the topic or story, the blogger’s sense
that he or she has a different audience that would still benefit from a blog post on the topic or
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story, and whether other science bloggers or news outlets are missing or “making a hash” of
something that the blogger feels he or she can add to or correct.
The most prominent codes belonging to the Value-added Blogging theme include
thinking of one’s blog as a place for interpretation and/or personal commentary, and gauging
blogworthiness by whether one has a unique angle or something meaningful to contribute/add to
the discussion. The latter appears to be a widespread science blogging value or routine especially
characteristic of Value-adding Blogging. Of the 50 science bloggers I interviewed, 30 explicitly
mentioned something to this effect, for example not blogging about something that others were
writing about unless they had something original to report or could add value to the story, add
something missing from the conversation, or add a unique or personal insight or experience
related to the paper, topic or story. This might include an educator adding student reactions to a
blog post about a prominent new peer-reviewed paper or a scientist talking about personal
research insights with a new paper or scientific issue. It might include a blogger curating
information from disparate sources to address a scientific issue or current event from multiple
perspectives in one blog post or adding historical context or a cool narrative ‘backstory’ to
coverage of a new scientific finding. Women were also especially likely to mention needing to
feel they had a unique angle or something to contribute or add to a discussion or story before
blogging on it, particularly if other bloggers or news outlets were already covering it. Of all 50
science bloggers I interviewed, 20 of the 31 (or 65% of) female science bloggers mentioned
something to this effect, while 9 of the 19 (or 47% of) male science bloggers did.
Other ways that science bloggers practice Value-added Blogging more generally include
basing their blog posts off of original analysis or calculations, blogging about their personal
experiences with science or research, and sharing their personal experiences, insights and
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opinions related to scientific findings, current events, etc. The frequency of these approaches to
science blogging seems to be related again to Writing Freedom. At least 30 of the bloggers I
interviewed explicitly mentioned feeling free to speak in their own voice and to express
personality and opinion in their blogging. Several science bloggers talked about relying on a
more personal approach, or a distinct writing style they had developed, to add value for their
readers when blogging about science that might be covered elsewhere.
[Interviewer: Is it important how your blogging interfaces with the larger blogging
community?] Yeah, well I think about that a little, because I overlap with a few others in
terms of content? I guess I try and bring my own voice to it, and all, that’s all you can
really do. I don’t always look for a special angle so much as just, you know, a different
style. […] [T]he person who’s style I’m closest to is probably Richard Easther. So if he’s
blogged about something, I might not talk about it myself, because there would be, it
would be a little bit redundant. Or I’d worry about, you know, subconsciously copying
him or something [laughs]. [But] for the most part, I overlap a lot with the kind of stuff
__ writes about, but he and I have very, very different […] styles, and so I think that’s not
too big a problem. […] [H]is style and my style are different enough that even if we’re
writing about the same thing, and our backgrounds are rather similar, I’m still going to
bring a different viewpoint. – Interviewee
#40, Female, Scientist, Freelance Blogger
In summary, finding a niche and blogging about science to add value to the current
science content “ecosystem” combine into a major overarching theme that emerged from my
qualitative interviews with science bloggers (see Figure 6). This overarching theme combines
science bloggers’ internal motivations to have a voice and add meaningfully to the larger science
content ecosystem with social forces at the extra-media or social institutional layer of Shoemaker
and Reese’s Hierarchical Model. Beyond the level of news organizations or even particular
blogging communities, science blogging as an “institution,” if we can call it that, seems to have
embodied a culture of collaboration and filling in the gaps left behind by the decline of science
news in traditional media venues. Science bloggers seem to generally have a high level of respect
for their fellow bloggers, pointing through hyperlinking and retweeting to the work of others as
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opposed to duplicating efforts. To some degree, however, the pressure to find a niche as opposed
to competing with others for coverage of new scientific research is driven by logistical
constraints which I will discuss later in this chapter, including limited access to embargoed peerreviewed journal articles. Also, as the science blogosphere has grown, bloggers may feel more
pressure to produce unique content that adds value to the exploding science content ecosystem.

Figure 6. Graphic representing the intersection and a selection of respective codes from the three
different interview themes of Ecosystem Approach, Finding a Niche and Value-added Blogging.
Discussion, Interaction & Conversation. In a smaller theme related to blogging
practices, science bloggers often expressed valuing the growth of a community around their
content. A third of the science bloggers I interviewed talked about interacting with readers
through blog comments but especially through social networking sites including most
prominently Twitter and Facebook. They often mentioned doing so with the objective of getting
reader input or starting a larger discussion about a scientific issue or topic they find important but
perhaps under-discussed. Other ways of practicing interactivity include responding to reader
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questions, collating reader feedback via social media (for example through Storify) and editing
or amending blog posts according to reader feedback (relatively uncommon). A third of science
bloggers I interviewed at least sometimes get blog ideas from reader requests or suggestions.
Roughly a third of the science bloggers I interviewed seem to motivated to blog in part in
order to have a voice in larger online conversations about science. Nearly half of the bloggers I
interviewed said they interact with other science bloggers or the blogging community at large,
for example by responding through blog posts to other bloggers’ content, collaborating with
other bloggers on group blog projects or asking other bloggers for input on story ideas or
published content. Many science bloggers find blogging useful in terms of networking with other
science writers and scientists.
It's been really great for networking, […] like I said, I always know where to send
somebody for information, just cause I know so many people via Twitter, or you know,
online communities and things like that, that, you know, a lot of scientists that I probably
wouldn't have met otherwise, because they're not in, you know, microbiology,
epidemiology, public health, they're in physics, they're in physiology, you know, they're
in geology, but they're all part of kind of this […] Twitter and blogging, scientific
community. – Interviewee #50, Female, Scientist, Network Blogger
Logistics and Editorial Process. While science bloggers most often exercise significant
individual control over their blog content, many bloggers also face logistical and editorial
constraints that contribute to shaping the papers/topics/stories they select for coverage and the
content they produce. These constraints, along with organizational constraints, are sometimes
interrelated. (See visual relationships between these codes and code categories in Figure A4 in
Appendix A4). Logistical constraints include most prominently time constraints, mentioned by
34 of all 50 science bloggers I interviewed. Time constraints are mentioned especially often by
bloggers who are graduate students, scientists or academics as opposed to science writers by
profession. Time constraints may lead the science blogger to give precedence to blog post ideas
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that yield quick-to-write content, by for example dashing off thoughts on a scientific topic or
issue that is familiar or already within the blogger’s area of expertise. Time constraints may also
lead bloggers to focus on more “evergreen” content. Some science bloggers avoid writing about
breaking science news stories or prominent new research papers because they feel they lack the
time to jump on these stories quickly or while the stories are still timely and before many others
have covered them. This relates back to not wanting to or not feeling capable of competing with
paid science bloggers and journalists in covering or commenting on prominent new research
findings or news (related to Finding a Niche and an Ecosystem Approach to blogging). This
sentiment drives some bloggers to focus on content that is relatively unique to them or generally
under-represented in other blogs as well as popular science media. A few bloggers talk about this
as not wanting to get into the “rat race” or “hamster wheel” of newsworthy science content.
I used to try to, because it was easy, you know, I get a dozen journal table of contents in
my e-mail inbox every day, or every week, it's easy to scan down there, pick a paper, read
it, and just summarize it and try to, you know, popularize it. That just became less
fulfilling for me, and I think less successful, because I’m not quick enough at it. I feel
like there were enough other things going on in my life that I couldn't, you know, the hot
papers I was always behind on because somebody else would have covered it much
better, so it just became less, less satisfying. – Interviewee #1, Male, Scientist, Group
Blog Contributor
Other logistical and editorial constraints exist at the level of news organizations that host
blog networks and the platforms on which these blogs are hosted. A few bloggers, mostly
network bloggers, described their blog topic and style as being at least partly determined by
where and for whom they blog. Even without editorial oversight, many network bloggers (at
least 10 mention this) are keenly aware that their audience is to some extent pre-determined by
the network or news organization for which they blog. For example, the readership of Wired or
Scientific American blogs likely includes a predominance of highly educated individuals, likely
skewed male with a pre-existing interest in science and technology. Such pre-determined
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audience characteristics were mentioned as a constraint, or at least a source of concern, by
several female science bloggers at these networks who have a history of blogging about women
in science and diversity in science issues. Audience characteristics, as well as other
accountability factors, may lead bloggers to engage in significant self-editing or even selfcensorship. Bloggers at media blog networks are often recruited and brought on with the
understanding that they will stick to their previously established scientific topic(s) or to a new
niche defined by the news organization. In blogging for a media-hosted network of blogs,
bloggers are also constrained by the topics and stories covered by other bloggers on the network.
They may be encouraged to maintain or even narrow their niches in order to not overlap with the
topics and stories produced by others on the network. Science bloggers are sticking to these
organizational or blog network objectives even without the accountability of regular pitching or
editing requirements.
[What I can write] was developed by the editors, who created the brand. Like, they gave
me the [blog] name. […] as soon as you have that, then the editorial staff works to
develop what your brand is going to be, and then you actually have to be in charge of
reinforcing and maximizing your brand. – Interviewee #8, Male, Scientist, Media
Blogger
In terms of organizational factors that influence science blog content, different media
organizations and blog networks maintain different philosophies or ideas of what blogs should
look like and how they should complement content in other formats. These philosophies or
organizational requirements shape blog content to varying degrees, dependent on whether the
organization requires blog ideas to go through an editor or how much editorial control bloggers
are given over their selection and production of content. A science blogger writing for a
particular science magazine described her publication’s philosophy toward blogs:
I think that we tend to gravitate toward, you know, that blogs should be fun to read, and
they’re not necessarily where we put the most, I would say, hard-hitting important news?
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And, you know, it hurts a little to say that, cause I’m not [laughs], I don’t mean to say
that what we blog about is not important, but, I just mean that, if something is, you know,
a new finding about how to treat HIV, you know, that’s not necessarily going to fit any of
the themes of the blogs we have, and that’s probably something that’s more like […] a
serious news story that you’re going to cover, you’re going to want to cover based on a
variety of expert opinions in a more traditional news format. So, so sometimes things
where you just really, maybe where there is a controversy, where you, where we’re really
gonna want to have, you know, a lot of outside opinions from people, scientifically? Then
those might not make a good, as much a good blog post as just a good news story, or a
feature story, for the magazine? – Interviewee #33, Female, Editor, Network Blogger
Bloggers at this particular science magazine have to pitch all stories to a digital editor who
decides whether the story is better suited to a magazine news story or feature. I interviewed three
bloggers from this particular network, and they generally describe their blogs as a place to focus
on science that is more explanatory than “newsy.” For example, one week one of these bloggers
created a list-style post of animals that display odd parenting behaviors, to complement a
magazine story on a related new peer-reviewed study that she had originally approached her
editor about covering on her blog. Another blogger at this network describes her blog as a place
to focus on stories that call for more context and interpretation, often based on her own scientific
expertise, than a straight word-limited magazine news story could provide. “[S]omething that
needs that extra angle, whether it’s in-depth, whether it’s, you know, just an extra personal angle,
something like that, that’s often the difference [between doing it as a blog post and doing it as a
news story for the magazine]” (Interviewee #5, Female, Science Writer, Network Blogger).
Bloggers at this magazine are aware of their organization’s philosophy toward blog content and
rather seamlessly choose content that fits it:
[W]hat I’m writing doesn’t have to be, like, huge news, it just has to be something that
would people find interesting. […] So, yeah […] I try to play nice, you know [laughs],
and fit, and find my own niche within the [magazine’s] environment. I just sounded like
an ecologist there, didn’t I? – Interviewee #35, Female, Writer, Network Blogger
Blog style, if not topic, is also sometimes constrained by where and for whom one blogs.
One science government agency blogger has to have all of her blog posts approved by an editor
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before publishing, and is restricted from anything controversial or anything that would reflect
poorly on her organization, the scientific industry in which she works or the U.S. government in
general. Other than controversial topics or offensive language, she is free to choose any topic,
story or event related to her scientific work to blog about. Several bloggers who blog for
traditional media organizations, and who also answer to editors, are aware that particularly
opinionated pieces don’t belong on their network blogs. A few of these bloggers maintain
independent blogs on the side, so that if they have strong opinions on a scientific or even nonscientific issue, they can share these thoughts on their personal vs. network blogs.
I can't think of a world where I wouldn't have a blog. It's a, it's just, it's such a natural
thing to have now-a-days, that if my voice was only restricted to coming through a
publication, I would feel suffocated in a way. – Interviewee #10, Male, Editor,
Independent Blogger
But while organizational constraints do affect some science bloggers’ content, very few
science bloggers in general have to pitch their content to editors (only 5 bloggers I interviewed
have to do so), or even pass an editorial check prior to publishing. Often, blog networks make
editing of blogs voluntary, where bloggers can choose to ask an editor or manager to look over
drafts on a case-by-case basis. Such networks only deal with issues that arise post-publication. A
blogger who violates the network’s accuracy or performance standards may get limited warnings
before being asked to leave (Farhi, 2014). One network blogger in particular described this
‘publish first, get checked later’ approach to editorial oversight as standard for science blogging
networks and a key difference in the editorial freedom of science bloggers vs. journalists. But
while few bloggers go through a required editing process, roughly a quarter of the science
bloggers I interviewed at least sometimes seek out help in editorial decisions voluntarily, either
from blog network managers, group blog editors or peers. Of the 12 science bloggers who
mentioned doing this, 11 are women. They describe seeking out help when making story
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selection decisions and asking for help in editing, fact-checking or proof-reading. One blogger
sought help in deciding whether she should cover a particular scientific paper by asking fellow
scientists whether the paper appeared to be sound and a meaningful contribution to the field.
Several bloggers approach their network or group blog manger(s)/editor(s) with drafts of posts
they are concerned might be controversial or deem important enough to warrant another set of
eyes. Two bloggers have creative or fiction writing groups that they ask to beta read their science
blog post drafts for communication effectiveness.
[I]t’s also great to have them as beta readers to bigger pieces, because they can tell me,
oh, this doesn’t logically flow, so I get a really good sense of, this is what a non-science
audience thinks of it, and if I’ve made my point.” – Interviewee #19, Female, Educator,
Network Blogger
In summary from this section, a variety of organizational, logistical and communitybased factors shape science bloggers’ content. While strict organizational constraints are rare,
organizational norms and philosophies about what blogs should look like can heavily influence
content, especially when bloggers are required to pitch to editors. Bloggers may also be
socialized into the organization’s process of deciding whether a given story is best told in a blog
post or in a more traditional news or magazine format. These factors seem to belong at the
organization level of Shoemaker and Reese’s Hierarchical Model, but may also translate into
routines that guide science bloggers’ selection of content across the larger blogosphere. For
example, gauging blogworthiness by whether a given story idea can, or rather can’t, be pitched
as a (paid) news story may be a guiding principle for many science bloggers who make their
living through freelance journalism (related to a theme I will discuss later in this chapter called
Blogging as a Compliment to Other Mediums).
But other logistical constraints at the extra-media level shape science blogging content
perhaps to a greater extent than do the characteristics, cultures and explicit guidelines of
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particular media organizations. These include time constraints, especially for the majority of
science bloggers engaged full-time in research and/or academia, and other resource limitations.
For example, very few science bloggers qualify to receive embargoed information from
EurekAlert40 and other scientific journal publishers. A handful of bloggers on academic research
tracks said that their blogging is generally not appreciated, or is even looked down upon, by their
university or academic colleagues. Other bloggers indicated this is slowly changing. Regardless,
this and other external factors guide scientist bloggers to create content that compliments, adds
depth and fills in as opposed to replaces journalistic accounts of science and new research
coming out of prominent peer-reviewed journals. A similar process happens for writers trying to
make a career out of freelance science writing. Their personal or even network blogs become a
place to build a portfolio and casually publish personal content, opinionated content or other
content they can’t pitch elsewhere as opposed to a replacement for traditional science journalism
(Brumfiel, 2009). The relatively few bloggers in between use their available resources to
compete with journalistic accounts of new research or are paid to blog with very little to no
editorial constraints or specific organizational requirements.
Expression of Me, Opinion & Interpretation and Blogging as a Natural Format.
Several other themes emerged from qualitative interview analysis. These don’t apply to all
bloggers but rise to the level of shared science blogging values and routines. These include the
concepts that the science blog is an Expression of Me (mentioned by 45 bloggers) and is a
Natural Format (mentioned by 44 bloggers) for public writing. Most science bloggers
(mentioned by 40 bloggers) also view their blogs as modern variants of the classic news column

“A freelancer works on a free-lance basis for an accredited publication or broadcast outlet.
Applicants with dual affiliations or professional roles (i.e., investor, researcher, lobbyist, student,
etc.) generally will be ineligible for embargoed access.” http://www.eurekalert.org/register.php
40
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or op-ed, where opinion and interpretation are expected and encouraged. This has become a
norm for science blogging, a concept related to what blogs should look like shared widely across
the blogosphere. Several bloggers indicated that from the inception of their blogs they were
aware that the strength and even expectation of science blogs were that they allowed experts to
express opinions and interpret science more than traditional journalists could or would.
That [journalism] was my training. Now we come into the world of blogging, where
you’re expected to have a voice, you’re expected to express opinions… – Interviewee
#27, Female, Writer, Network Blogger
I think Twitter and science blogs don’t work unless you give opinions… If you’re just
posting, here’s what someone did, I’ll just hit delete, who cares? I want to know, I want
someone else to help filter what they did to give an opinion about it. – Interviewee #36,
Male, Scientist, Independent blogger
The most prominent codes belonging to these themes, mentioned by over half of all
science bloggers I interviewed, include feeling free to speak in one’s own voice, to express
personality and opinion (Opinion and Interpretation) and blogging about personal passions and
obsessions (Expression of Me) (see Figure A5 in Appendix A4). Blogging as a Natural Format
refers to the idea that science blogging, or blogging more broadly, feels like a “natural”
extension of internal thought processes and interpersonal communication. Nearly half of all the
science bloggers I interviewed describe their blogs as conversational, humorous and/or personal
in style, as real-life conversation with the reader over coffee might be. “Over time, I started to
recognize that the blog was a space where I could actually write like I talk” (Interviewee #12,
Female, Scientist, Independent Blogger). This sense of blogging as a Natural Formal is also
related to the freedom an independent blog provides in terms of voice, format, content and
audience.
Blogs are, blogs are human. That’s really the most important thing that people need to
take home with them. If you are not writing as part of a larger collective, the only limit is
yourself. – Interviewee #8, Male, Scientist, Media Blogger
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[W]hen I looked into it [blogging], I went wow, all my life, I’ve been waiting for this to
be invented, I had no idea [laughs]. You know, here’s a place where I can get out there
and I can actually talk about the science, and talk about the things that interest me,
without really any rules around it… [There are] different outlets for different styles of
writing. The blog is almost sort of like the let your hair down part, you know, you can
just write what you want, I talk directly to the reader… yeah, it makes for nice writing. –
Interviewee #11, Female, Writer, Independent Blogger
A larger fraction of the male science bloggers I interviewed than the female science
bloggers I interviewed emphasized a sense of freedom to speak in their own voice and to express
personality and opinion. Female science bloggers often did feel that their blogs were an
expression of themselves, by reflecting their interests and what they believe to be important.
However, a subset of female science bloggers indicated that they are wary of blogging about
things that are too personal. I address this more under the results sub-section for the theme
Online Vulnerability. At least four of the female science bloggers I interviewed have or still do
blog under a pseudonym. Others may avoid revealing aspects of their personal lives unless these
aspects are critical to a story they wish to tell about science. Some of this caution stems from
concern about negative consequences for one’s career as a scientist, academic, etc.
[W]hile I'm doing it [blogging] because I want this sort of personal outlet, the extent to
which you're revealing yourself, I find that a bit difficult. Because it's very exposing. –
Interviewee #50, Female, Scientist, Network Blogger
In sum, the science blog is viewed by bloggers more or less as a place for personal
expression as related to science and scientific issues. Each science blogger is his or her own
gatekeeper, at least in the absence of strict organizational guidelines, choosing to highlight the
stories he or she finds most important, most interesting or most valuable for blog readers. Based
on these selection criteria alone, the science blog becomes a “portrait of things I think matter”
(Interviewee #30, Female, Writer, Network Blogger). But for many bloggers, the true value of
the format lies in adding personal thoughts, experiences, expertise and interpretation to blog
content.
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What’s Missing from Media – Adding Context. Two themes emerged from my
interviews with science bloggers that are closely related to and may even represent subcategories of Value-Adding Blogging. These include blogging to add context to and fill gaps in
media reports about science. The most prominent code within the theme What’s Missing from
Media represents a blogging approach I’ve already discussed, in which science bloggers focus on
highlighting stories that would not otherwise be featured by the media. Nearly half of all the
bloggers I interviewed take this approach, choosing to focus their content efforts on papers,
stories or topics that they aren’t seeing being covered or that generally receive poor coverage in
news or popular media venues. At least 8 bloggers indicated that they would be more likely to
write about something they cared about or found interesting if there was also a lack of discussion
or deeper analysis of that topic or story by others, at least from what they could discern from
their social media environments. Many bloggers are choosing to produce content that will bring
attention to areas of science they believe deserve more media coverage.
I try to look and see who has not gotten a lot of coverage recently, so like smaller
missions like the Messenger mission to Mercury, you don’t hear as much out of them, so
if I see a good paper from them then I’ll, uh, write a blog entry about it because it’ll kind
of bring that mission into the news where it doesn’t get much coverage. – Interviewee #6,
Female, Writer, Network Blogger
Another theme that appears to represent an emergent science blogging value is Adding
Context. Of the 50 bloggers I interviewed, 28 approach their content with the goal, or the shared
routine, of adding background, context, depth or detail to stories about science that readers see in
news streams. This might include focusing on the nuances of how science research is conducted
or how science policies are decided upon: “this remnant of an insider view on what’s involved in
building scientific knowledge, and what kind of context that happens in, that I can explain in a
useful way to people on the outside […] because I think that adds something to […] breaking
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news about new scientific discoveries” (Interviewee #31, Female, Scientist, Network Blogger). It
might include blogging about new research studies or media stories that the blogger believes
need an extra angle or context for proper comprehension or interpretation. And it might include
telling the backstory of a new scientific finding or drawing connections between scientific
events, issues or areas of science that are otherwise siloed in online conversations. Adding
context in these ways can be a form of adding value when blogging about things that others have
already covered. Adding context and broader conceptual information to stories about current
scientific papers and events is something that many bloggers point to as a distinguishing feature
of independent science blogging versus journalism or even more professionalized science
blogging. This suggests that science blogs have become known for adding context to science
news, and that this principle helps shape selection and production of blog content similarly to
how news values do at the Hierarchical Model level of routines.
I think a blog… because, you know, there tends to be kind of a, a little bit more rigid
format for the traditional news story? And I think everyone hopes to be providing enough
context in their news story, for the reader to understand the new finding in context, but
often, you know, you’re so constricted by space, and time, that, that, you can’t always
give as much context, and, and I think that science blogs do give an opportunity, to give
more context, or to give more history… I mean, if you start going into the history of the
scientific process of discovery in a news article, that’s going to be the first thing that gets
cut [laughs] usually. – Interviewee #33, Female, Editor, Network Blogger
I think [in] the move to, sort of, high-profile magazine-based blog networks, [bloggers]
they’re encouraged to take a more, either journalistic approach or an approach that is
more newsy in a way, even if it's not journalism, but it’s still involving things that are,
you know, just cropping up now, whereas I feel that, and this is my own experience from
what I've seen, bloggers on independent networks […] often do more concept-based
stuff, or things that aren't just here’s this new paper and here's what, here's what it means.
There is that, but I think they have a little bit broader perspective. I think, at least as far as
I've seen, the people, my co-bloggers at National Geographic and people at Wired and
people at Smithsonian and stuff, it's primarily news-based or things that are happening…
now. Like I said, I still try and throw in some concept stuff every now and again, but […]
partially just because of time constraints, it's not what, as much of what I do anymore. –
Interviewee #42, Male, Writer/Scientist, Network Blogger
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The Writer’s Home and Blogging as a Compliment to Other Mediums. For many
science writers and science journalists, the blog is a shingle on the web that allows for creative
freedom, enables the writer to develop a beat or even change beats, and serves as both a portfolio
of content as well as a home for content that doesn’t make the cut or qualify for paid stories. This
is the science blog as the Writer’s Home and a Compliment to Other Mediums (see Figure A6 in
Appendix A4). These themes emerged especially among bloggers I interviewed who are writers,
journalists or communicators by primary career track. These bloggers are often blogging
alongside freelance journalistic work, book writing and writing in other mediums. In these cases,
the science blog often becomes a compliment as opposed to a replacement for these other forms
of writing, with science writers using their blogs as test beds for ideas or book sections, or
commonly as a place to publish “extras” that end up getting edited out of other forms of writing.
In the other direction, writers may adapt their blog posts for longer and more researched
magazine features or in-depth paid news stories or editorials. Several bloggers writing for sites
such as The Conversation41 use their blogs as a place to publish the original and often more
personal versions of the stories they submit to editors at these sites or publications.
For other writers, the personal blog becomes a place to express their unedited opinions
and be creative with stories in ways they can’t when writing for editors. This writing freedom
often shapes writers’ decisions of where a given piece of content belongs, whether on their blog
or pitched as a paid story to a magazine or news site:
I'm going in [September] and I'm going to have this experience and, this is one I actually
thought really hard, should this, should I try and pitch this to someone like National
Geographic, or should I write it as a blog post? And I'll tell you, after thinking about [it] at first I was like oh, my dream was always to do it for National Geographic. But then I
kept thinking about how they cut my stories, and they strip my voice out, and I thought,
no, I want to do it, I want to write this in my own voice, and I want to include every detail
41

https://theconversation.com/uk
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that I think is awesome. I'm going to do it for my blog. – Interviewee #27, Female,
Writer, Network Blogger
Fitting in, Community Acceptance and Online Vulnerability. As we saw earlier in
this chapter, science bloggers are often paying attention to their fellow science writers and
blogging communities in deciding how to approach their blogs and what to blog about. This
community involvement sometimes puts pressure on science bloggers to “fit in” or earn the
acceptance and respect of their fellow bloggers/writers (see Figure A7 in Appendix A4). Only a
few bloggers mentioned this as an issue for them, but among these bloggers the anticipated
support or criticism of other science writers has influenced what they decide to write about and
how willing they are to express personal opinion in their blog posts, particularly regarding
critical commentary of others’ research. If these bloggers feel confident they will have the
support of other science bloggers and/or scientists, they are more willing to blog on a particular
controversial issue, attack a particular piece of pseudoscience or question the merit of a
particular new scientific paper.
So, the few research things that I’ve blogged about in the past year or two, I tend to, you
know, turn it into more of a review than a commentary. Just because it makes me nervous
to you know, start commenting on this like senior scientist’s work, when I know that I’m
not as experienced as they are, and I don’t feel like I’m, you know, necessarily qualified
to really, start complaining about something. Yeah I tend to be pretty cautious, when I do
that. I think mostly because I am still building relationships within my community and I
don’t want to alienate people. But if something is really, really, you know, very
obviously bad or wrong or something like that, and I know that I’m going to have support
from the rest of the bloggers and the tweeters, then I prob- I wouldn’t hesitate too much.
– Interviewee #2, Female, Scientist, Network Blogger
One blogger shies away from topics she feels other science writers might find silly, inane
or not worth the time to read or write, particularly more entertainment media based science
explainers. She talked about an experience in which another science blogger made her feel
“silly” for writing about the science behind a particularly popular film. Other bloggers have felt
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pressure to blog on topics or debates that many of their fellow bloggers are tackling or
addressing, even if those topics aren’t what they normally write about. Examples of this include
instances of perceived pressure to join community discussions of sexual harassment in the wake
of the resignation of Scientific American blog editor Bora Zivkovic (Raeburn, 2013). A few
bloggers mentioned that even though they would have rather not addressed Zivkovic’s sexual
harassment charges or other such issues on their blogs, they felt compelled by their
peers/colleagues to join these community-level discussions.
Online vulnerability also shapes science blogging content for many bloggers. A little
under half of the science bloggers I interviewed often or regularly avoid controversial, “hot” or
political topics on their blogs. They often do this out of a “self-preservation” motivation or
concern about reader incivility, trolling and other angry backlash. Avoided topics include climate
change and GMOs, among other publicly or politically debated scientific issues, and “culture
war” topics such as evolution and creationism. Male and female science bloggers avoid these
issues to similar extents, although perhaps for slightly different reasons. If bloggers don’t avoid
these issues completely, they are cautious in their language choices when blogging about these
issues, and often seek out fact-checking or peer editing before publishing posts that address these
issues. This seems to be especially true for younger and female science bloggers.
A greater fraction of the female bloggers (12 out of 31) than the male bloggers I
interviewed (3 out of 19) mentioned receiving or being concerned about trolling or reader
incivility. While male bloggers seem to equally avoid controversial or political topics, many
mention doing so out of discomfort or frustration with the general skepticism or entrenched
attitudes around these issues more so than out of concern about personal backlash, although
several are also concerned about the latter. One relatively new blogger who is cautious about
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blogging on controversial issues expressed frustration at herself for her lack of confidence to do
so, as she believes covering controversial issues to be “an important step in your development as
a writer” (Interviewee #39, Female, Writer, Network Blogger). Another blogger said she
originally started to steer away from controversial topics such as climate change or evolution
“because I was a student and I wanted to sort of tread carefully” and because “I didn’t need that
stress in my life as a grad student” (Interviewee #2, Scientist, Network Blogger).
The other one that I have stopped writing about is DDT. […] there's an organized lobby
[…] think tanks […] that actually pay people to go around and troll, and will attack you
personally and call you out and do other not-nice things. So, I for the most part pass on
those, because I just don't have time to police all the comments. And also, I get really
tired of being call a cunt. You know, I'm just too old for that shit. [laughs]. And so, so
yeah, I mean it's just, it always pretty much starts as, you ignorant slut. And goes
downhill from there. So those topics, I don't write about. And that bothers me, but at the
same time, it's self-preservation. And that's always why I haven't written about any
women's issues at [my current blog], because the comments there are overwhelmingly
male, and, it's just not worth it. So those are things that, like, I just won't even touch, it's
not worth it. – Interviewee [other information redacted to ensure anonymity].
Other Science Blogging Approaches. Several other blogging approaches emerged as
themes mentioned by roughly half of all science bloggers I interviewed, including Scholarly
Communications and Visual-driven Blogging. In the latter, compelling images have become a
vital component for some bloggers in determining blogworthiness and communicating science
more effectively. Blogging about peer-reviewed research papers in some manner is a nearly
universal approach to science blogging, with 43 out of the 50 bloggers I interviewed using
research papers to craft or add references to their blog posts. This is a reflection of the way in
which credibility is established and information is disseminated within the scientific research and
scientific publishing institutions, i.e. through the formal peer-review and journal publishing
process. However, only 10 of the bloggers I interviewed mentioned blogging about their own
research and only a handful blog to point to gaps in data/research or to engage in scholarly
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conversations, for example conversations about scientific research with other scientists. I find it
particularly noteworthy that scientist bloggers relatively rarely blog about their own research. It
is unclear why this is, but in talking about their motivations to blog in the first place relatively
few science bloggers mentioned disseminating or promoting their own research. Scientist
bloggers may not have the external or internal incentives to blog about their own research that
they do to engage in science outreach and popularization of science more generally (Jarreau,
2015). Some scientists may be concerned that blogging about their own research will be
criticized as self-promotion or will cause issues with later submission to a peer-reviewed journal
if currently unpublished (Jarreau, 2015). It is noteworthy that several bloggers mentioned that
just within the last few years they see less of scholarly or “inside science” approaches to science
blogging and more of the popular science, journalistic and outreach approaches to science
blogging. This seems to be indicative of a gradual professionalization of science blogs, a minor
theme that emerged from my interview analysis. One science blogger who has been blogging
since 2003-4 talked about the professionalization of science blogs thus:
When new people are starting blogs these days, they’re much more frequently people
who are – have an eye toward going into science communication as a career. You know,
they want to be journalists, they want to be educators – you know outreach specialists, in
education, that sort of thing. And so doing it with much more of an eye toward generating
a portfolio of stuff that will help them down the road. So it’s become much more
professionalized? And that’s both good and bad. In that, the people who are interested in
doing this for a living generally are much better writers, so it sort of raises the bar for
everyone? You know, if you want to get attention as a blog now you have to be doing
stuff that’s maybe not the right format to go on a major media site, but, but is sort of that
caliber of work. And you know, it’s much less people just banging out stuff on a whim
after a couple of beers. And you know, so that’s a good thing. On the other hand it’s lost
a little something in that you, you don’t have as much stuff from inside science. Cause a
lot of people who are, who are, who want to be primarily researchers don’t have the
inclination or don’t want to put in the time to produce, you know, blog content at the
necessary level, and so, you get a lot less “life in the lab” kind of material than you used
to back in the day. – Interviewee #48, Male, Scientist, Network Blogger
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The above quote compliments observations I’ve made in this chapter based on qualitative
analysis of interviews with 50 science bloggers. Predominant approaches to science blogging
observed in my data analysis are Audience-focused Popular Science, Journalistic blogging and
Outreach, Education and Engagement. Science blogs today appear to be more focused on science
communication, education and journalism than on, or at least solely on, scholarly communication
between peers. A number of bloggers (5 out of 50), however, blog about science with the
motivation of making “inside science” conversations and processes open and accessible to a
broader audience, sometimes with the end goal of getting more citizens involved in science. A
fourth of bloggers I interviewed mentioned blogging about life in science, for example about
issues or struggles they face as graduate students, academics, etc.
It is unclear exactly what has driven the modern professionalization of science blogs.
However, it is likely that the growth of organized blogging communities, the adoption of science
blogs by traditional news media organizations and science magazines, and a growing focus on
outreach efforts within the scientific community have played major roles in this
professionalization. Long-time science bloggers who today essentially do the work of
professional journalists with greater depth and context at media blog networks such as National
Geographic, Wired and Science News also appear to be serving as role models for newer science
bloggers who aspire to careers in science writing (see social network analysis data in Chapter 3,
#MySciBlog Survey of Science Bloggers – Quantitative Results). The emergence of shared
blogging routines, as described throughout this chapter in the form of blogging approach and
content decision themes shared across a wide range of bloggers, are also signs of
professionalization. Several science bloggers I interviewed pointed out that from a technological
and often editorial viewpoint, science blogging has “no rules” other than the format rules set by
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blog software. However, from a sociocultural viewpoint, science bloggers do share rules in the
form of norms and routines. These range from popularizing science for a broader audience, to
adding value to the existing media ecosystem, to finding a niche and earning the respect of
fellow bloggers and journalists. Many science bloggers’ described practices suggest
organizational and higher social institutional influences and constraints, even when they claim
complete editorial freedom.
Inform, Empower, Advocate. Two less dominant but still major themes emerged related
to science blogging motivations and approaches: Sense of Duty to Inform, and Advocacy. Of the
bloggers I interviewed, 10 are motivated to inform and empower their readers, or help their
readers make informed decisions based on sound science. This seems to be related to a
compulsion to correct misinformation online according to one’s expertise. Other bloggers
experience a sense of duty to blog about the stories that matter in their area or beat, often setting
other objectives and personal interests aside to tell these stories when necessary. This appears to
be a motivation especially for those science bloggers who are covering a specialized beat that not
many others cover.
I’ll do this thing for myself […] [I] will say, “if you’re going to call yourself a chemistry
blogger, then you need to X… if you’re going to call yourself a chemistry blogger, you
need to write about the ___ case […] where, you know, the young student who
accidentally set herself on fire in the lab […] and burned to death, and the consequences
of that…” And so, it’s like, “if you call yourself a chemistry blogger, you need to tell this
story,” right? So, I’ll do that. […] It’s important for you to tell the stories you have fun
with, and it’s important for you to explore the stories that matter. – Interviewee #30,
Female, Writer, Network Blogger
Of the bloggers I interviewed, 7 scientist bloggers at least occasionally blog to advocate
for an issue or cause. This includes highlighting areas of science that need more public support
or funding in the eyes of the blogger, blogging to improve public health awareness, or blogging
to show the importance of environmental conservation behavior. A subset of bloggers also write
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to point out problems in academic and scientific publishing processes and procedures in order to
enact change in these areas, e.g. create support for open access publishing or modify academic
policies that deal with tenure or minorities in science. Again, the later approach to science
blogging is almost entirely practiced by those on academic career tracks, rarely mentioned by
those seeking a career in science writing.
Other Science Blogging Values. I have so far discussed a number of shared science
blogging principles that appear to rise to the level of values, shared between bloggers and often
used as guiding principles in the selection and production of science blog content. These include
adding background, context, depth and detail beyond that available in other venues of popular
science content, and making science more accessible to a broad audience. Other blogging values
include interactivity, humor, attribution (e.g. of copyrighted materials) and reliance on facts and
evidence (e.g. linking to published research papers to back up claims, etc.). A smaller group of
the science bloggers I interviewed emphasized avoiding offensive or politically polarizing
language and treating readers with respect, especially not assuming an argumentative or pedantic
stance toward blog readers. Those who emphasized these principles appear to have relatively
greater awareness than other bloggers of the principles of effective science communication and
how to “present information in a way that doesn’t turn people off” (Interviewee #50, Female,
Scientist, Network Blogger). Gleaning insights from the science of science communication42 via
conferences and social media movements (#scicomm), such as how the deficit model of science
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A growing number of bloggers write about science communication practice and scholarship,
and information for science bloggers on principles of effective science communication is
increasingly available through hashtags such as #scicomm and scioscicomm and through
conferences such as AAAS Meetings and Sackler Colloquia.
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communication is typically inadequate, might also be a factor that has led to an emphasis on
outreach and engagement among scientist bloggers.
The Blog Unit in a Social Media Ecosystem. Another theme that emerged from my
interviews of science bloggers is the blog as a unit in a larger social media ecosystem. Not only
do science blogs exist within a larger content ecosystem consisting of other blog posts, magazine
stories, news articles, etc., but each science blog is a unit in its author’s larger social media
ecosystem. Every science blogger I interviewed uses at least one other social networking or
social media tool in conjunction with their blogging, most often Twitter. Facebook and Twitter,
along with other social networking sites, provide science bloggers with story ideas and allow
them to monitor and gauge the coverage of and conversation around new scientific papers, issues
and events. Over a fourth of the bloggers I interviewed find Twitter useful for networking and
engaging with the science writing community online. At least 10 bloggers I interviewed use
social media networks such as Twitter and Facebook to gauge audience interest in their blog
topics or content, either by choosing to blog on things they see people discussing in these social
networks or by paying attention to likes, retweets, shares and comments posted on these
platforms related to their published blog content.
[Twitter] is where I get great feedback and conversation on what I’ve written about, or, or
I get ideas about what topics are particularly interesting, or controversial, or where
there’s a place for me to add to the conversation. Twitter is big that way. – Interviewee
#1, Male, Scientist, Group Blog Contributor
Retraction Watch tweeted something – it was a case of fraud at Harvard, and then at the
same time I saw many other people tweeting comments about it, I wasn’t engaging in the
conversation, but I saw that it was generating interest and maybe there’s a need for some
commentary that brings together the different ideas. So that inspired me to start working
on this piece for ___. So, so I use social media as a gauge for, what are people interested
in, what, is there any special, uh, needs for how, what we should be talking about or how
to maybe contribute to that discussion? – Interviewee #15, Male, Scientist, Network
Blogger
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Science bloggers are also using microblogging tools such as Twitter to post ideas,
comments, questions, visuals or links to others’ stories that they don’t find are substantial enough
topics for an entire blog post. Many science bloggers today blog less frequently as a result,
posting once or a few times a week as opposed to the daily blog posting that was the norm 5-10
years ago. Most science bloggers say they are uncomfortable publishing “one-liner” blog posts or
posts that consist of a single image, short blurb or question. One blogger referred to this principle
as the “minimal publishable unit” for blogging. Another blogger said that she sometimes comes
across ideas or single research papers that are interesting but aren’t in her opinion worthy of blog
posts on their own. In these cases, she waits until she has a bigger topic or trend to fit these ideas
into, or until she has more papers on the subject, to write about that idea or paper. Science
bloggers I interviewed most often use Twitter, as well as Facebook, Google+ and Reddit, to
promote their blog content, and find that a significant portion of their blog traffic comes from
Twitter as well as from blog subscriptions and organic searches.
A Hierarchical Model for Science Blogging
Science bloggers have classically emphasized their extensive editorial freedom and
personal motivations to blog, both of which have been addressed in this chapter. However, my
analysis indicates that they also share a variety of values, routines and norms that guide their
content decisions. In Table 7, I have situated these various content decision factors or influences
into Shoemaker and Reese’s Hierarchical Model framework. They include factors at the
individual level (e.g. personal motivations), factors at the routines level, factors at the
organizational level, factors at the extra-media level and factors at the social systems level.
While some of these may belong to multiple hierarchical levels, I place each in a single level.
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Table 7. Factors that guide science blog content, from a Hierarchical Model perspective
Hierarchical Model Level
Individual Influences
Personal Interests
Scientific Expertise
Self-expression
Enjoyment
Personal motivations
Routines Influences
Blogs as human
Adding background, detail, context
Value-added blogging
Journalistic routines and news values
Organizational Influences
Organization’s culture and philosophy toward blog content vs. news content
Editorial guidelines
Extra-media, Social Institutional Influences
Time available
Resource and access
(to embargoed papers, pay-walled scientific journal articles, etc.)
Scientific/Academic community values
(e.g. science outreach; science literacy; obligation to correct inaccuracies)
Blogging community influences
(e.g. community acceptance; support from blogging community; learning from others)
Social media influences
(e.g. what is shareable, using popular formats, visuals, inspirational content)
Requirements of a writing career
(e.g. needing to pitch paid stories, using blog for ‘extras’)
Existing science news and science blog content (related to Ecosystem Approach)
Reader feedback and input
(e.g. interactive social media, blog comments, reader requests)
Audience expectations, interests (related to Popular Science blogging approach)
Ideological Influences
Power structures (online vulnerability and sexism)
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Individual Influences. Starting at the individual level of an imagined hierarchical model
for science blogging, writing freedom and personal interests and passions pervade the content
decision process. Personal interest in or excitement about a topic, issue or story is the most basic
criterion of science blog production. This criterion is only rarely superseded by organizational
influences such as editor requests, community influences such as pressure to address a particular
important issue facing one’s community, or perceived obligations (perhaps based on one’s social
institutional affiliation) such as scientists’ sense of duty to correct misinformation they
encounter. It is important to recognize that as an extension of writing freedom, most science
bloggers engage in a variety of blogging approaches. Even a blogger working for a traditional
media outlet often has an incredible amount of freedom with regards to what role and format he
or she will engage in for any given post on any given day. He or she may choose to tell one story
journalistically, interviewing researchers for outside comment, while telling another story from a
personal perspective, especially from a stance of scientific authority if he or she has personal
expertise on the topic. The nature of the story or paper being covered often determines how the
blogger approaches it. Is it newsworthy enough to be pitched as a straight news story? Does the
blogger have a personal experience or strong opinion related to it that he or she wants to share?
These decisions occur at the level of the individual blogger. Writing freedom and a pervading
sense of writing for oneself leads science bloggers at all levels to pursue the stories that they find
interesting and important, and to produce these stories in the ways that make most sense to their
motivations to pursue them. Other individual factors that appear to shape science blog content
include one’s own scientific expertise and personal enjoyment.
Routines Influences. A variety of factors emerged from my analysis that appear to
belong to the routines level of a hierarchical model for science blogging. These include blogging
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approach and content decision process routines. They also include what appear to be emergent
blogging values that serve as guiding principles for science bloggers’ selection and production of
content. Examples of routines include journalistic routines and news values learned, adopted or
otherwise imposed on science bloggers’ content decisions. These routine influences are often
associated with the training or background of the individual blogger, and with employment at a
news organization or hosted blog network. Gauging blogworthiness by whether one has
something unique to contribute (value-added blogging) also appears to be a routines level
influence on blog content. However, this routine is related to both a more basic science blogger
value, which is having a voice and adding meaningfully to the larger discussion of science
online, and to extra-media influences including other bloggers and the science news stream.
Other routine influences on science blog content include the norm that blogs are human
and personal, which is reinforced by perceived audience expectations, and the routines of adding
background, detail and context and adding personal commentary and interpretation to news
stories or coverage of new scientific research. The routine of adding personal commentary and
interpretation may also be an indication of perceived audience expectations, the idea that people
aren’t reading one’s blog for science news, they are reading for one’s take on science news.
Organizational Influences. Organizational influences also shape science blog content
for many bloggers who are paid to blog for media organizations and/or their hosted blog
networks. Such influences include required or voluntary pitching and editing processes. Science
bloggers at these networks may also be constrained by specific organizational guidelines or
philosophies toward how blogs should complement other media products, or what topics their
blogs should cover. Group blogs might also be conceptualized as small organizations (Lowrey et
al., 2011), with group blog owners and editors defining the style, format, topic and overall goal.
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Social Institutional Influences. Science blog content seems to be particularly shaped by
a variety of forces beyond the guidelines and objectives of specific organizations. These include
logistical factors such as time available to devote to blogging and access to informational
resources. With many bloggers being graduate students, scientists and academics, scientific and
academic community values and objectives for public communication also shape science blog
content. The broad focus on science outreach and improving scientific literacy among science
bloggers I interviewed may be a reflection of these scientific community values and objectives.
Blogging practices based on a science outreach approach to blogging, such as choosing topics
based on their educational value and blogging in an enthusiastic and inspirational tone, might
also have become institutionalized practices within the science blogging community itself.
Other social institutional or extra-media influences on blog content include audience
expectations and interests, reader feedback (enabled by interactive social media), the
requirements of a freelance writing career (including being paid for content) and determinants of
“shareability” in social media networks. Many science bloggers take suggestions from readers
for blog post ideas, or answer questions in follow-up posts. Other bloggers closely monitor social
media shares of their blog content, which may lead them to craft more grabbing headlines, to
include visuals when sharing their content to social media, or to write follow-ups for posts that
are particularly well shared. Competition with content appearing in the larger science news
ecosystem, or rather a lack of wanting to compete directly with this content, also shapes science
bloggers’ practices and content decisions more than perhaps previously expected. The influence
of other science media content, including science journalism, science blogs and popular science
sites such as IFLScience, leads many bloggers to an Ecosystem Approach to selecting and
producing content. In an Ecosystem Approach, science bloggers pay attention to content being
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produced by other science journalists and bloggers. This monitoring of content across and
beyond the science blogosphere leads many science bloggers to produce content that fills in
information or topic gaps, adds value or is relatively unique.
Influences on content at the level of the blogging community also emerged from my
analysis. These include learning from other science bloggers and perceptions of community
support. When deciding what to blog about or when writing their posts, science bloggers often
think not only of lay audience readers but also of their colleagues in the science blogosphere, in
the academic community or in the field of journalism. Considering how their peers in these
different domains will react to their blog posts may also lead bloggers to adopt practices
institutionalized within these domains. These might include, for example, impartiality, citation of
peer-reviewed research, or adherence to one’s own scientific or established expertise in
analyzing, interpreting and contextualizing scientific information – even when blogging
primarily for lay audiences. Bloggers may also feel pressure to address topics that are currently
important or being talked about by other bloggers in their social media circles. A few bloggers I
interviewed said they are cautious in expressing views on issues that they feel may be unpopular
among other science bloggers and writers. Other bloggers said they are more willing to criticize a
given scientific paper or take a stand on an issue when they believe they will have support from
the broader science blogging or science writing community.
Social System Influences. With data based on one-on-one interviews with science
bloggers, social system influences likely remain relatively untapped by this study. Social system
influences are often implicit and pervade a society or culture such that they can be difficult to
identify without cross-cultural study designs. However, social system influences on science
blogging content include power structures, especially as related to perceptions and treatment of
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women in science and academia, and more generally women and minorities in online
environments. Female science bloggers mentioned concerns about online incivility and trolling
far more often than did male science bloggers. These concerns, as well as real experiences
related to them, accompany an avoidance of blogging topics that are “too personal” or
controversial. From my analysis, science bloggers avoid controversial or “hot button” scientific
topics or issues far more often than they tackle these topics or issues. This could be a reflection
of a current societal trend toward greater politicization of scientific issues such as climate change
and GMOs and widening public-scientist opinion gaps on these issues (Funk & Rainie, 2015).
#MySciBlog Survey of Science Bloggers – Qualitative Results
In the interest of extending interview-based findings about science bloggers’ motivations
to blog and perceived benefits and drawbacks of blogging, I invited bloggers who took the
#MySciBlog survey to detail their views in these areas in long-form open-ended survey
responses. Near the end of the #MySciBlog questionnaire, all bloggers were requested in one
open-ended survey item to “describe the major motivations you had to start your science blog.”
A total of 580 participants responded to this item. All bloggers were then requested to give a
similar response in another survey item, but this time detailing their motivations to continue
science blogging today. A total of 568 participants responded to this item. I hoped with these two
items to capture not only science bloggers’ motivations to blog, but how these motivations might
change over time.
Following these survey items, #MySciBlog respondents were prompted to complete two
additional or “bonus” survey items on a volunteer basis if they had time to do so. This was done
in order to minimize fatigue for respondents who were at this point ready to be done with the
survey. The first item asked participants to respond to the question, “Has your blogging had any
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notable benefits or positive impacts for YOU, either professional, personal or both?” The second
item asked participants to respond to the question, “Has your blogging had any notable
disadvantages or drawbacks for YOU, either professional, personal or both?” Of 610 survey
participants, 525 still gave a response to at least one of these two items.
Responses to these survey items were imported as text into AtlasTi for qualitative opencoding using a similar grounded theory approach as used to code qualitative interview
transcripts. For the purpose of this dissertation, responses to these survey items were coded
separately from survey results and combined into a single analysis of motivations to blog,
blogging benefits and drawbacks decontextualized from survey responses such as blogger
demographics, perceived roles and blog factors. However, in future research results from
qualitative analysis of these survey items could be recombined with survey data in a way that
would allow myself or others to analyze motivations to blog by individual blogger
characteristics, or perceived benefits/drawbacks of blogging by blog approach, etc.
Motivations to Blog about Science
Motivations to Start Blogging. In response to an open-ended question about motivations
to start blogging, the primary motivation that emerged from qualitative coding was to practice
writing or to improve one’s writing skills, especially non-technical writing skills for a broader
audience (mentioned by 147 bloggers). Other prominent motivations that emerged included to
educate/explain scientific concepts to others (mentioned by 74 bloggers), to correct
misperceptions or misinformation online (mentioned by 62 bloggers), to communicate science to
non-specialist audiences (mentioned by 56 bloggers) and to foster public interest in science or to
popularize science or a specific area of science (mentioned by 55 bloggers). Other bloggers
mentioned being motivated to start blogging to connect with others, sometimes to connect with
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peers and vent struggles with academic experiences for example, or as a portfolio to explore
science writing as a hobby or career. As seen in my description of qualitative interview results,
filling a niche or topic gap in science content online also emerged as a strong motivator for
science bloggers. Out of the open-ended responses to the survey question about motivations to
start blogging, 43 bloggers mentioned wanting to fill a niche or topic gap they saw in science
content or news online. Other prominent motivations to start blogging about science are shown
in Table 8. Many science bloggers expressed a sense of duty to engage in public outreach or
communication of science to lay audiences, and seemed to think that doing so would set them
apart from their colleagues/peers for career opportunities both within and outside academia. For
most science bloggers, though, blogging seems to be fundamentally about marrying their interest
in science with their enjoyment and interest in writing for a broader audience.
Too many blogs are written by people who either have no real understanding of science,
or are blogging about their own work and so not looking at things objectively (similarly
with academic press releases and newspaper articles). There is a need for more scientists
to report on areas of science that they are not actively working on, to act as a check and a
whistleblower on excessive hype. – #MySciBlog Survey Response
Practice writing skills for science communications to a non-scientific, non-specialist
audience. Rid public media of nasty misinformation and fill in missing information (or at
least challenge it to provide an informed voice of reason) so that others can make better
informed decisions. Connect others with topics that I find exciting, interesting and
otherwise fulfilling that I think many people are missing out on; that is, if they knew
about and experienced some of the topics I write about they'd probably get all
enthusiastic too... And if more people are connected then the probability of valuing and
looking after environmental and ecological values will improve (at least I hope so). –
#MySciBlog Survey Response
As a young postdoc I was having a tough time with my research and was depressed by
the negativity I was seeing in science – it seemed so centered around criticizing other
people's work. So I wanted a place where I could write about the things that were GOOD
in science, to remind myself of why I had gone into this field. – #MySciBlog Survey
Response
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Table 8. Top codes representing a motivation to start blogging about science, in order of mention
Motivation
Description/Example
Practice writing skills | “I was no longer a scientist but missed
thinking about science and wanted to keep that part of my brain
Practice (147)
active. I wanted to practice writing about science for a general
audience.”
Explain concepts to others; Explain, Educate | “I wanted to
increase people’s knowledge of certain psychological
Explain/Educate (74)
ideas/concepts that could help them in real life (especially in
education.”
Correct misperceptions or misinformation online, in the media,
etc. | “I was frustrated at the preponderance of misinformation
Correct (62)
and fear mongering with regard to the current Ebola epidemic
so I started the blog in an effort to make accurate infectious
disease science accessible to the public.”
Non-specialists (56)
Communicate science to non-specialist audiences
Popularize science; Foster public interest | “To inspire an
interest in science – to break down misconceptions and to
educate have always been my primary interest.” | “I want people
to have a positive experience with math. That is my main
Popularize (55)
motivation, so I mostly write about interesting, beautiful, and
surprising aspects of mathematics. I think of myself as an
entertainer as much as an educator, so I try to make my posts
light and entertaining…”
Network (52)
Connect with others; Network
Enjoy writing (50)
“For fun (I like to write).”
Public service; Outreach | “Blogging fulfilled a need for public
service, using my drug knowledge to help more than five people
in my lab or hundred students in my lecture hall.” | “My main
Outreach (47)
motivation was to communicate my work to a larger audience.
Additionally I see public outreach as becoming (rightly) more
important to getting research funding and I thought having a
blog would be good practice.”
Portfolio (45)
Develop a science writing or research portfolio
Share my / our research work with other scientists or a broader
Share research work (44)
audience
“I was looking for a podcast/blog that discussed scientific
advancements in materials science/physics or from the
perspective of a solid state physicist, and couldn't find any that I
Fill a topic/niche gap (43) liked. This prompted me to start one of my own.” | “To share
the enthusiasm that I was experiencing about astronomy in the
first place but also to fill a gap in the online community of my
country that does not have many accurate science bloggers.”
Creative outlet; An outlet for self-expression, ideas, thoughts
Self-expression (43)
and opinions
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(Table 8 continued.)
Motivation
Writing freedom (42)
Advocate (39)
Encouraged by others (33)
Fill in gaps in media (29)
Learn (28)
Personal experiences (27)
Self-promotion (24)
Create name for myself
(24)
Share love of science (23)
Educational resource (23)
Translate research (23)
Personal record (20)
Sense of duty (19)

Description/Example
“I liked having an outlet for ideas and bits of reporting without
the laborious practice of producing a print story.”
Advocate for a cause, area of science or issue
Encouraged by peers, other bloggers, colleagues, etc. to blog
Fill gaps in (science) media, by correcting misinformation,
highlighting stories that are not covered, adding context, etc.
Learn more about topics by blogging about them
Share personal experiences, science related to personal life
Promotion of work/writing in other areas, raising one’s research
profile, etc.
Building a name through blogging | “I didn’t start the blog. But
I wanted to join it because I wanted to get a career in journalism
going.”
Share my love for or fascination with science
Starting a blog as an educational resources, for students for
example
Translate scientific research for non-specialists or broader
audience
Starting a blog as a personal record of thoughts, experiences,
interests, research notes, ideas, etc.
Sense of duty to share expertise, scientific experiences and
access to information with a broader audience

Motivations to Continue Blogging. In response to an open-ended question about
motivations to continue blogging, the primary motivation that emerged from qualitative coding
was for fun or due to the pure enjoyment of blogging. This motivation was mentioned by 99
science bloggers. Close behind this motivation was perceived positive impact with readers,
positive feedback or visibility in terms of blog traffic, community recognition or news impact,
mentioned by 90 science bloggers. Perceiving one’s science blogging efforts to be successful or
useful to others, as indicated by readership, positive feedback or impact, appears to be a strong
motivator for sustained blogging. Some bloggers described this motivation as a “vanity” or “egoboost” factor. On the other hand, several bloggers indicated that a lack of what they would
perceive as “success” in terms of readership or feedback on their content has led to them to
question whether they should continue blogging.
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I enjoy writing my blog and the contacts it has made for me with scientists and with
ordinary people with an interest in the field or who work in the industry. I especially like
it when I get feedback from readers that a post I wrote has helped them, and when
scientists are pleased that I have written about their work. I am able to advocate for both
people and animals. I am thrilled when a post I have written is republished by a news
source or a news source writes a story based on it. – #MySciBlog Survey Response
I continue now for a variety of reasons (in no particular order): a) I get wonderful
feedback from readers (mostly on Facebook) who use my blog as a resource for science
info, particularly for vaccines, b) it's important to me to correct misinformation about
science topics or to ensure it's discussed within context, c) it's a good platform for me as a
journalist that has led to assignments with outlets more quickly than I might otherwise
have gotten, d) it keeps me focused on the newest research in the areas I cover, e) it gives
me an outlet to continue developing my voice and writing style with little restriction, f) it
will be a good platform when my book comes out. – #MySciBlog Survey Response
If anything, I focus more on making science and understanding in my area accessible to
non-expert audiences now than I did originally. But the reality is that it is so hard to get
traction outside mainstream science blogging communities that blogging wouldn't be
worth my time if it didn't help me better understand developments in my own field, help
me develop my skills as a fast and effective writer, and occasionally connect with
somewhere where that connection makes a difference. I do find that the lack of interest in
the science blogging community in supporting academics who aren't in with the "in"
crowd, crushingly demotivating – if I didn't think that occasionally someone outside this
crowd find my writing helpful, I think I'd probably give up – as a full professor I have
many, many other things clamoring for my time and attention. – #MySciBlog Survey
Response
Other prominent motivations to continue blogging were to practice writing skills
(mentioned by 80 bloggers), to develop a science writing portfolio (mentioned by 59 bloggers),
to educate/explain scientific concepts to others (mentioned by 51 bloggers), to express opinion
and have a voice (mentioned by 46 bloggers), to network (mentioned by 45 bloggers), to foster
public interest in science or popularize science or a specific area of science (mentioned by 44
bloggers), and to correct misinformation (mentioned by 37 bloggers). A total of 80 bloggers
described their motivations to continue blogging as being some or all of the same motivations
they had to start blogging. Others described their motivations as changing over time.
The more blog posts I write, the more I want to add my personal narrative into science
news reporting. As a Ph.D. student, I've been trained to discern between rigorous and
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caveat-ridden science, and take into account results from different groups. Rather than
just propagate existing science stories, I'd like to show the complexity in every science
topic, and also add my own opinion. – #MySciBlog Survey Response
Several motivations to continue blogging emerged that were not mentioned among motivations
to start blogging. Bloggers often mentioned that they realized over time how much they enjoy
exploring and researching new scientific topics or issues in order to cover them and learning
something new in the process. Many bloggers also find that this process keeps them updated on
new research literature in their field of study or in related fields of study more than they would
be if they didn’t engage in blogging. Top motivations to continue blogging based on qualitative
analysis are listed in Table 9.
Bloggers also mentioned several ways in which their motivations to blog have changed
over time. Several bloggers mentioned how the rise of social media such as Twitter has changed
not only the frequency of their blogging but also their content strategies: “the motivation now is
to offer insights and context that the chatter of social media doesn't supply – to be a trusted
opinion leader in a crowded, noisy world” (#MySciBlog Survey Response). Several bloggers
mentioned that after years of blogging, they feel that they are starting to repeat themselves, that
they need to be focusing on paid science writing work, or that the time and motivation they had
to blog as graduate students or early career researchers have diminished. Over time some
bloggers, perhaps especially independent bloggers, seems to shift to less frequent blogging that is
more focused on researching and expressing opinions on issues they are particularly passionate
about.
Ended up realizing that I really enjoy writing essays about scicomm and how scientific
research affects people, so blog has been getting to be more and more opinion-centered,
when it was more explainer-centric early on. – #MySciBlog Survey Response
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Table 9. Top codes representing a motivation to continue blogging about science
Motivation
Description/Example
“I wanted to get a bigger online profile to make getting a
Fun, enjoy it (99)
postdoc more likely. I continued because it was good fun.”
Impact with readers, positive feedback and/or visibility | “A
little community has developed around the blog and they are
Impact/Visibility (90)
always fun to talk to. Hearing people say they learned
something is very satisfying and there's something addictive
about watching that hit counter go up.”
Same (88)
Same motivations as to start blogging
Practice and development of writing skills, particular for lay
Practice writing skills (80)
audiences
Portfolio (59)
A science writing or research portfolio
Explain/Educate (51)
Explain concepts to others; Explain, Educate
Express my opinions, have a voice in conversations about
science | “it has provided me with a voice that would otherwise
Express opinions (46)
go unheard if I didn’t have this blog.” | “I’ve learned how to
incorporate my informed opinion into a post instead of just
sticking directly to facts and published results.”
Connect with others; Network | “The positive feedback I receive
keeps me writing. It's a place I can express an opinion, share a
story, tell a joke and engage with people I'd never run into
Networking (45);
walking across the campus or through my neighborhood.” | “As
Connect with others (36)
the only geologist on my campus (a "lone ranger," if you will), I
feel that blogging gives me an opportunity to connect with
others in my discipline, even if it is in the virtual world.”
Popularize (44)
Popularize science; Foster public interest
Correct misperceptions or misinformation online, in the media,
Correct misinfo. (37)
etc.
Share my / our research work with other scientists or a broader
Share research work (35)
audience
Advocate (33)
Advocate for a cause, area of science or issue
Learn (32)
Learn more about topics by blogging about them
“Blogging provides a platform for working out and sharing
ideas that don't fit within the traditional newspaper story norms.
Writing Freedom (27)
As my ideas and interests change, the blog provides an easy
outlet to play with new conceptual stuff.”
Creative outlet; An outlet for self-expression | “It's my lone
Self-expression (22)
creative outlet.”
“Also feel a kind of responsibility to continue blogging now that
I've developed a bit of an audience, all of whom have stuck with
Obligation to readers (21)
me and encouraged me to keep writing. Loyalty is a pretty big
motivator.”
Improvement (21)
Feel improvement in communication/writing skills
Promotion of work/writing in other areas, raising one’s research
Self-promotion (20)
profile, etc.
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(Table 9 continued.)
Motivation
Non-specialists (20)
Drive writing work (19)
Outreach (19)
Enjoying writing (17)
Information resource (16)
Translate research (16)
Get job opportunities (16)
Useful for my job (15)
Passionate about (15)
Enjoy feedback (14)
Enjoy story research (14)

Keeps me informed (13)

Description/Example
Communicate science to non-specialist audiences
Blogging to drive or supplement freelance work, paid writing
opportunities
Public service; Outreach
For the joy of writing, telling stories about science
Motivated to maintain a blog as a useful information resource
for others
Translate scientific research for non-specialists or broader
audience
Have gotten or aim to get job/writing opportunities as a results
of blogging
Blogging has developed into ideas for research or paid writing
work, provides references for future work, etc.
Writing about topics or issues that are personally meaningful /
important
Enjoying feedback; to get feedback on thoughts, research ideas,
work, etc.
“I’ve found I enjoy doing the research that writing a blog post
requires, and I’m more knowledgeable about the subject as a
whole as a result.”
“I enjoy doing it, it gives me added motivation to keep up on
current research and an excuse to scour the internet for
interesting science.”

Benefits and Drawbacks of Blogging about Science
Benefits of Blogging. While previous studies have attempted to quantify the outcomes of
science blogging on academic impact, for example by looking at the impact of blogs on citations
and altmetics (Shema, Bar‐Ilan, & Thelwall, 2014), few studies have taken a broad view on the
personal and professional benefits and drawbacks of blogging about science. During pilot testing
of the #MySciBlog survey, pilot study respondents expressed particular interest in seeing
questions added on perceived benefits and drawbacks of blogging. Thus I asked survey
respondents the following questions after prompting them to talk about their motivations to blog:
“Has your blogging had any notable benefits or positive impacts for YOU, either professional,
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personal or both?” and “Has your blogging had any notable disadvantages or drawbacks for
YOU, either professional, personal or both?”
In response to the question about personal or professional benefits, respondents (N = 524)
most often mentioned that they had benefited from the personal and professional connections
they had made with others through their blogging (mentioned by 163 respondents).
It's helped me make connections with scientists from diverse fields. I have learned a lot
from these scientists, especially on science discoveries I would not have otherwise read
about. I have collaborated with scientists from fields far removed from my own, which I
believe has helped strengthen my public writing. – #MySciBlog Survey Response
As a mere undergrad, it's really amazing all the people I meet online who are all in high
positions in the research community. I also get to keep up with all kinds of new science
research every time I blog. – #MySciBlog Survey Response
I have had interactions with writers and scientists that would have never been possible
without the blog and Twitter, which has been great. It's also been widely recognized
within my institution as a positive project, and it has definitely helped my credibility and
even my overall career here. – #MySciBlog Survey Response
I consider the friends I've made in the scientific community – doctors, virologists, science
reporters – to be the best part of blogging. People I'd never have had an opportunity to
meet and become friends with were it not for my blog. – #MySciBlog Survey Response
Other oft-mentioned benefits include: writing practice and a sense of improved writing and
communication skills; recognition by others of blogging efforts and quality; learning and
increased awareness of new science or research; a raised profile as a researcher or
communicator; paid writing opportunities. Many respondents mentioned getting speaking or
other lecture opportunities on account of their blogging, getting internship or job opportunities at
least partially because of their blogging, and having a larger potential audience for their work or
research through their blogs. Other oft-mentioned benefits were more personal and intangible.
These were enjoying more self-confidence on account of blogging, feeling personally fulfilled
through helping others understand science, and feeling more positive or motivated towards one’s
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work or research through blogging about it. For many researchers and Ph.D. students, blogging
has the added benefit of being a welcome yet productive break from bench work, for example.
Since I started blogging, I've gotten much wider interest in my own work/experiences
from the traditional media. I was basically an anonymous young scientist before the blog,
now I've been quoted and had my blog posts cited by some major national news
organizations. – #MySciBlog Survey Response
Improved my ability and confidence in my writing skills. Helped me gain a professional
presence online. Helped me get my current job – when applying for jobs I could
demonstrate that I write regularly and have a wider range of science interests outside my
Ph.D. specialism. My new boss was impressed by the site. Also, I started blogging in the
last year of my Ph.D. at the time it writing articles provided me with a bit of a break from
the focus on my Ph.D. Helped me to not get too bogged down in scientific detail! It also
made the idea of writing a thesis seem a lot less daunting. – #MySciBlog Survey
Response
My ability to communicate science has tremendously improved, especially for translating
difficult concepts to lay audiences. Because many of my topics are outside my area of
research, I end up reading more broadly than my peers, which helps widen my
perspective of my own research and offers additional sources of creative thinking.
Perhaps most importantly, I have found that if you truly want to understand a concept to
its core, you have to know it at a level where you could explain it to a stranger on the
street who possesses zero science knowledge. I apply this fact to every aspect of my
doctoral research, which allows me to communicate my work with clarity and ease while
simultaneously drawing in listeners/readers. It has 100% revamped the way I think and
talk about science. – #MySciBlog Survey Response
For most science bloggers, according to their survey responses, blogging drives paid
popular science or freelance science writing opportunities more than it does academic output.
However, at least 14 respondents mentioned being more engaged in scientific discussions
because of blogging, 13 mentioned meeting potential research collaborators through blogging,
and 8 mentioned getting opportunities to author or co-author scientific research papers through
blogging. Other bloggers have even translated or adapted blog posts into academic publications.
Several academic bloggers mentioned that their blogging has been helpful in recruiting new
students and providing a “broader impacts” component to their research grant proposals. For
science writers or those trying to make a career in science communication, a blog serves as a
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portfolio of clips that may be critical early on for gaining paid writing opportunities. Blogging
also brings science writers into close contact with scientists on social media, offering greater
access to these scientists for additional information, interviews, etc.
Drawbacks of Blogging. I also asked #MySciBlog respondents to describe any personal
or professional drawbacks or negative impacts they had experienced on account of their
blogging. Respondents (N = 465) most commonly mentioned that they had experienced no
drawbacks or negative impacts, personally or professionally, from their blogging (mentioned by
183 respondents). The most commonly mentioned drawback was the time that blogging required
(mentioned by 128 respondents), often requiring the blogger to take time away from scholarly
work, family time, or free time. The frequent mention of time constraints in this survey question
compliments the frequent mention of time constraints in in-depth qualitative interviews with
science bloggers.
As a Ph.D. student, I work 70+ hour weeks, leaving little time for blogging. Despite this,
we still blog regularly every Tuesday, Thursday, and Friday while maintaining vigorous
social media presence. It takes a lot of time, energy, thought, and money (to host services,
pay for advertising, etc.). If this was my full-time job, I would perceive no disadvantages.
It cuts majorly into time I could be researching. I am thankful to have a boss and
colleagues who are very supportive of the idea; I'm not sure if it could be executed
otherwise. – #MySciBlog Survey Response
Following “time sink,” the most often mentioned blogging drawbacks include negative or
rude comments on one’s content online (mentioned by 29 respondents), attention from trolls or
personal attacks especially when blogging about controversial issues such as climate change
(mentioned by 15 respondents), and the perception that others – especially other academics – see
blogging as a waste of time (mentioned by 22 respondents). The mention of concerns about
negative feedback and incivility online by a subset of bloggers in this survey question
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compliments the theme of Online Vulnerability, a theme that emerged especially among female
science bloggers during qualitative interview analysis.
A handful of science bloggers indicated being worried about career retaliation or negative
impacts of their blogging, especially within academia (mentioned by 13 bloggers), while at least
6 bloggers indicated having actually experienced negative impacts on their career. These
negative impacts included the perception of losing out on career connections after blogging
about controversial issues, disapproval from authorities at one’s university, or having one’s blog
talked about in a skeptical or negative light during job interviews. “I have been asked hostile
questions about it in job interviews (‘how much time will you spend doing internet things if you
got the job’)” (#MySciBlog survey response). A few bloggers indicated having been asked or
pressured by academic colleagues or superiors to blog less often or to stop blogging entirely.
It is not uncommon to hear that when you are blogging, you are diverting time from
"real" research. Nobody complained to me directly, but I've heard the smear even from
my P.I. [Principal Investigator] – although at other times he also seems to see my
blogging activity in a positive light, since I am always up-to-date on new research, and I
already know the reactions of the blogosphere (i.e. other researchers) to a
discovery/paper. – #MySciBlog Survey Response
My personal (science/etc.) blog attracted negative feedback from one (older male
tenured) colleague who thought I was wasting time that I should have spent working on a
collaborative project. He asked me to promise to stop blogging until our paper was
submitted – and I agreed for fear of pissing off an important respected scientist in my
field; this resulted in a hiatus of several months. This was an extremely unpleasant
experience because I found it rather chauvinistic, patriarchal, and totally unsupportive.
However, aside from this, my experience has been good. – #MySciBlog Survey Response
A few science bloggers have received online abuse or harassment (mentioned by 12
bloggers) leading them to be nervous to write on controversial or “hot button” scientific topics.
One such topic, unfortunately, is women in science and gender issues in science/academia.
Trolling and personal attacks directed at bloggers covering these issues reflect recent
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controversies surrounding sexism including GamerGate (Hathaway, 2014) and #Shirtstorm
(Plait, 2014).43
I face a lot of online abuse from the public, especially when I write about sexism in
science and technology, and I also face derailment from other scientists in STEM. –
#MySciBlog Survey Response
The hate mail is wearing. Really, it’s been fun, but death and rape threats, anonymous
abuse, all that crap is dauntingly disgusting. – #MySciBlog Survey Response
When I wrote about #shirtgate, I got a taste of internet harassment. – #MySciBlog Survey
Response
I do worry a lot about being “discovered” by movements such as GaterGate and being
harassed by them, because I do blog about feminism and video games and online
communities from time to time. – #MySciBlog Survey Response
Yes; used pseudonym to avoid lobbying issues when working in __, but still ran afoul of
boss/administration. The horrible comments really add to my PTSD from my sexual
assault. That is a huge and ongoing problem for me, and will probably be why I
eventually stop writing online. – #MySciBlog Survey Response
Word clouds for all mentioned benefits and drawbacks are visualized in Figure 7.

Figure 7. Word Clouds representing survey responses to blogging benefits (top) and blogging
drawbacks (bottom).

43

GamerGate was/is a controversy involving sexism in video game culture which started after a
female game developer was accused of having an affair with a journalist. Shirtstorm describes
the backlash against the appearance of Rosetta mission’s project scientist Matt Taylor in a media
interview wearing shirt deemed by many to be sexist.
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Specific drawbacks and negative impacts of science blogging for the blogger were mentioned
relatively infrequently as compared to specific benefits. However, negative comments, personal
attacks and trolling surrounding controversial or hot button science or science in culture topics
may have a sizeable impact on science blog content. This may be true especially for those more
vulnerable to online harassment, including women. The impacts of negative backlash, and
concerns over potential negative backlash, on science blog content should be addressed in future
research.
#MySciBlog Survey of Science Bloggers – Quantitative Results
In the survey methods section of Chapter 3, I asked a series of research questions that
have guided analysis of #MySciBlog survey results. These included: Who are science bloggers,
in terms of individual characteristics including various demographic variables, education,
occupation and experience? What traditional or non-traditional media producer role(s) do science
bloggers see themselves engaging in, and for whom? What sources are science bloggers using
for story ideas and information related to blog content? How are various individual factors
associated with blogging approach and content decisions? How are various routine,
organizational and/or sociocultural factors associated with blogging approach and content
decisions?
Who Are Science Bloggers?
The first research question I address in this survey results section is RQ2: Who are
science bloggers? I answer this question only in the confines of bloggers who took my survey,
however, realizing that these results are not generalizable to the larger science blogging
population.
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While previous studies have found male bloggers to significantly outnumber female
bloggers in various niches of the larger science blogosphere (Shema et al., 2012; Wild, 2010),
this study seems to reveal a more positive picture for women in science blogging. #MySciBlog
survey respondents included only a slight predominance of men, with 57% (N = 345) of
respondents being male and 42% (N = 256) being female. Science bloggers tend to fall within a
younger demographic. Nearly half of #MySciBlog survey respondents, or 46% (N = 283), are 18
to 34 years old, while 27% (N =165) are 35 to 44 years old. Despite their young age, science
bloggers are highly educated, with 21% (N = 130) having Master’s degrees and nearly 48% (N =
290) having doctorate degrees. Less than 5% of #MySciBlog respondents have less than a
Bachelor’s degree. In terms of degree area, a majority of respondents have a degree in a life
science (39%, N = 235) and/or physical science field (28%, N = 170) (Figure 8).
A notable minority of science bloggers, or 20% (N = 125), identify as students in their
current occupational status. A majority of bloggers are employed for wages full-time (55%, N =
337) or part-time (6%, N = 39), while a minority are self-employed or freelance full-time (10%,
N = 59) or part-time (7%, N = 41). It appears from my data that those bloggers employed fulltime are largely employed in academic research. Upward of 47% (N = 288) of #MySciBlog
respondents identify their primary occupational area as academic research. Roughly 5% (N = 32)
identify their primary occupational area as non-academic research, 8% (N = 49) as education,
and 8% (N = 50) as science writing. Less than 5% of respondents identify their primary
occupational area as journalism, which corresponds with my finding from qualitative interviews
that science bloggers rarely self-identify as journalists, even when they are blogging for a news
organization or engaging in journalistic writing on a regular basis. Less than 2-3% of bloggers in
each case identify their primary occupational area as one of the following: Medicine / public
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health, engineering, public / media relations, scientific publication, scientific outreach,
professional communication / technical writing. Male and female science bloggers are roughly
equally employed in areas of scientific research, journalism and scientific outreach, while a
slightly greater percentage of female respondents indicate being employed in the area of science
writing compared to the percentage of male respondents who indicate the same.

Figure 8. Respondent degree field, by percentage of respondents who indicate having a formal
degree in each field
I also asked #MySciBlog survey respondents about their engagement in the last five years
in a variety of professional functions. Within the last five years, 19% (N = 116) of respondents
have worked as a freelance writer, 8% (N = 49) have worked specifically as a freelance
journalist, 13% (N = 81) have worked as a professional science communicator, 10% (N = 61)
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have worked as an editor, and 7% (N = 43) have worked for a science museum, exhibition or
event. Very few respondents indicated having worked as a PIO (N = 26) or a broadcast (N = 13)
or print/online (N = 20) staff journalist. Within the last five years, 29% (N = 177) of respondents
have worked as a graduate student, 28% (N = 173) have worked as a science teacher or
professor, and 44% (N = 269) have worked as a researcher. Within the last five years, 10% (N =
63) of respondents have worked as an undergraduate student worker and 15% (N = 94) have
worked in another role/industry not listed in this survey item. Many of these
professional/occupational engagements overlap. For example, 20% (N = 54) of those who have
worked as a researcher within the last five years have also worked as a freelance writer, and 18%
(N = 33) of those who have worked as a graduate student have done the same. As might be
expected, researchers have tended to work also as graduate students (N = 83) and as science
teachers or professors (N = 90) in the last five years, and the researcher role overlaps more often
with freelance writing (N = 54) than with freelance journalism (N = 15), editing (N = 25) or
professional science communication (N = 33).
Table 10 breaks down respondent age, education, occupational status and occupational
area by gender, as analysis of blogging roles and practices by gender later in this chapter may
require examination of any notable gender differences in these background characteristics. I find
that male and female bloggers who responded to my survey look similar in terms of education
and ethnicity. Male bloggers are slightly more likely to hold doctorate degrees (52% vs. 43%)
and to be employed for wages full-time (62% vs 48%). Female science bloggers tend to be
younger (60% vs. 38% being under the age of 34) and are more likely than male science bloggers
to be currently students (29% vs. 15%) or freelancers (see Table 10).
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Table 10. Participant Demographics
Question

Male
N (Percent %)
345 (57%)

Female
N (Percent %)
256 (42%)

Total
N (Percent %)
610

18 to 24 years
24 to 34 years
35 to 44 years
45 to 54 years
55 to 64 years
Age 65 or older

23 (7%)
106 (31%)
113 (33%)
66 (19%)
26 (8%)
11 (3%)

32 (13%)
120 (47%)
52 (20%)
29 (11%)
20 (8%)
2 (<1%)

55 (9%)
228 (37%)
165 (27%)
95 (16%)
46 (8%)
12 (2%)

African American/Black
Hispanic/Latino
Asian (Asian Indian, Chinese,
Japanese, Korean, Vietnamese or other)
Caucasian/White
Other race
Prefer not to answer
Occupational Status
Employed for wages full-time
Employed for wages part-time
Self-employed/Freelance full-time
Self-employed/Freelance part-time
Student
Carer
Unemployed
Retired
Highest Degree
Complete some high school
High school graduate
Some college credit / Associate degree
Bachelor’s degree
Completed some postgraduate
Master’s degree
Doctorate degree
Professional degree
Occupational Area
Academic research
Non-academic research
Education
Science writing
Journalism
Science outreach
Medicine / Public health
Publishing / Professional communication

9 (3%)
12 (4%)

4 (<2%)
14 (6%)

14 (2%)
26 (4%)

30 (9%)
257 (75%)
13 (4%)
16 (5%)

17 (7%)
198 (77%)
8 (3%)
10 (4%)

48 (8%)
455 (75%)
21 (3%)
27 (4%)

214 (62%)
19 (6%)
31 (9%)
19 (6%)
51 (15%)
2 (<1%)
11 (3%)
13 (4%)

123 (48%)
19 (7%)
28 (11%)
22 (9%)
73 (29%)
7 (3%)
7 (3%)
2 (<1%)

337 (55%)
39 (6%)
59 (10%)
41 (7%)
125 (21%)
9 (<2%)
18 (3%)
15 (3%)

2 (<1%)
3 (1%)
16 (5%)
46 (13%)
21 (6%)
70 (20%)
179 (52%)
5 (1%)

2 (<1%)
3 (1%)
7 (3%)
43 (17%)
23 (9%)
59 (23%)
111 (43%)
5 (1%)

4 (<1%)
6 (1%)
23 (4%)
89 (15%)
44 (7%)
130 (21%)
290 (48%)
11 (<2%)

161 (47%)
19 (6%)
33 (9.6%)
18 (5%)
15 (4%)
9 (3%)
10 (3%)
10 (3%)

126 (49%)
13 (5.1%)
15 (6%)
32 (13%)
13 (5%)
14 (6%)
7 (3%)
3 (1%)

288 (47%)
32 (5%)
49 (8%)
50 (8%)
28 (5%)
23 (4%)
17 (3%)
14 (2%)

Gender
Age

Ethnicity
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Female science bloggers surveyed are slightly more likely to be involved in science writing as a
career than are male science bloggers (13% vs. 5%), while both are equivalently employed in
areas of academic research and journalism. Male and female science bloggers are similarly
engaged in alternative forms of science writing or communication, with 67% of bloggers in both
cases indicating that they currently engage in science communication in other than blog form.
However, female bloggers are much more likely to have formal education or training (including
workshops, etc.) in science communication than are male science bloggers. While 51% of female
respondents (N = 130) indicate having such education or training, only 33% (N = 113) of male
respondents indicate the same.
Science Blog Location: Networks vs. Independent Blogs. While a number of
prominent science bloggers write for traditional media and non-media scientific organizations, a
majority of bloggers responding to the survey blog independently, with 62% (N = 400)
maintaining their main science blog on a self-hosted website or platform such as Wordpress or
Blogspot, and 6% (N = 39) maintaining a blog on a social network such as Tumblr or LinkedIn
blogs, with some overlap. Roughly 27% (N = 167) of bloggers report writing their main science
blog for one or more blogging networks. These include blogs hosted directly by traditional news
or scientific media organizations such as Discover (5), The Guardian (10), Nature editorial blogs
(4), Scientific American (13), ScienceNews (1), Popular Science (6), Wired (4), National
Geographic (1), PloS (5) and other news media organizations (11), and blog networks supported
by traditional media organizations such as ScienceBlogs.com (9) (supported by National
Geographic) and SciLogs (15) (supported by Spektrum science magazine). Other network blogs
include blogs hosted on Scientopia (2), Science 2.0 (1) and alternative media platforms such as
Medium.com (9). Other blogging networks (44) represented by #MySciBlog respondents
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included Field of Science, Occam’s Typewriter and other niche blogging communities. Finally,
network blogs also include blogs hosted on .gov networks (e.g. NASA blogs) (5) and blogs
hosted on scientific society blogging networks (e.g. Planetary Society, American Geophysical
Union) (30). A breakdown of blog location is provided in Figure 9 below. A small number of
bloggers (N = 24) indicate they write for ‘other blogs’ that aren’t necessarily fully independent
or part of a network, including organizational blogs and group blogs. Some bloggers, while they
blog independently or as part of another network, also have their content syndicated or listed on
a blog aggregating site such as Science Borealis44 (N = 12) or All Geo.45 Of those bloggers who
indicated that their main science blog is an independent blog (e.g. on Wordpress or Blogspot),
4% (N = 16) also maintain a blog on a hosted blog network.

Figure 9. Pie chart of #MySciBlog respondent blog location, by percentage of total 610
responses. Location selections may overlap, for example some bloggers who maintain an
independent blog also blog for a network or have content syndicated / cross-posted to a network.
44
45

http://scienceborealis.ca/
http://all-geo.org/
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In summary, a total of 433 out of 610 #MySciBlog survey respondents, or 71% of
respondents, report blogging independently either via a platform such as Wordpress, an
independent website or a social platform such as Tumblr. Gender breakdown is equivalent for
independent vs. network bloggers, with 29% (N = 99) of male respondents and 27% (N = 68) of
female respondents blogging for a network as opposed to an independent or other non-network
science blog. For analysis later in this survey, blog location was collapsed into a single variable
for network blogs (1) vs. other blogs (0), with all blog groups below other than independent,
social network, ‘Other’ and Science Borealis listed blogs coded as ‘network.’
Of bloggers responding to the #MySciBlog survey, 14% (N = 86) indicate that they earn
money on their main science blog, while 85% (N = 519) indicate that they do not. A majority of
bloggers who are paid, or 53%, earn less than $250 per month, while 14% earn $250-500, 14%
earn $500-1,000, and the top 19% earn more than $1,000 per month to blog. Some of the highest
paid bloggers are staff bloggers at newspapers and science magazines, and salaried bloggers at
.gov sites such as NASA blogs. The most common means of earning money through one’s blog
is being paid a flat rate per month (N = 19) or per X number of posts (N = 13), being paid based
on traffic (N = 18), or earning money through on-site advertising (N = 17). Other bloggers
indicated in open-ended responses that they are paid a salary for blogging or that blogging is a
component of their job as a professional science communicator, staff reporter, etc. (N = 10).
Some network bloggers get a minimum flat rate per month with a bonus traffic incentive. Female
and male science bloggers are equally as likely to earn money for their blogging, with 14% of
male bloggers earning money and 15% of female bloggers earning money (χ2 = .21, p > .05). As
might be expected, those blogging for a hosted blog network such as Scientific American are
significantly more likely to report earning money for their blogging (39%, N = 64) than those
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blogging for an independent or non-network blog (5%, N = 22; χ2 = 112.3, p < .001). However,
many network-affiliated bloggers are unpaid (61%, N = 101), and a small percentage of
independent bloggers (4%, N = 18) earn money. Earning money through science blogging seems
to be primarily associated with being paid by a blogging network or organization, as opposed to
advertising on one’s own site or reader donations to an independent blogger, etc. Some bloggers
write guests blog posts for media networks for pay.
The average experience across all #MySciBlog bloggers in terms of years since
respondent first started blogging, ranging from 0 to 10, is a little over three and a half years (SD
= 2.9). A little over 6% (N = 39) of bloggers have been blogging for 10 or more years, while a
majority of bloggers, or 55% (N = 63), have been blogging for less than 4 years. The average
number of years blogging at the current location of one’s main science blog is two and a half
years (SD = 2.4). Less than 5% (N = 17) of bloggers have been at the current location of their
blog for 10 or more years. A majority, or 60%, have been at the current location of their blog for
less than three years. Female bloggers tend to have less experience than male bloggers in terms
of blogging years, having blogged for an average of three years (M = 2.9, SD = 2.7) compared to
male bloggers’ four (M = 4.1, SD = 3.0; p < .001). However, female bloggers also tend to be
significantly younger than male bloggers (χ2 = 33.6, p < .001; see Table 11 below for
descriptives) which may account for their fewer years of blogging experience.
Women and men are equally likely to blog independently as for a blogging network or
other blog, with 70% of men and 70% of women blogging independently. However, independent
bloggers tend to be younger than bloggers writing for a blog network or other blog (χ2 = 11.6, p
< .05; see Table 11 below for descriptives), and have fewer total years of experience blogging
(M = 3.2, SD = 2.8 for independent bloggers vs. M = 4.5, SD = 3.0 for network/other bloggers; F
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= 24.5, p < .001). A majority of #MySciBlog respondents who are currently students, and may be
in early phases of their blogging experiences, are blogging independently (85%, N = 125) as
opposed to blogging for a network. This is a higher percentage than the 71% of #MySciBlog
respondents across the board who blog independently.
The science blogger’s primary area of occupation is also significantly associated with
blogging location. Of respondents who report their primary occupational area as academic
research, only 20% (N = 58) blog for a network or news organization (counting all network or
organization affiliated blogs while excluding independent blogs with posts aggregated to a site
such as Science Borealis or ‘other’ blogs categories). One the other hand, 57% (N = 16) of those
who report journalism as their primary occupational area and 41% (N = 7) of those who report
public / media relations as their primary area blog for a network or news organization. Table 12
displays results for broader occupational area variables by blog location.
Table 11. Chi-square Results and Descriptive Statistics for Age by Gender and Blogging
Location
Age
Gender
Female
Male

18-24

24-35

35-44

45-54

55-64

65+

32
(13%)
23
(7%)

120
(47%)
106
(30%)

52
(20%)
113
(32%)

29
(11%)
66
(19%)

20
(8%)
26
(8%)

2
(<1%)
11
(3%)

33.6***

Blogging Location
Independent
Network/Other

Chi-Square

11.6*
46
(5%)
9
(5%)

171
(40%)
57
(33%)

11
(26%)
54
(30%)

60
(14%)
35
(20%)

29
(7%)
17
(10%)

10
(2%)
3
(2%)

Note: Numbers in parentheses are row percentages. Independent blog location includes blogs on
independently maintained sites such as Wordpress or Blogspot, and blogs on a social network
such as Tumblr. Network/Other blog location includes blogs hosted by a network or news
organization, and ‘other’ blogs that may not be fully independent. *p<.05, **p<.01, ***p<.001
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Table 12. Results of Chi-square Test and Descriptive Statistics for Blog Location by
Occupational Area
Blog Location
Independent
Network/Other
Chi-Square
Research
Research
Other Occupation

18.2***
251 (58%)
182 (42%)

69 (39%)
108 (61%)

Science Writing/Journalism
9.22**
Writing/Journalism
44 (10%)
34 (19%)
Other Occupation
389 (90%)
143 (81%)
Note: Numbers in parentheses are column percentages. Occupational area variable ‘Research’
was obtained by collapsing occupational areas of academic and non-academic research.
Occupational area variable ‘Science Writing/Journalism’ was obtained by collapsing
occupational areas of science writing and journalism. Independent blog location includes blogs
on independently maintained sites such as Wordpress or Blogspot, and blogs on a social network
such as Tumblr. Network/Other blog location includes blogs hosted by a network or news
organization, and ‘other’ blogs that may not be fully independent. *p<.05, **p<.01, ***p<.001
Science Bloggers’ Perceived Communication Roles
RQ3 asked what traditional or non-traditional media producer role(s) science bloggers
see themselves engaging in, and for whom. As a subset of this research question (RQ3a), I
investigate whether perceived communication roles and target blog audiences differ for different
bloggers, according to individual factors such as gender, occupation, experience and other
blogger and blog characteristics including blog location.
To address perceived roles, I asked #MySciBlog survey respondents how often they
engage in the following new media communication roles explicated by Fahy and Nisbet (2011):
explainer, public intellectual, agenda setter, watchdog, investigative reporter, civic educator,
curator, convener, advocate, media critic. Extent of engagement was measured for each of these
roles according to a Likert-type Scale ranging from 1 (Never) to 5 (Always). Science bloggers as
a whole engage most frequently in the roles of explainer (‘I explain or translate scientific
information from experts to non-specialist publics’) and public intellectual (‘I synthesize a range
of complex information about science… in which I have a degree of specialization… and present
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this from a distinct, identifiable perspective’). These roles certainly match science bloggers
described motivations to start and continue blogging, including predominantly to explain or
popularize science to broader audiences, and to express expert opinions on important scientific
issues. See Figure 10 below for visual representation of perceived roles and Table 13 for
descriptive statistics. Science bloggers also engage to a moderate extent in the roles of civic
educator and curator. A noteworthy observation, 51% of #MySciBlog science bloggers rarely if
ever engage in the role of media critic, and only 21% often or always engage in this role. This is
counter to common perceptions that science blog content is largely criticism or commentary of
more traditional news media content. Science bloggers who responded to my survey felt that
they least often engaged in the role in investigative reporter, with only 8% of bloggers indicating
that they often or always engage in this role.

Figure 10. Radar graph of perceived communication role(s), by percentage of respondents who
indicate they engage in this role a) often or always (orange) and b) rarely or never (blue).
Science bloggers perceive themselves to less often engage in watchdog, convener (connecting
scientists and members of the public) or investigative reporter roles.
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Table 13. Means for Perceived Communication Roles, in order of overall frequency with which
science bloggers engage in these roles
Role
Mean
SD
Explainer / Science Communicator
3.92
.95
Public Intellectual
3.30
1.06
Civic Educator
3.11
1.10
Curator
2.87
1.21
Agenda Setter
2.75
1.09
Advocate
2.67
1.22
Media Critic
2.53
1.13
Watchdog
2.35
1.12
Convener
1.95
1.11
Investigative Reporter
1.93
1.00
Role by Occupational Area. Through a series of one-way ANOVA analyses with
Bonferonni adjustment for multiple comparisons across occupational area groups, I investigated
whether bloggers in different primary occupational areas (e.g. academic research vs. science
journalism) engage to different extents in the media science media roles proposed by Fahy and
Nisbet (2011). Bloggers who are science writers by career and/or occupation feel that they act as
explainers significantly more often (M = 4.38, SD = .78) than those in the area of academic
research (M = 3.81, SD = .94) (Mean difference = .574, p < .005; F = 2.64, p < .01). This is also
true for science journalists and science writers (collapsed into a single variable) across the board,
who indicate engaging in the role of explainer (M = 4.27; SD = .78) significantly more often than
bloggers in all other occupational areas combined (M = 3.87; SD = .96). Science writers engage
more often in the role of explainer than bloggers in other occupational areas even when
controlling for age, gender, blog location, blogging experience and scicomm training (see Table
14). Bloggers who indicate their primary occupational area as journalism feel they act as
investigative reporters significantly more often (M = 2.43, SD = .96) than those in the area of
academic research (M = 1.78, SD = .92) (Mean difference = .65, p = .056; F = 3.27, p < .001).
This is also true for science journalists and science writers across the board, who indicate
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engaging in the role of investigative reporter (M = 2.21; SD = .96) significantly more often than
bloggers in all other occupational area combined (M = 1.89; SD = 1.00) even when controlling
for other factors (see Table 14). Science writers by primary occupation report engaging less often
than others as media critics and more often as investigative reporters and explainers.
Those in the fields of medicine and/or public health feel they act as media critics more
often (M = 3.35, SD = 1.37) than bloggers in other occupational areas do, especially more than
those in academic research (Mean difference = .28, p = .06; F = 1.81, p < .05; one-way ANOVA
analyses with Bonferonni adjustment). Future research might investigate whether science
bloggers in these fields feel greater pressure to correct media misinformation or hype on medical
“breakthroughs” and public health topics that have been subject to public controversy in recent
years, including MMR vaccination and fraudulent links to autism. I should note that, in general,
science bloggers who indicate research (academic or non-academic) as their primary
occupational area, which is roughly half of all #MySciBlog respondents (52%, N = 320), indicate
engaging in most of these science media roles less often than bloggers in other occupational
areas. Roles that are an exception to this trend include public intellectual and agenda-setter.
Table 14. Univariate Analysis of Variance of Roles by Science Writing/Journalism
Source
df
SS
MS
F
p
partial ɳ2
Explainer
Contrast
1
7.90
7.90
9.04
.003
.015
Error
588
513.70
.87
Total
595
9702.00

R2
.032

Investigative Reporter
Contrast
1
5.25
5.25
5.56
.019
.009
.047
Error
582
549.53
.94
Total
589
2741.00
Note: Between groups comparison is between those bloggers who are occupied in areas of
science writing or science journalism vs. those occupied in all other areas (e.g. research,
education, outreach, professional/technical communication, etc.). Covariates include participant
gender, age, total blogging experience in years and blog location (network vs. non-network
blog).
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Related to occupation, in a series of one-way ANOVA analyses of science
communication education/training by perceived role engagement, those with formalized
experience in science communication reported engaging more often in the roles of advocate (M =
2.81, SD = 1.20 vs. M = 2.56, SD = 1.21; F = 6.05, p < .05) and convener (M = 2.11, SD = 1.04
vs. M = 1.83, SD = 1,04; F = 8.88, p < .01) than those with no formal education or training in
science communication. Those with scicomm training engage in the role of advocate
significantly more often than those without such training even when controlling for other factors
(see Table 15). This may be because science communication training through workshops, etc. is
often geared toward increasing scientists’ outreach activities and improving communication
skills with the goal of promoting public understanding and support of science and scientific
issues such as climate change. Such training seemed to have no impact on how often bloggers
engage in explainer or other roles.
Table 15. Univariate Analysis of Variance of Roles by SciComm Education/Training
Source
df
SS
MS
F
p
partial ɳ2
Convener
Contrast
Error
Total

1
578
586

11.38
692.30
2921.00

11.38
1.20

9.50

.002

.016

R2
.042

Advocate
Contrast
1
7.46
7.46
5.17
.023
.009
.032
Within Groups
584
842.29
1.44
Total
592
5039.00
Note: Between groups comparison is between those bloggers who are occupied in areas of
science writing or science journalism vs. those occupied in all other areas (e.g. research,
education, outreach, professional/technical communication, etc.). Covariates include participant
gender, age, total blogging experience in years, blog location (network vs. non-network blog),
engagement in research (academic or non-academic research vs. other occupation) and
engagement in science writing (writing or journalism vs. other occupation).
Role by Gender. Gender is also associated with perceived blogging role. In a series of
one-way ANOVA analyses of role by gender, male science bloggers report engaging in the roles
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of watchdog and media critic (M = 2.43, SD = 1.11; M = 2.64, SD = 1.11) more often than do
female science bloggers (M = 2.22, SD = 1.12; M = 2.38, SD = 1.16), to a significant degree
(respectively: F = 5.15, p < .05; F = 8.13, p < .01). Female science bloggers report engaging in
the role of explainer (M = 4.04, SD = .92) more often than do male science bloggers (M = 3.84,
SD = .95), to a significant degree (F = 6.57, p < .05). Gender differences in frequency of
engagement in the roles of explainer and media critic remain significant (for explainer) or
marginally significant (for media critic) when controlling for blog location (network vs. nonnetwork blogging), age, level of education, total blogging experience in year, engagement in
research (academic or non-academic research vs. other occupation), engagement in science
writing (writing or journalism vs. other occupation), level of education and science
communication education/training (see Table 16 below).
Table 16. Univariate Analysis of Variance of Roles by Respondent Gender
Source
df
SS
MS
F
p
Explainer
Contrast
Error
Total

1
587
595

4.16
512.33
9702.00

4.16
.87

4.76

.029

partial ɳ2

R2

.008
.035

Media Critic
Contrast
1
4.70
4.70
3.77
.056
.006
Error
583
727.83
1.25
Total
591
4537.00
.049
Note: Between groups comparison is between male vs. female science bloggers. Covariates
included in models include blog location (network vs. non-network), age, total blogging
experience in years, engagement in research (academic or non-academic research vs. other
occupation), engagement in science writing (writing or journalism vs. other occupation) and
science communication education/training.
Role by Blog Location. Through a univariate ANOVA analyses, I investigated blogging
roles as a function of blog location, specifically whether a blogger was blogging independently
or for a blog network. Those not blogging for a blog network, including those blogging for an
independent or ‘other’ non-network blog such as a small group blog, tend to be engaged in
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academia as students or researchers. Thus, it makes sense that bloggers not blogging for a
network would indicate, in general, that they engage in new science media roles less often than
do those blogging for a network. When controlling for gender, age, blogging experience in years
and primary occupation, network bloggers self-report engaging in the roles of public intellectual
(M = 3.49, SD = 1.04 vs. M = 3.23, SD = 1.07), watchdog (M = 2.59, SD = 1.13 vs. M = 2.24,
SD = 1.10), investigative reporter (M = 2.23, SD = 1.09 vs. M = 1.80, SD = .92), convener (M =
2.17, SD = 1.20 vs. M = 1.85, SD = 1.06), and advocate (M = 2.89, SD = 1.20 vs. M = 2.57, SD
= 1.21), significantly more often than do non-network bloggers. However, network bloggers may
also blog more often and engage in new media roles in general more often than non-network
bloggers. When also controlling for posting frequency and the average of engagement in all other
blogging roles, network bloggers only engage in the role of investigative reporter significantly
more often than non-network bloggers (see Table 17).
Table 17. Univariate Analysis of Variance of Role by Network vs. Non-Network Blogging
Source
df
SS
MS
F
p
partial ɳ2
R2
Investigative Reporter
Contrast
1
3.86
3.86 6.13
.014*
.01
Error
562
354.10
.063
Total
571 2656.00
.359
Note: Between groups comparison is between those bloggers who blog for networks and those
who blog independently or for an ‘other’ non-network blog (e.g. a group blog). Covariates
included in models include gender, age, total blogging experience in years, posting frequency,
engagement in research (academic or non-academic research vs. other occupation), engagement
in science writing (writing or journalism vs. other occupation), and the average of engagement in
all other listed roles.
Exploratory Analysis of Factors that Determine Blogging Roles. Through a series of
linear regression analyses, I investigated other factors that may predict how often science
bloggers engage in new science media roles. Factors explored include gender, age, blog location,
primary occupation, total blogging experience in years, education, blogging pay, editorial
oversight and scicomm training/education (for correlations between factors, see Appendix A5).
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Adding factors include posting frequency and average of engagement in all listed roles. Select
results are shown in Table 18.
Table 18. Significant regression model results for perceived role
Models
R2
F
β
Investigative Reporter
.358
25.23***
Gender
-.04
Age
-.03
Blog Loc (Network vs. Indep./Other)
.09*
Occupation (Research vs. Other)
.003
Occupation (Writing vs. Other)
.09*
Blogging Experience
.01
Pay (paid or unpaid)
-.02
SciComm Education/Training
.01
Education
-.04
Editorial Oversight (editor or not)
.02
Posting Frequency
.06
Average Engagement in all other Roles
.55***
Explainer
.095
4.76***
Gender
.10*
Age
.03
Blog Loc (Network vs. Indep./Other)
-.03
Occupation (Research vs. Other)
-.04
Occupation (Writing vs. Other)
.10*
Blogging Experience
.02
Pay (paid or unpaid)
.03
SciComm Education/Training
.04
Education
-.04
Editorial Oversight (editor or not)
.02
Posting Frequency
-.05
Average Engagement in all other Roles
.25***
Note: ***p<.001, **p<.01, *p<.05. Moderate positive correlations (≥0.4) exist between blogging
location and pay (Pearson Coefficient = .43, p < .01) and blogging location and having an editor
(Pearson Coefficient = .49, p < .01), warranting caution in interpreting regression coefficients for
these factors.
Gender and science writing/journalism remain the only significant predictors of
engagement in the explainer role, other than average engagement in all other roles. Only gender
(being male) is predictive of acting as a watchdog (β = -.08, p < .05; F = 15.24, p < .001; R2 =
.252). Lower levels of education (β = -.10, p < .05;) and posting frequency (β = .21, p < .001) are
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predictive of acting as a curator (R2 = .183, F = 10.14, p < .001). Only having a formal
education/training in science communication (β = .12, p < .01) is a significant predictor of
engaging in a convener role (R2 = .194, F = 10.93, p < .001). Gender (being male) (β = -.08, p <
.05) and occupation outside of science writing (β = -.12, p < .01) are predictive of acting as a
media critic (R2 = .345, F = 23.83, p < .001). Only being a researcher by occupation (β = .14, p <
.01) predicts engagement in the role of agenda-setter (R2 = .264, F = 16.23, p < .001). Regression
models for public intellectual, advocate and civic educator roles have no significant predictors
other than average engagement in all other roles. This control variable is a significant predictor
of engagement in each distinct role, suggesting that bloggers who see themselves as engaging
often in one or more new media roles also tend to see themselves as engaging often in others.
Target Audiences. RQ3 from Chapter 3 asked what traditional or non-traditional media
producer role(s) do science bloggers see themselves engaging in, and for whom? I now address
the “for whom” part of this question, by investigating science bloggers’ target audience(s). A
majority of #MySciBlog respondents, or 53% (N = 321), write for a science interested nonspecialist general audience (See Figure 11 below). This corroborates previous findings that
science bloggers generally write for readers already interested in or curious about science, as
opposed to writing for those who may not be already interested (Ranger & Bultitude, 2013). A
decent minority of bloggers, around 19% (N = 117) write for a non-specialist general audience
who may not be already interested in science, while 16% (N = 100) of #MySciBlog bloggers
write primarily for scientists, including science graduate students.
It is also worth considering how different bloggers may have different target audiences in
mind when blogging. While network and non-network science bloggers have similar target
audiences in mind, bloggers who are science writers or science journalists by primary occupation
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are more likely to be blogging for a general audience (30% of all science writers and journalists,
N = 24) than are those in other occupations (18% of all bloggers in other occupations, N = 93)
(analysis via crosstabs). They are also less likely to be blogging primarily for scientists (9%, N =
7) than those in other occupations (18%, N = 93) (analysis via crosstabs). The opposite trend is
observed for bloggers who are researchers by occupation, where 24% of these bloggers (N = 76)
write for other scientists, compared to the only 8% (N = 24) of bloggers in non-research
occupations who do so (analysis via crosstabs). The percentage of bloggers in each occupational
group writing for a “science-interested non-specialist general audience” hovers consistently
around 53%.

Figure 11. Target audience descriptive statistics.
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#MySciBlog respondents were also invited to describe their main blog’s target audience
in an open-ended survey question, in case the target audience options listed in the close-ended
survey item were not adequate. A total of 41 bloggers provided open-ended responses to better
characterize their target audience(s). Several bloggers indicated that they have a mixed audience
within the same blog, where they may at different times write posts for non-specialist readers,
science-interested non-specialist readers, students or other scientists.
Actually, we have a policy of ‘aiming at different levels but not necessarily at the same
time’ so we sometimes have highly technical posts aimed at scientists and sometimes
non-specialists. – #MySciBlog survey response
Other respondents write for a more niche audience, for example primarily open access advocates,
professionals and scientists interested in learning more about science communication, readers
interested in a particular field of science (e.g. environmental science and), other academics, other
graduate students, science librarians, or even an audience as niche as “[other] people involved in
our grant.” One science blogger reflected the Writing for Myself theme I observed in qualitative
interviews with science bloggers, responding “Me; it’s more for organizing my thoughts than
readership.” Through these open-ended responses, we glimpse the fact that the readers science
bloggers have in mind rarely form a single or homogenous audience group. A science blogger’s
target audience is dynamic and often a mix between “general” readers, other scientists, science
communicators and colleagues, depending on the content and the objective of different posts.
Science Blogging Sources
The third research question addressed in this results section is RQ4: What sources are
science bloggers using for story ideas and information related to blog content? I asked
#MySciBlog respondents how often, on a scale of 1 (Never) to 5 (Always), they write blog posts
based on information/ideas they get from a variety of different sources. The most common
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sources of information and/or ideas for blog posts is peer-reviewed journal articles encountered
either via a Google or library search, or via a link to the article in the media or social media.
Around 40% (N = 245) of bloggers often or always write blog posts based on peer-reviewed
articles encountered via a Google / library search, etc., and 37% (N = 228) of bloggers often or
always do so for articles encountered via a media or social media link. Twitter, online news
media and scientific conferences are also popular sources of information and/or ideas for blog
posts (see Table 19 below). Around one third or 33% (N = 201) of #MySciBlog respondents
often or always write blog posts based on information and/or ideas they get from their own
scientific research, while 27% (N = 164) sometimes do this.
Table 19. Means for blog post sources, in order of overall frequency with which science bloggers
use these sources for story ideas, on a scale of 1 (Never) to 5 (Always).
Source
Mean
SD
Peer-reviewed journal article(s) (Google/library search)
3.11
1.08
Peer-reviewed journal article(s) (media, social media link)
3.03
1.04
Twitter
2.91
1.08
Online news media
2.89
1.08
Your own scientific research
2.80
1.24
Scientific conference
2.79
.97
Direct suggestions, requests by others
2.60
1.03
Blog by a working scientist
2.58
1.01
Other non-news media (books, movies, etc.)
2.43
.98
Other blog
2.43
1.01
Other social network site
2.40
1.03
Press release
2.34
1.08
Professional/Other conference (e.g. ScienceOnline)
2.31
1.11
Print news media
2.28
1.12
Peer-reviewed journal table of contents
2.26
1.21
Press conference
1.70
.91
While the more traditional press release is a relatively uncommon source of information
or ideas for blog posts, bloggers who are science writers or journalists by career (M = 2.76, SD =
1.10), are slightly but significantly more likely to use these sources than those employed in other
areas (M = 2.28, SD = 1.06; F = 13.28, p < .001). Regardless of blog location or primary
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occupation, all bloggers seem to use Twitter and peer-reviewed journal articles as sources of
blog post ideas to similar extents. Among specifically the bloggers who are researchers by
primary occupation, 10% (N = 32) always write blog posts based on information or ideas the get
from their own scientific research, 35% (N = 111) often do, 31% (N = 98) sometimes do, and
25% (N = 79) rarely or never do.
Sources of Science News. Related to what sources science bloggers use for story ideas
and information related to blog content, I asked #MySciBlog respondents how often, on a scale
of 1 (Never) to 5 (Always), they get their own science news from a variety of different sources.
By far, science bloggers’ top source of science news is other blogs, revealing the extent to which
science bloggers track content in the larger blogosphere. This reflects the theme of Ecosystem
Blogging, where science bloggers pay significant attention to other content in the science
blogosphere. Following blogs, science bloggers’ top sources of science news include online
newspapers, online news sites and ‘other’ sources including predominantly Twitter and other
social media, scientific journals, Google alerts and RSS feeds. See Table 20 for descriptives and
Figure 12 below for a word cloud by frequency of ‘other’ science news sources mentioned.
Table 20. Means for sources of science bloggers’ own science news, in order of overall
frequency with which science bloggers get their own science news from these sources
Source
Mean
SD
Blogs
3.59
.82
Newspapers (online)
3.31
.95
Scientific org or government websites
3.13
1.03
Other online news sites
3.03
1.12
Other
2.86
1.57
Email newsletters or listservs
2.77
1.16
Magazines
2.49
1.07
Radio
2.32
1.10
Podcasts
2.30
1.17
Newspapers (print)
2.10
1.05
Television
1.98
.96
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Figure 12. Word cloud of open-ended responses to ‘Other’ science news sources, by frequency.
Press Releases, Embargoed and Open Access Materials. Related to what sources
science bloggers use for story ideas and information related to blog content, I also asked science
bloggers about their use of press releases, embargoes and open access scientific literature.
During qualitative interviews, many bloggers indicated that they avoid scientific papers that have
been covered by a press release in favor of more obscure papers or stories that won’t get the
media attention that most embargoed and press released studies will. In order to see how this
tendency holds up among a larger sample of science bloggers, I asked #MySciBlog survey
respondents how often they blog about scientific papers that to their knowledge have been
covered by a press release. Less than 1% (N = 5) of bloggers who responded to this question
always do so, and only 18% (N = 101) often do so. Approximately 44% (N = 246) sometimes
blog about scientific papers covered to their knowledge by a press release, while 37% (N = 209)
rarely or never do. A majority of science bloggers rely predominantly on sources other than press
releases for blog post content, including scientific journal articles that to their knowledge have
not be covered by a press release. Again, bloggers who are science writers or journalists by
primary occupation are blogging about papers covered by a press release more often (M = 3.12,
SD = .78) than are bloggers in other occupations (M = 2.65, SD = .93), to a significant degree (F
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= 17.34, p < .001), even when controlling for blog location, age, gender and blogging
experience.
A majority of science bloggers, or 83% (N = 507) have access to closed-access peerreviewed scientific journal articles, for example through their university libraries. Among those
who do not have such access, 21% (N = 20) say this is not a barrier to their blogging, whereas
31% (N = 30) say it’s somewhat of a barrier, 34% (N = 33) say it’s a moderate barrier and 14%
(N = 14) say it’s an extreme barrier (see Figure 13). In an open-ended question, #MySciBlog
respondents who indicated having limited access to closed-access scientific journals were
prompted to describe any strategies they have for working around this limited access. The most
common strategy for obtaining access of closed-access (pay-walled) scientific journal articles is
to e-mail the authors of the paper for a copy, or to contact colleagues who might have access
through a university library system, for example. Most bloggers do this through personal
contacts, although multiple #MySciBlog respondents describe using the #Icanhazpdf hashtag on
Twitter, which alerts other Twitter users that the blogger is requesting a PDF of a given scientific
article delivered via e-mail. This and other more extreme measures are taken by bloggers who
wish to blog about a pay-walled article but have limited access.
“I use a Russian Bit-torrent site for pay-walled journal articles. Someday the NSA will
come and take me away, never to be seen again.” – #MySciBlog Survey Response
Several bloggers indicate searching Google Scholar for free author-archived or pre-print versions
of closed-access peer-reviewed scientific articles, highlighting the utility of self-archiving among
published researchers. Other bloggers with limited access to closed-access scientific journal
articles indicate having to glean as much as they can from article abstracts and related openaccess papers, news stories or blog posts. Sometimes, bloggers abandon blog ideas if they don’t
have access to the original scientific literature they need.
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I use open-access papers and obtain information from other posts by other editors or
bloggers, obviously giving direct reference to them. – #MySciBlog Survey Response
I use press releases or work from other bloggers with access to the original papers. –
#MySciBlog Survey Response
I write about something else, always something from open-access papers. – #MySciBlog
Survey Response
If I am interested in a particular paper that I don’t have access to, I write the author to
request a copy. If I didn’t have access I would choose another topic to blog about. –
#MySciBlog Survey Response
Try to find open access articles on the same topic. Contact a friend to ask if they can send
me the PDF. Or, blog about something else! – #MySciBlog Survey Response
I do what I can with the Abstract, or I don’t end up blogging it at all. – #MySciBlog
Survey Response
I don’t care about peer review, I get most of the elements mentioned in the blog from
preprint servers and people’s research pages. By the time a paper is published, it has little
value to the blog any longer (it takes too much time to go from preprint to published
article). – #MySciBlog Survey Response

Figure 13. Percentages of #MySciBlog respondents with limited access to closed-access
scientific journal articles who see this limited access as a barrier, or not a barrier, with respect to
their blogging. Bloggers with limited access to these papers often have alternative means of
gaining access to them.
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Overall, 23% (N = 143) of #MySciBlog respondents indicate that they often or always
blog about scientific research published open-access, and 43% (N = 264) of bloggers sometimes
blog about research that is published in this manner. This is despite the fact that a majority of
respondents do have access themselves to traditional closed-access scientific journals, leading
me to believe they may often be blogging about open-access research out of consideration for
readers don’t have access. This trend compliments observations made during qualitative
interviews with science bloggers. Many bloggers who want readers to be able to explore the
original science literature they cite in their blog posts will often purposefully seek out openaccess over closed-access scientific articles to blog about.
Most bloggers do not have access to embargoed materials classically made available to
journalists within the week before a given scientific article is published. This includes
embargoed papers issued with press releases via EurekAlert. Of all #MySciBlog respondents,
46% (N = 278) indicate that they do not have access to embargoed papers, while 34% (N = 205)
do not know if they have access and 21% (N = 126) indicate that they do have access. Of those
who do not have access to embargoed papers, 40% (N = 111) would want such access if they
could have it.
Science Blogging Factors: Approach and Content Decisions
The research question addressed in this results section is RQ5: How are various
individual factors associated with blogging approach and content decisions? I first investigate
blogging approaches, coverage of particular topics, format characteristics and factors that
determine blogworthiness across all #MySciBlog respondents. I also investigate how these
approach and content decision patterns differ across a variety of individual blogger factors
including gender, age, blogging experience and occupational area. Moving beyond individual
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factors, I also consider how these approach and content decision patterns align with forces
beyond the individual blogger including blog location, pay and editorial oversight.
Blogging Approach. In a matrix survey item related to the item measuring perceived
blogging roles, I asked #MySciBlog respondents how often, from 1 (Never) to 5 (Always), they
use the following approaches in their blogging: journalistic (reporting on science in a more
traditional fashion, often interviewing researchers and getting outside comment), editorial
(presenting your opinion on an issue/event, as well as factual information),
translational/explainer (translating or explaining science based on your own knowledge, often in
the absence of traditional journalistic reporting / interviewing), curation (curating information,
often linking to diverse sources, with or without adding commentary yourself), and analysis
(collecting, creating and/or analyzing data…). Across the board, bloggers use a
translational/explainer approach most frequently, followed by editorial and curation approaches
in creating blog content (see Table 21 for means and the Appendix for descriptive frequencies).
Table 21. Means for blog approach, in order of overall frequency with which science bloggers
use each approach in their blogging
Approach
Mean
SD
Translational/Explainer
3.84
.89
Editorial
3.39
.92
Curation
2.94
1.15
Analysis
2.77
1.11
Journalistic
2.22
1.11
In a series of linear regression analyses, I investigated how blogging approach depends
on a variety of factors including blogger demographics (gender, age, blogging experience in
years), occupational area, blog location, blog pay, education and science communication training
(for correlations between factors, see Appendix A5). These factors combined explain a
significant portion of variance for curation, journalistic and analysis blog approaches (see Table
22 below).
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Table 22. Significant regression model results for blogging approaches
R2
.211

Models
Journalistic
Gender
Age
Blog Loc (Network vs. Indep./Other)
Occupation (Research vs. Other)
Occupation (Writing vs. Other)
Blogging Experience
Pay
SciComm Education/Training
Education
Curation
Gender
Age
Blog Loc (Network vs. Indep./Other)
Occupation (Research vs. Other)
Occupation (Writing vs. Other)
Blogging Experience
Pay
SciComm Education/Training
Education
Analysis
Gender
Age
Blog Loc (Network vs. Indep./Other)
Occupation (Research vs. Other)
Occupation (Writing vs. Other)
Blogging Experience
Pay
SciComm Education/Training
Education

F
17.04***

β
-.05
-.03
.13**
-.05
.21***
.06
.10*
.18***
-.16***

.051

3.39***
.06
-.12**
.06
-.11*
-.09
.04
-.03
.02
-.11*

.033

2.13*
-.14***
.004
.03
-.01
-.02
.07
-.003
.03
.01

Note: ***p<.001, **p<.01, *p<.05.
For a journalistic approach to blogging, blogging for a blog network, being a science
writer/journalist by primary occupation, having science communication training or education,
being paid to blog, and having relatively lower levels education (below a doctorate degree)
predict using this approach in one’s blogging (see Table 22). The relationship between blogging
for a network and using a journalistic approach to blogging seems to be driven partially by
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having a blog editor,46 where bloggers writing for blog networks overseen by blog editors are
often employed by science news organizations such as Scientific American, National
Geographic, etc.
For a curation approach to blogging, younger age, engagement in occupations other than
scientific research and relatively lower levels of education predict using this approach. For an
analysis approach to blogging, only gender is a significant predictor, with male science bloggers
more likely to conduct analysis in their blogs (for example, solving everyday physics problems
with original calculations or approximations) than female science bloggers.
While the overall regression model as described in Table 22 above was not significant for
the translational/explainer blog approach (R2 = .02, F = 1.47, p > .05), gender was also a
significant predictor, and the only significant predictor, for that blogging approach. Female
science bloggers were more likely to indicate using a translational/explainer approach in their
blogging than male science bloggers (β = .1, t = 2.23, p < .05). None of the individual factors
investigated in Table 22 above significantly predict use of an editorial approach to science
blogging. It would seem that a wide swath of science bloggers, regardless of blog location,
occupation and other demographic factors, engage in this blogging approach, presenting their
opinions as well as factual information on current issues and events.
Blogging approach is also associated with target audience in several cases. In one-way
ANOVA analyses with Bonferroni adjustment for multiple comparisons, journalistic and
translational/explainer blogging approaches are significantly related to target audience (F = 4.57,

When including a dichotomous ‘blog editor’ variable in the regression model in Table X
predicting use of a journalistic approach to blogging, this variable becomes a significant
predictor (β = .14, p = .002) and blog location becomes only a marginally significant predictor (β
= .08, p = .08). Having a blog editor and blogging for a blog network are significantly and
positively correlated, Pearson Correlation = .49, p < .001).
46
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p < .001; F = 7.44, p < .001, respectively). Bloggers writing for a non-specialist general audience
are significantly more likely to use journalistic (Mean difference = .58, p < .01) and
translational/explainer approaches (Mean difference = .63, p < .001) in their blogging than
bloggers writing primarily for other scientists. Bloggers writing for a science interested general
audience are also significantly more likely to use a translational/explainer approach (Mean
difference = .56, p < .001) than bloggers writing primarily for other scientists. We would expect
these blogging approaches to be more common among bloggers appealing to a broader audience,
whereas editorial, analysis and curation approaches to science blogging do not seem to be
associated with any specific target audience in particular.
Blog Topics. I also asked bloggers how often, from 1 (Never) to 5 (Always), they blog
about a variety of common blog topics. These included soft topics in science (e.g. work-life
balance, life in academia, gender issues, etc.), personal topics and new research papers (i.e.
research blogging). I also asked bloggers how often they write blog posts in response to what
they perceive as poor media coverage of new research, how often they write blog posts where the
primary purpose is to correct misinformation online, and how often they write blog posts in
response to posts by other science bloggers (see Table 23 below for means; Full descriptive
frequencies in Appendix). Approximately 37% (N = 224) of bloggers often or always blog about
new (published within the last month) scientific research papers. On the other hand, #MySciBlog
respondents relatively infrequently write blog posts in response to posts/stories by other science
bloggers, with less than 10% (N = 54) often or always doing so. This is counter to common
knowledge regarding science blogs, which are often seen as replacing early internet discussion
forums and serving as ongoing pieces of larger discussions within the blogosphere.
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Some of these blog topics seem to be related to one another. In other words, bloggers
who often blog about one topic also often blog about another related one. For example, blogging
about soft topics in science is notably positively correlated with blogging about personal topics
(Pearson Correlation = .49, p < .001). Blogging in response to poor media coverage is notably
positively correlated with blogging to correct misinformation (Pearson Correlation = .59, p <
.001) – indeed, these might often be one and the same, with bloggers writing in response to poor
media coverage to correct misinformation in that coverage. There is a very weak but significant
negative correlation between blogging about new research and blogging about personal topics
(Pearson Correlation = .1, p < .05).
Table 23. Means for blog topics, in order of overall frequency with which science bloggers blog
about these topics
Source
Mean
SD
New scientific research
3.02
1.04
Response to poor media coverage of research
2.69
1.06
Current misinformation
2.67
.96
Soft topics in science
2.47
1.15
Personal topics
2.41
1.10
In response to other bloggers
2.31
.92
In a series of multiple regression analyses, I also investigated how each of these blog
topics depends on a variety of factors including blogger demographics, occupational area, blog
location, pay, experience and scicomm training (for correlations between factors, see Appendix
A5). These factors combined explain a significant portion of the variance in blogging about all
six topics. Regression analyses for blogging about new research, blogging about soft/personal
topics, and blogging to correct misinformation are shown in Tables 24, 25 and 26 below. While
blogging about new research papers is common across all science bloggers who took the
#MySciBlog survey, some bloggers seem to blog about new research papers more often. They
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include bloggers who are being paid to blog and bloggers whose primary occupation is science
writing or science journalism vs. other occupation such as scientific research.
Table 24. Regression model results for blogging about new scientific research
Models
R2
F
β
Gender
.003
Age
-.04
Blog Loc (Network vs. Indep./Other)
-.01
Occupation (Research vs. Other)
.04
Occupation (Writing vs. Other)
.15**
Blogging Experience
.09Marginal
Pay
.12*
SciComm Education/Training
-.02
Education
.01
Access (to pay-walled papers)
-.12**
.06
3.86***
Note: ***p<.001, **p<.01, *p<.05. Marginal significance for blogging experience at p = .054.
Table 25. Regression model results for blogging about ‘personal topics’ and ‘soft topics in
science’
Models
R2
F
β
Personal Topics
.036
2.41*
Gender
.09*
Age
.03
Blog Loc (Network vs. Indep./Other)
.09Marginal
Occupation (Research vs. Other)
-.06
Occupation (Writing vs. Other)
-.14**
Blogging Experience
-.03
Pay
.01
SciComm Education/Training
.09*
Education
.01
Soft Topics
.09
6.23***
Gender
.14**
Age
-.10*
Blog Loc (Network vs. Indep./Other)
.05
Occupation (Research vs. Other)
.01
Occupation (Writing vs. Other)
-.15**
Blogging Experience
.04
Pay
-.04
SciComm Education/Training
.16***
Education
.08
Note: ***p<.001, **p<.01, *p<.05. Marginal significance for blog location at p = .057.
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Table 26. Regression model results for blogging to correct misinformation
Models
R2
F
Gender
Age
Blog Loc (Network vs. Indep./Other)
Occupation (Research vs. Other)
Occupation (Writing vs. Other)
Blogging Experience
Pay
SciComm Education/Training
Education
.04
2.69**
Note: **p<.01, *p<.05.

β
.04
.03
-.04
-.08
-.13**
.13**
.07
-.02
.02

I also suspected that access to closed-access or pay-walled peer-reviewed journal articles
would affect reported frequency of blogging about new research. This was indeed the case (see
Table 24), with bloggers without access reporting that they blog about new research less often
than bloggers with regular access to pay-walled literature.
In the tables above, we also observe that bloggers who are more experienced (i.e. those
who have been blogging for longer) blog more often than less experienced bloggers with the
primary aim of correcting some piece of current misinformation or addressing poor media
coverage of a scientific paper. This is interesting considering that the early science blogosphere
was well-known for debunking and media criticism approaches to blogging (Zivkovic, 2012a).
Alternatively, experienced science bloggers may feel more comfortable addressing and
correcting misinformation. As we saw earlier in this chapter, bloggers who are employed in
medicine or health fields are especially likely to use their blogs to be media critics. The same is
true for frequency of blogging with the primary aim of correcting a current piece of
misinformation: bloggers who describe their primary occupational area as medicine/public health
indicate blogging to correct misinformation significantly more often (M = 3.41, SD = .94) than
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bloggers in all other occupational areas (M = 2.64, SD = .96) (Univariate Anova F = 11.19, p <
.01, ɳ2 = .02), even when controlling for age, gender, blogging experience, blog location and
education. It is possible that bloggers in occupational areas of medicine and public health more
often correct misinformation on their blogs out of a sense of duty to combat misinformation on
pressing public health issues such as Measles, Mumps, and Rubella (MMR) vaccination and the
2014 Ebola outbreak. I observed such patterns during qualitative interviews with science
bloggers covering topic areas such as infectious diseases and public health. On the other hand,
bloggers who are writers or journalists by primary occupation seem to blog significantly less
often to correct misinformation online than do bloggers in other occupations.
Finally, several factors predict blogging about personal or soft topics in science. In terms
of blogging about personal topics, bloggers who are science writers or science journalists by
career report blogging about these topics less often than bloggers in other occupational areas (see
Table 25 above). Female bloggers report blogging more often about personal topics (M = 2.49,
SD = 1.15) and soft topics in science such as work-life balance and life in academia (M = 2.66,
SD = 1.22), than male bloggers do about personal topics (M = 2.34, SD = 1.06) or soft-topics in
science (M = 2.30, SD = 1.08). In regression analyses, gender is a significant predictor of
reported frequency of blogging about these topics even when accounting for age, blogging
experience, blog location (independent vs. network/other blog), engagement in science research,
engagement in science writing/journalism, science communication training and education. One
blogger I interviewed for the qualitative analysis described earlier in this dissertation referred
specifically to fact that women often engage in a type of blogging she refers to as “life-casting”
as a way to connect with others, for example other women in academia:
I’ve heard a lot of other people say [that] there’s like mind-casting vs. life-casting as a
way to think about the binary of what people blog about. So mind-casting is like, I’m
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going to put a thought-experiment out there, I’m going to share my opinion on
something, or I’m gonna […] write a research blog post… and life-casting is, this is what
I ate today, or this is what my kid said that was really cute. And many […] people said
that life-casting is kind of a lesser form of blogging […] and frankly, it’s what women do
more often, right? […] it’s a way where we’re connecting with, you know, with each
other, in terms of like, there’s a social glue that’s being built, that’s being created, by
doing that connection. And I think it’s actually equally important… – Interviewee #24,
Female, Scientist Network Blogger
An alternative interpretation of this trend, however, is that male science bloggers may be less
likely to report blogging about personal or soft topics in science, even if they actually do often
blog about these topics. Follow-up content analysis of the blogs included in this survey may be
required to determine the source of self-reported gender differences in frequency of blogging
about personal and soft topics in science.
Coverage of Controversial Issues. In a series of questions, I asked #MySciBlog
respondents how often they cover controversial issues, or topics seen by others as controversial. I
also asked respondents about their concerns when it comes to blogging about such issues, as the
choice or struggle of whether or not to cover controversial scientific issues came up quite often
in my qualitative interviews with science bloggers. Unfortunately, due to a potential survey
viewing error, only around 65% of respondents answered the question ‘How often would you say
you write about controversial topics…’ on a scale of 1 (Never) to 5 (Always). It is unclear
whether the remaining survey participants chose not to answer this question, or whether they for
some reason did not see the question. Thus, I will not interpret the results of this question (raw
response numbers can be found in Appendix). However, nearly all participants responded to the
subsequent survey item, which asked respondents about their level of concern, on a scale of 1
(Not at all concerned) to 5 (Extremely concerned), about a variety of potentially negative
outcomes when blogging or deciding whether to blog about controversial topics. The descriptive
results for this question are presented in Table 27 below.
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Table 27. Means for concern for various outcomes ‘when it comes to blogging about
controversial topics (or topics seen by others as controversial).’
Source
Mean
Having an undesired effect on my readers
2.84
Attracting disapproval from my work colleagues
2.65
Attracting disapproval from other writers/bloggers
2.54
Alienating a part of my audience
2.54
Having readers attack my credentials/expertise
2.30
Receiving hostile comments from readers
2.27
Attracting disciplinary action from my employer,
2.24
or violating employer social media policies

SD
1.26
1.23
1.19
1.23
1.25
1.21
1.33

Across all participants, science bloggers are most concerned about having an undesired
effect on their readers when it comes to blogging on controversial topics, followed by attracting
disapproval from work colleagues or other writers/bloggers. However, not all bloggers are
equally concerned about these potential consequences of blogging on controversial topics.
Female science bloggers are significantly more concerned about hostile comments from readers
(M = 2.48, SD = 1.26) than are male science bloggers (M = 2.12, SD = 1.15), where gender is the
only significant predictor (β = .13, p < .01) in a linear regression model accounting for age,
occupational area, blog location, years of blogging experience, education, blog pay and science
commination experience (R2 = .044, F = 2.93, p < .01). Being a female science blogger is also a
significant predictor of concern about having readers attack one’s credentials or expertise (β =
.12, p < .01) in a regression analysis accounting for all the same variables (R2 = .083, F = 5.78, p
< .001). Female science bloggers are significantly more concerned about having readers attack
their credentials (M = 2.55, SD = 1.29) than are male science bloggers (M = 2.13, SD = 1.20).
For this concern however, less blogging experience (β = -.11, p < .05) and lower levels of
education (β = -.14, p < .01) are also predictive of greater concern. Younger age is the only
significant predictor of concern about attracting disapproval from other writers/bloggers (β = .18, p < .001) in a regression analysis accounting for all variables listed above (R2 = .071, F =
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4.88, p < .001). Younger age is generally associated with greater concern about all other
potential negative outcomes when it comes to blogging about controversial topics.47 Gender
differences in concerns about hostile comments or attacks was also reflected in qualitative
interviews with science bloggers under the emergent theme of Online Vulnerability.
Blog Post Format Characteristics. I also asked respondents questions about blog post
formatting and structure. The typical blog post for 57% (N = 349) of bloggers is between 5001,000 words, while 20% (N = 120) of bloggers typically write longer posts in the range of 1,0002,000 words, 20% (N = 122) typically write under 500 words, and only 3% of bloggers (N = 19)
typically write more than 2,000 words. Network bloggers tend to write longer posts than
independent or non-network bloggers (One-way ANOVA F = 7.18, p < .01).
Less than 6% of bloggers (N = 37) are posting material every day or more often. This
reflects a modern trend in reduced blogging frequency with the rise of microblogging platforms
such as Twitter, compared to early forms of blogging where once a day was considered a
minimum. A majority of bloggers, or around 66% (N = 405) are posting between once a month
and once a week, with only 16% (N = 99) of bloggers posting multiple days a week. However,
bloggers who are being paid to blog post more regularly (F = 28.41, p < .001), averaging about
one post a week compared to non-paid bloggers’ average one a month
A majority of #MySciBlog respondents, or 53% (N = 323), are spending between 1-5
hours preparing a blog post, from research to publication, while 21% (N = 127) are spending

While I am hesitant to interpret the results of the question ‘How often would you say your
write about controversial topics’, among those who answered this question (N = 397), 36% rarely
or never write about such topics, 42% sometimes do, 21% often do and only 2% always do. In a
linear regression including gender, age, education, blogging experience, blog location, pay,
occupational area, scicomm training and editorial oversight (R2 = .049, F = 1.92, p < .05), only
age (older age) is a significant predictor of increased frequency of blogging about controversial
topics (β = .13, p < .05).
47
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between 5-24 hours and 10% (N = 62) are spending between 1-3 days. Only a handful of
bloggers spend more than a few days preparing a blog post. Most bloggers I interviewed
described being able to complete a typical blog post in a single sitting. Bloggers who answer to
blog editors are spending more time on average than those without editors on preparing their
posts (F = 9.27, p < .01).
Factors that Determine Blogworthiness. In a series of survey questions informed by the
literature review as well as data from qualitative interviews herein, I asked #MySciBlog
participants how important, on a scale of 1 (Not at all important) to 7 (Extremely important), a
variety of factors are to them when deciding whether a particular topic is “blogworthy.” The
means of participant responses to these blogworthiness factors are shown in Table 28 below.
Table 28. Means for blogworthiness factors, in order of importance to deciding whether a
particular topic is ‘worth blogging about’
Factor
Mean
SD
Related to something I am passionate about (Passion)
5.89
1.20
That I be able to add context to it (Context)
5.56
1.19
Fits my blog theme or topic very well (Theme)
5.39
1.53
Of particular importance or relevance to my readers (Readers)
5.16
1.45
Within my own realm of scientific expertise (Expertise)
4.93
1.60
I think deserves more media attention than it is getting (Attn.)
4.92
1.61
I can add a new angle, spin or twist on it (Angle)
4.70
1.54
I have strong opinions about it (Opinions)
4.22
1.67
Related to something I’m known for blogging about (Past)
4.22
1.69
I have a personal experience related to it I can share (Personal)
4.02
1.82
Blogging about it would be useful for my work/research (Useful)
3.89
1.93
That it be accompanied by strong visuals (Visuals)
3.86
1.91
Others are currently talking or writing about [it] (Topical)
3.45
1.60
Relatively straightforward to explain (Simple)
3.43
1.69
Able to blog about it before many others (Before)
3.12
1.76
Across all participants, the idea that a blog topic ‘be related to something I am passionate
about’ is of upmost importance in deciding whether a given scientific paper, story idea, topic,
etc. is worth blogging about. Other factors that are important in determining blogworthiness
include whether the blogger is able to add context, and whether the paper/story/topic fits the
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blogger’s blog theme, would be of particular importance to the blogger’s readers, is within the
blogger’s own realm of scientific expertise, and in the blogger’s opinion deserves more media
attention than it is currently getting. These blog factors compliment observations made during
my qualitative interviews with science bloggers, namely that bloggers consider personal interest
in and passion about a story/topic, and their ability to contribute something unique to the
discussion (Value-adding Blogging), to be factors of primary importance when deciding what to
blog about. Correlations between all blog factors are found in Table 29.
While many of these blog factors are weakly but significantly positively correlated with
one another, notable moderate positive correlations are found between ‘fits my blog theme’ and
‘importance or relevance to my readers’ (Pearson Correlation = .49, p < .001) and between ‘I can
add a new angle, spin or twist’ and ‘I be able to add context to it’ (Pearson Correlation = .45, p <
.001). ‘I have a personal experience related to it’ and ‘within my own realm of scientific
expertise’ are also moderately positively correlated (Pearson Correlation = .44, p < .001).
I was also interested in whether particular factors of blogworthiness were associated more
or less with different blogging approaches, or how often bloggers indicate using journalistic,
editorial, curation, and/or analysis vs. translational approaches in their blogging. In visual
inspection of correlation relationships between blog factors and frequency of engagement in
various blogging approaches (see Table 30 below), there are some notable associations. It
appears that a journalistic approach to blogging is positively associated with gauging
blogworthiness by timeliness (being able to blog about a topic before many others) and weakly
but significantly negatively associated with reliance on one’s own passions and scientific
expertise.
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Table 29. Correlation table for factors of blogworthiness
Factors
2
3
4
5
6
7

8

9

10

1 Passion
.32** .10*
.08* .30** .16** .20** .34** .16** .31**
2 Context
.19** .17** .30** .19** .45** .24** .21** .26**
3 Theme
.49** .21** .12** .12** -.01 .32**
.07
4 Readers
.10* .16** .20**
.02
.24** .11**
5 Expertise
.07
.25** .28** .27** .44**
6 Attn.
.21** .22** .22**
.01
7 Angle
.41** .19** .34**
8 Opinions
.19** .39**
9 Past
.19**
10 Person'l
11 Useful
12 Visuals
13 Topical
14 Simple
15 Before
Note: **p<.01, *p<.05. Moderate correlation coefficients (≥0.4) are in shown in bold.
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11

12

13

14

15

.15**
.13**
.18**
.08*
.30**
.08
.13**
.21**
.33**
.29**

.13**
.14**
.14**
.13**
.11**
.18**
.19**
.05
.25**
.20**
.12**

.05
.1*
.13**
.35**
.07
.31**
.20**
.17**
.22**
.07
.12**
.12**

.16**
.11**
.23**
.23**
.16**
.28**
.12**
.17**
.23**
.21**
.12**
.29**
.25**

-.01
.06
.17**
.20**
.05
.35**
.19**
.12**
.21**
.04
.13**
.17**
.40**
.20**

Table 30. Correlation table for blogworthiness factors (scale of importance) by blogging
approach (scale of frequency of engagement)
Journalistic Editorial Translational/Explainer Curation Analysis
1 Passion
-.08*
.18**
.11**
.10*
.06
2 Context
.09*
.20**
.17**
.03
.15**
3 Theme
.06
-.01
.06
.10*
.08
4 Readers
.12**
.02
.07
.11**
.07
5 Expertise
-.11**
.13**
.17**
.03
.23**
6 Attn.
.17**
.14**
.14**
.16**
.03
7 Angle
.13**
.28**
.15**
.04
.27**
8 Opinions
-.02
.38**
-.01
-.01
.16**
9 Past
.14**
.04
.07
.18**
.12**
10 Personal
-.05
.14**
.02
.02
.15**
11 Useful
.05
.03
-.01
.07
.20**
12 Visuals
.18**
-.07
.25**
.16**
.05
13 Topical
.13**
.11**
.08*
.12**
.12**
14 Simple
.09*
-.04
.09*
.15**
-.02
15 Before
.32**
.04
.09*
.14**
.14**
Note: **p<.01, *p<.05.
An editorial approach to science blogging is notably positively associated with gauging
blogworthiness based on strong opinions toward the topic and being able to provide a new angle
or context to a given paper, story, topic, etc. A translational/explainer approach to science
blogging is notably positively associated with gauging the blogworthiness of a story/topic by the
presence of strong visuals (image, video, etc.) to accompany it. The latter association
compliments an emergent theme from my qualitative interviews with science bloggers, where
several science bloggers working to translate science to a more general audience mentioned the
necessity of having good images to accompany a story.
… cause there’s things that come by, and if I can’t get an image for it, then I’m not going
to write it. Because it has to have an image, it has to have an image. Because the web is
image-driven. – Interviewee #19, Female, Network Blogger, Educator/Freelance Writer
… to write about the things that I write about on my blog now, that I’ve been writing
about now for 5 years, I knew, images were key. I was like, I’m not going to do this if I
can’t find images of these organisms that I want to write about. […] I am such a believer
in the power of images, to get across what I’m trying to tell people about these
organisms, I will not do a blog post unless I can find a good image to go with it. –
Interviewee #27, Female, Network Blogger, Freelance Writer
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Exploratory regression analyses also revealed relationships between blog factors and
blogger characteristics including: sex, age, blog location, primary occupational area (science
writing vs. other; science research vs. other), total blogging experience in years, pay, science
communication training, education and editorial oversight (for correlations between factors, see
Appendix A5). Select regression models are displayed in Table 31.
Table 31. Regression model results for importance of select blog factors to content decisions
Models
R2
F
β
Scientific Expertise
.065
3.92***
Gender
.04
Age
-.05
Blog Loc (Network vs. Indep./Other)
-.03
Occupation (Research vs. Other)
.04
Occupation (Writing vs. Other)
-.14**
Blogging Experience
.04
Pay
-.02
SciComm Education/Training
-.01
Education
.12**
Editor
-.09
Personal Experience
.069
4.20***
Gender
.04
Age
.02
Blog Loc (Network vs. Indep./Other)
.09
Occupation (Research vs. Other)
-.02
Occupation (Writing vs. Other)
-.18***
Blogging Experience
-.02
Pay
-.08
SciComm Education/Training
.12**
Education
.05
Editor
-.11*
Visuals
.092
5.75***
Gender
.11*
Age
.01
Blog Loc (Network vs. Indep./Other)
.08
Occupation (Research vs. Other)
-.02
Occupation (Writing vs. Other)
-.09*
Blogging Experience
-.11*
Pay
.04
SciComm Education/Training
.12**
Education
-.17***
Editor
.03
Note: ***p<.001, **p<.01, *p<.05.
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Results for all regression analyses with significant f-values are discussed in the text. I
discuss all significant predictors included in these regression analyses. It should be noted that
even regression analyses with significant f-values explained only a small percent of the variance
in importance ascribed to blog factors of interest, generally less than 5%. However, I believe the
relationships these analyses reveal between broad blogger characteristics and perceived
importance of specific blog factors are still noteworthy, especially for future research of actual
science blog content.
For importance of blogging about a topic/story before many others (R2 = .059, F = 3.58, p
< .001), significant predictors include being a science writer or journalist (β = .12, p < .05) and
being paid to blog (β = .13, p < .01). For importance of a blog idea being topical, or that others
are currently talking about it, (R2 = .056, F = 3.39, p < .001), gender is a significant predictor (β
= .01, p < .05). Female science bloggers rate this factor as more important to their determination
of blogworthiness than do male bloggers. Being a science writer or science journalist by primary
occupation is also a positive predictor for the ‘topical’ blog factor (β = .11, p < .05). Determining
blogworthiness according to importance/relevance to readers (R2 = .04, F = 2.35, p < .05) is
predicted by years of blogging experience (β = -.1, p < .05) and science writing (β = .1, p < .05),
where those newer to blogging and those who indicate being a science writer or journalist by
primary occupation rate this factor as more important to their blog decisions.
The importance of a blog topic being useful to one’s work or research outside of blogging
(R2 = .054, F = 3.25, p < .001) is predicted by science writing (β = -.12, p < .01) and science
communication training (β = .13, p < .01). Science writers and journalists rate this factor as less
important to their content decisions than do bloggers in other occupational areas, while those
who have received formal science communication training and/or education rate this factor as
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more important. This factor is obviously dependent upon the nature of one’s work outside of
blogging, where busy researchers may place more importance on the usefulness of their chosen
blogging topics to their academic research or writing. Importance of having a personal
experience to share on a potential blog story/topic (R2 = .069, F = 4.20, p < .001) is similarly
predicted by science writing (β = -.18, p < .001) and science communication training (β = .12, p
< .01), as well as editorial oversight (β = -.11, p < .05). Bloggers who are science writers or
journalists by primary occupation and bloggers who report to blog editors may be more
professional in their content decisions, relying less than other bloggers on personal experience or
firsthand expertise in story selection. Science writing is also a negative predictor of the
importance of having scientific expertise related to a blog topic (β = -.14, p < .01, R2 = .065, F =
3.92, p < .001). On the other hand, bloggers with higher levels of education rate this blog factor
as more important to their decisions than those with lower levels of education (β = .12, p < .01).
Relying on personal passions to determine blogworthiness (R2 = .054, F = 3.29, p < .001)
is predicted by age (β = -.18, p < .001) and blog location (β = .17, p < .01), with younger
bloggers and those blogging for a network giving rating this factor as more important. However,
having a blog editor is a significant negative predictor of this blog factor (β = -.13, p < .01). This
indicates that among participants in this survey, bloggers with a blog editor are less reliant on
their own passions, in their blogging decisions, than are bloggers without editors. Adding a scale
variable related to editorial control (how much editorial control do you usually have over your
blog content?) in this regression model confirms that bloggers with editors (β and p-value remain
unchanged) and bloggers with less perceived control over their content (β = .09, p < .05) rate
personal passion as less important to their determination of blogworthiness than do bloggers
without editors and with more control.
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Gender differences appeared for importance ratings of two specific blog factors. These
are the importance of blogging on established topics and the importance of having visuals to
accompany a story. Female science bloggers who took my survey placed greater importance on
whether a blog story/topic was related to something they were known for blogging about or had
blogged about in the past (β = .12, p < .01, R2 = .054, F = 3.25, p < .001). Future research might
address whether female science bloggers feel more pressure to stick to their established blog
topics than do male bloggers.
Importance of visuals to blog content decisions (R2 = .092, F = 5.75, p < .001) was
significantly predicted by gender (β = .11, p < .05), blogging experience (β = -.11, p < .05),
education (β = -.17, p < .001), science communication training/education (β = .12, p < .01) and
science writing (β = -.09, p < 0.05). Female bloggers, newer bloggers (who had been blogging
for fewer years) and bloggers with formal science communication training and/or education rated
the accompaniment of strong visuals as more important to their content decisions than did others.
This is complimentary of the emphasis on visual materials among modern social media
producers and professional science communicators, and the popularity of art-driven science
blogs including Scientific American’s Symbiartic and Buzz Hoot Roar.
Factors of Blogworthiness – Qualitative Analysis. #MySciBlog survey respondents
were also prompted in an open-ended question to describe any other factors that are important to
them in deciding whether to blog about a particular topic or story, other than the factors listed in
Table 28. Results from this open-ended question were imported as text into AtlasTi for
qualitative open coding and analysis. Most open-ended responses were coded for 1-2 blog
factors, based on the prominent factor themes mentioned in each open-ended response. Many of
the codes and themes that emerged from this analysis were similar to codes and themes that
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emerged during qualitative interviews with science bloggers. Table 32 reveals the dominant
factors of blogworthiness that emerged from this open-ended survey item, by frequency of
mention. Some of these factors overlap with the factors that survey participants rated in the
corresponding closed-ended survey item discussed earlier. The top blog factors as represented by
responses to this open-ended survey question were personal interest, blog theme, misinformation
or misconceptions surrounding a topic or story of interest to the blogger, and underrepresentation or lack of coverage of a topic or story of interest to the blogger.
Table 32. ‘Other’ Blog factors, by frequency of mention, revealed through qualitative analysis of
open-ended survey question related to factors that determine blogworthiness
Factor
Description / Example
Interesting to me (43)
Theme of my blog (28)
Misconceptions, misinformation (24)

Deserves more attention (20)

Related to my work, research (19)
Broader relevance/importance (16)
Educational value (14)

“Mostly personal interest. If it grabs me, I’ll write
about it” | “Basically anything that kindles my
curiosity…”
Fits the theme of one’s blog; Relates to a very
specific topic that is what the blog is about.
“that there are widely accepted misconceptions
about a topic” | “whether the media is
misrepresenting conclusions of the article”
Selecting under-reported, under-represented
studies or topics; “If lots of people are talking
about a topic and doing a pretty good job
explaining it, there’s no reason for me to spend
my limited time adding my perspective. If few
are discussing something I think is important, or
if lots of people are discussing it bt missing the
point, I’ll probably cover it.” | “That it’s
something not picked up by others or the
mainstream media. Newsworthiness is
subjective!”
Useful professionally, related to one’s research,
or blogging about it is direct
promotion/translation of one’s research
“broader implications for society” | “if it has
social and cultural implications”
Readers can lean through the topic/story;
Instructional
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(Table 32 continued.)
Factor
I have something special to add,
something missing from current
discussion (13)

Current; Timely (12)

Interesting, appealing to my readers (11)

I can explain this (8)
Fits my organization’s goals (8)
Counter-intuitive; Unexpected (7) or
something I want to learn more about (6)
Important to me; Passion (7)
Amusing, entertaining; Humorous (7)
Unique personal experience (7)

Engaging story, perspective (7)
Time (6)

Other factors

Description / Example
Having something to add; Avoiding over-done
stories; “The most important factor is if I feel I
have something to say (based on my research
expertise and/or professional experience) about
the topic that I feel is missing from the current
discussions online.”
Related to current news items or current events,
to brand new research results, reports, etc.
“My content should usually be focused around
something that will interest my readers and that I
am able to explain in a captivating and
comprehensible way to non-specialists”
Having the knowledge or being able to do the
research to explain it, to explain it well
Fits the organization’s content or strategy goals
“I like to write about things that surprise me” |
“That its (sic) weird and I don’t understand it!” |
“the ‘hun? I didn’t know that’ factor is very
important”
“related to science that I feel passionate about” |
“Passion is the main thing”
“Does it amuse me?” | “simply fun or funny”
“I tend to stick to places and things I have
personal experience with, rather than topics I read
about second hand”
Having or being able to get a ‘story’ or engaging
perspective on a topic | “I can see a great ‘story’
in it”
“whether I even have time to blog it!”
Humanizes science; Useful to others; Blog as a
compliment to other forms of writing); Inspiring
to readers; Proximity (local); Enjoyable to write;
Response to reader questions/suggestions; Ties to
popular culture; Extras that can’t be published
elsewhere; Will this hurt my job prospects,
reputation, career, etc.?

One blogger described what determines blogworthiness on his/her blog thus:
“Mostly personal interest. If it grabs me, I’ll write about it. If I have a viewpoint others
aren’t expressing, I’ll contribute to a conversation, but I feel no need to beat a dead horse
or join a screaming mob. I’m also very conservative about what I write about. I worry
about how what I say on the Internet can affect job prospects.” – #MySciBlog Survey
Response
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This response combines several considerations when it comes to deciding whether or not to blog
about a particular topic or story. These include personal interest, considering whether one is able
to add something special to the conversation, and considering whether blogging about a topic
will harm one’s job prospects, reputation or career.
Science bloggers also often indicate using themselves as a proxy for reader interest: “I
operate under the assumption that, as a human, if I find something interesting, other humans will
also find it interesting” (#MySciBlog survey response). Whether a topic or story is receiving
attention from the media or from other bloggers also arises as a significant factor of
blogworthiness among science bloggers, both through this survey item and through my more indepth qualitative interviews with bloggers:
I often look to discuss stories that are under-explained. Specifically, science stories about
papers behind pay walls, where the public would not normally have access to much in
depth information about the research. – #MySciBlog Survey Responses
Focus on long-tail. Topics not usually covered but in which I have knowledge or interest,
e.g. in Earth sciences, but never earthquakes/volcanoes/dinosaurs[.] – #MySciBlog
Survey Responses
Blog Content Decisions: Routines, Organizational and Institutional Forces
In this final results section, I address RQ6: What routine, organizational and/or
community forces help determine blogging decisions? I also investigate two questions that are a
subset of this broad research question, including RQ6a: Do science bloggers share a traditional
sense of news values and news factors, and if so, how are news factors associated with
organizational/institutional or community forces such as editorial oversight, blog location and
participation in journalistic work? And RQ6b: How are inter-blogger interactions (e.g. blog
community structures, etc.) associated with blog approach / content decisions?
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News Values and News Factors. In the #MySciBlog survey, I asked bloggers how
important, on a scale of 1 (Not at all important) to 7 (Extremely important), a variety of
traditional and modern news values and criteria of newsworthiness were to them, in terms of
guiding their content decisions. Respondents rated 8 different traditional and modern news
values (survey item Values1 described in Chapter 3) according to “how important the following
are to you, as general guiding principles in the production of your blog content.” Respondents
also rated 12 different news factors, or criteria of newsworthiness as traditionally defined,
according to “how important each of the following are to you, in terms of deciding whether or
not something is worth blogging about.” Descriptive statistics for these news values and news
criteria are provided in Table 33 and Table 34 below. Bloggers who took the #MySciBlog survey
place moderate to high importance (5-7 on a 7-point scale), on average, on news values of factual
accuracy, attribution, transparency and completeness of a story. They also place moderate to high
importance, on average, on news factors of personal interest, educational value, relevance to
readers and scientific relevance as the importance of a paper/story/topic to the advancement of
science (Badenschier & Wormer, 2012). More traditional factors of newsworthiness, including
surprise factors, timeliness, human angles, currency and controversy, are of moderate to low
importance (3-5 on a 7-point scale), on average, in terms of determining blogworthiness.
Table 33. Means for news values, in order of importance as guiding principles in producing blog
content
Value
Mean
SD
Factual Accuracy
6.67
.65
Attribution (ascribing info, images to original authors/creators)
6.29
1.02
Transparency (disclosing identity/stance, info sources, etc.)
5.80
1.24
Completeness (telling full story, avoiding errors or omission)
5.68
1.14
Fairness to different views
4.84
1.49
Impartiality (writing in a way that transcends personal biases)
4.71
1.58
Interactivity (eliciting and incorporating reader interaction)
4.29
1.62
Pluralism (diversity of views)
4.28
1.62
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Table 34. Means for news factors, in order of importance to deciding whether a particular topic is ‘worth
blogging about’

Factor
Your own personal interest
Educational value
Relevance to readers
Scientific relevance
Impact to society
Novelty
Surprise factors (spectacular, unusual, unexpected)
Timeliness
Ability to provide a human angle
Currency (news peg, tie to current event)
Controversy
Proximity / Local angle

Mean
6.04
5.58
5.21
5.08
4.73
4.69
4.60
4.53
4.22
4.08
3.50
3.33

SD
1.20
1.37
1.43
1.46
1.60
1.52
1.65
1.53
1.83
1.69
1.64
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In Shoemaker and Reese’s Hierarchy of Influences model, news factors occupy the space
of routines, shared by news media producers and helping them to make content decisions in a
socially constructed manner. I was also interested in how news factors, or the criteria that
determine newsworthiness or in this case blogworthiness, depend upon organizational,
community or institutional factors such as editorial oversight, blog location and participation in
science communication and/or journalistic training and work. In other words, do bloggers
working with editors or with blog networks, or who have been trained or work in the areas of
science communication / journalism, adopt traditional news factors to a greater extent? In the
sections below, I first investigate #MySciBlog respondents’ editorial constraints and blog
network guidelines, and subsequently ask how editorial oversight, blog location and journalistic
training might affect perceived importance of particular news factors.
Editorial Oversight and Guidelines. I asked bloggers who took the #MySciBlog survey
to describe their editorial control over their blog(s) in a series of dichotomous and scale
questions. Of all bloggers who responded to ‘how much editorial control do you usually have
over your blog content?’ a large majority or 79% (N = 480) indicated having complete control.
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Around 14% (N = 88) indicated having ‘a great deal of control’ over their content, while 3% (N
= 18) indicated having some control and less than 3% (N = 16) indicated having not much or no
control. A little less than a forth of bloggers, or 24% (N = 145), indicated currently have a blog
editor, blog manager or someone in a similar role. Of these bloggers, 55% at least sometimes
send draft blog content to the editor for reviewing/editing and 51% are required to do so.
Bloggers who send their editors content for review seem to generally find this process helpful,
with 70% (N = 72) indicating that of the times they’ve sent their editor content for review/editing
they’ve often or always found the feedback they received helpful in making their content better.
Around 22% (N = 23) indicated that they’ve sometimes found this feedback helpful. Of the
bloggers who currently have a blog editor/manager, only 15% (N = 22) are required to pitch blog
post ideas to this editor before writing them. I also learned during qualitative interviews with
bloggers, described earlier in this chapter, that some bloggers voluntarily send blog post drafts to
peers for reviewing or editing, even or especially when these bloggers don’t have an official blog
editor. When I asked bloggers who took my survey about this, 37% of bloggers indicated that
they at least sometimes send blog posts drafts to peers for review.
Editorial Oversight and Guidelines – Qualitative Analysis. I also asked bloggers, in an
open-ended question, to describe any guidelines their blog networks (or group blogs) had given
them. I imported these open-ended responses as text into AtlasTi for qualitative open coding and
analysis. A number of bloggers responded to this question to simply re-emphasize that they were
independent bloggers and thus did not have any guidelines. Such responses were not coded.
However, some independent bloggers described guidelines imposed on their blogs by the
organization(s) they work for. Such responses were coded as notable examples of blogging
constraints existing outside of blog network guidelines. Results of qualitative analysis are
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presented in Table 35 below. Bloggers who responded to this open-ended question most often
indicated a lack of formal guidelines at their blog network. Otherwise, bloggers most often
reported having to stick to the main focus, mission or theme of their blog network or
organization, or having to stick more or less to their established, original or agreed-upon blog
focus or topic area. Other oft-mentioned guidelines were related to hyperlinking or referencing
original information (especially official source such as peer-reviewed scientific papers), use of
appropriate language, and seeking editor or co-blogger advice when blogging about potentially
controversial or sensitive topics.
Usually, we do not have to run topics by the blog team before we post them. However, if
we are going to address a controversial issue on the blog, we will always run it by all of
the team members. There was one case earlier this year that a blog member ve[t]oed a
post, as it would have critiqued an institution at which he was applying for a job. We all
agreed it was best to stay out of the fray. – #MySciBlog Survey Response
Table 35. Blog guideline categories, by frequency of mention, revealed via qualitative analysis
Category
Description / Example
While blogging for a network, blogger indicates
Limited guidelines in blog network (15)
lack of any formalized guidelines, rules, etc.
“I blog for our lab – so it must be within our
scope, and ultimately correspond with the broad
Sticking to focus of network/org. (14)
view of the lab director” | “I am often asked to
choose topics that fit in with the site’s theme,
which can be somewhat of a restriction”
“There’s a general understanding that it will
remain on topic” | “At this point, I’m given pretty
free rein. I have certain beats I’m expected to
cover, but I’ve established those beats myself” |
Sticking to established blog focus (11)
“‘SciAm has written guidelines which basically
say, ‘please check with us if you want to post offtopic or on controversial topics that might cause
strife’”
“Link appropriately (especially if claiming
Hyperlinking, sourcing guidelines (10)
something controversial)” | Use of reliable,
verifiable or trusted sources
Guidelines related to avoiding profanity and other
Language guidelines (10)
disrespectful, racist, sexist, or other offensive
language
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(Table 35 continued.)
Category

Guidelines for controversial topics (10)

Structure guidelines (9)

Attribution/Copyright guidelines (9)
Reviewing/Editing required (8)
Spellchecking (7)

No personal attacks, libel, etc. (7)

Logical; Fact-based; Evidence-based (7)

Content guidelines (7)

Emphasis on visuals (7)

Stick to science, scientific topics (5)
Positive towards one’s organization (5)

Other

Description / Example
Both network blogs and group blogs often
encourage bloggers to seek advice when blogging
on controversial topics/issues; “We talk about
issues and topics if we are worried about being
controversial or projecting a negative image”
“Keep blogs as concise as possible” | “None at all
content-wise, only length and visual-supplement
suggestions” | “Structure is that posts must be
around 700 words, clear lead in paragraph,
covering a scientific or technological issue, we
have style guides that indicate date format etc.
and grammar checks”
Guidelines that require clear attribution for
images and limit copyright violation
All blog posts must be reviewed, edited by a blog
editor prior to publication
Blog editor has right to correct language,
grammar and/or word choice before/after
publication of blog posts
Guidelines that limited personal attacks, criticism
of others (other companies, political figures, etc.)
and libel
“Try not to make assumptions based on personal
thoughts. Leave questions open-ended. Talk
about the unknown.” | “Factual, science based”
Guidelines related to content, such as requiring
blog posts to be related to new research or to a
particular topic/theme
“There must be at least one image accompanying
each post” | “am encouraged to include a lot of
visuals”
“Focus is on climate science, not on climate
policy, and try to stick to mainstream science” |
“Scientific blog”
Requirement to promote one’s organization, OR
to not say anything damaging to organization one
works or blogs for
Ethical constraints; Professional tone; Consistent
blog network formatting; Be respectful; No
illegal content; Add personal touch, experience;
Be transparent about sources, personal opinions;
Use Creative Commons images; Stay positive;
Original interview(s) required; In-line with
organization’s brand, reputation; Newsworthiness
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A handful of open-ended responses reflect high journalistic standards being applied to
blogging, either self-imposed by the blogger or a result of writing for a traditional media
organization:
I am a lifelong newspaperman […] and work within the journalism practices that I bring
to newspapers, although with a looser tone and more opinion. – #MySciBlog Survey
Responses
My blog is meant to be general science and easily readable, ‘bloggy’ without straying too
far from the general standards of the paper I work for. Beyond that, they just want the
posts to do well. I'm occasionally asked to cover a particular story, but tha[t]'s rare. My
posts are usually only copy edited. – #MySciBlog Survey Responses
Several bloggers linked directly to published guidelines or codes of conduct for their blog
networks, including Sciblogs.co.nz terms and conditions for bloggers48 and
thingswedontknow.com guidelines for article writing.49 Guidelines at the Sciblogs.co.nz network
include “I will stay on topic,” “I will disagree with other opinions respectfully,” “I will link to
online references and original source materials directly” and “I will disclose conflicts of
interest.” These guidelines reflect many of those also outlined in Table 35. Multiple bloggers
also mentioned actively occurring changes in the guidelines imposed by their blog network(s),
especially changes at Scientific American. Many of these changes materialized shortly after
#MySciBlog survey data collection was complete, when Scientific American overhauled its blog
network, thinned its list of blogs and published a new list of formalized guidelines ("Scientific
American Blog Network Guidelines," 2014). Scientific American blog editor at the time Chris
Brainard told Matt Shipman in a blog post shortly after publication of the new guidelines: “there
will be more internal communication and coordination around upcoming content as well as more
editorial feedback and collaboration on things like effective-headline writing, creative use of

48
49

http://sciblogs.co.nz/terms-conditions/
http://www.thingswedontknow.com/resources/guidelines.php
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multimedia, reporting and writing strategies and developing bloggers’ unique voices” (Shipman,
2014). I see this as a reflection of the modern and growing professionalization of science blogs,
where blog networks that once relied on unspoken mutual trust between network organizers and
bloggers now have more formal guidelines in place.
SciAm is changing and will be assuming a great deal of control. – #MySciBlog Survey
Responses
Until recently, we had no blogging guidelines. Supposedly, in response to some incidents
with bloggers this year posting offensive/controversial content, guidelines are under
development and we have had some feedback on the proposals. But nothing has been
finalized yet and I'm not sure what will make it and what won't. – #MySciBlog Survey
Responses
For the first three years, there were no guidelines. Following several inappropriate posts
by colleagues on the network, SciAm has written guidelines which basically say, “please
check with us if you want to post off-topic or on controversial topics that [m]ight cause
strife, but we will most likely just encourage you to dig deeper, do more research and be
on solid footing even if what you're saying is controversial.” Fair enough. – #MySciBlog
Survey Responses
Honestly, our guidelines have been more about how long before we're allowed to repost
elsewhere and about making sure we don't violate other people's copyright (especially for
images). However, in light of the yanking of DN Lee's post in Oct. 2013 and the firing of
Ash Jogalekar due to a number of posts where he blogged well beyond his expertise,
SciAm management is formulating “strengthened guidelines.” – #MySciBlog Survey
Response
News Factors and Organizational/Institutional Factors. In preliminary one-way
ANOVA investigations, I found that news factors including timeliness, relevance to readers,
impact to society, currency, controversy and personal interest varied significant based on
editorial oversight and blog location. Having had formal science communication
training/education also produced significant differences in perceived importance of timeliness,
impact to society, currency, controversy and presence of a human angle. To more fully
investigate differences in news factor importance ratings based on these various background and
organizational/social forces, I conducted regression analyses for blog factors timeliness,
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relevance to readers, impact to society, currency, controversy, human angle and personal interest.
All regression models included the following factors: blog editor (do you have a blog editor…),
science communication training/education, engagement in science writing/journalism,
engagement in scientific research, blog location (network blog vs. other), gender, age, education,
pay and total blog experience in years (for correlations between factors, see Appendix A5).
Regression analyses with significant f-values are discussed below.
For timeliness, (R2 = .047, F = 2.82, p < .01), having a blog editor (β = .1, p < .05), being
a science writer/journalist by primary occupation (β = .11, p < .05) and having formal training in
science communication (β = .11, p < .01) are all positive predictors of importance in terms of
deciding what is blogworthy. As a traditional news value, timeliness seems to become more
important to bloggers writing in a more professional setting or informed by a more professional
writing background. For impact to society (R2 = .046, F = 2.75, p < .01), having had formal
training/education in science communication is the only significant positive predictor at the level
beyond the individual blogger (β = .11, p < .01). Age is also a significant predictor of this factor
(β = .11, p < .05). For currency (R2 = .073, F = 4.48, p < .001), although having an editor and
science writing are marginal positive predictors, having had formal training/education in science
communication is the only significant positive predictor (β = .16, p < .001).
For the ability to provide a human angle (R2 = .10, F = 6.29, p < .001), having had formal
training/education in science communication (β = .09, p < .05), blogging for a network (β = .11,
p < .05), gender (β = .22, p < .001) and blogging experience (β = -.1, p < .05) are significant
predictors of importance in terms of deciding what is blogworthy. Female and younger bloggers
place more importance on this news factor, as do bloggers with formal training or education in
science communication (where women tend to have more training/education in this area).
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Finally, the importance of personal interest to content decisions (R2 = .058, F = 3.53, p <
.001), complimentary to what we observed earlier in terms of relying on personal passion, is
negatively predicted by having a blog editor (β = -.19, p < .001) and negatively predicted by age
(β = -.1, p < .05) where younger bloggers rate this factor as more important to their decisions.
Education is, however, a positive predictor of the importance of personal interest to blog content
decisions (β = .00, p < .05). Choosing topics based on personal interest seems to be, as we might
expect, associated with greater control over one’s blog content.
Group Blogging. Blogging is often a group activity. A little over 21% (N = 131) of
#MySciBlog survey respondents reported their main science blog having multiple authors. Of
those who indicate blogging for a multiple author blog, 59% (N = 77) indicate that there is a
person or group of persons in charge of editing/reviewing all blog posts. Over 66% (N = 87) of
group bloggers at least sometimes coordinate with their fellow blog authors in making content
decisions, for example by voluntarily having fellow bloggers review content prior to publication
or coordinating on weekly/monthly blog themes. To a similar extent group bloggers coordinate
in deciding when (dates/times) to post content.
Social Network Analysis and Science Blog Community Detection
As described in a methods section of Chapter 3, in an exploratory survey question near
the end of the #MySciBlog survey I asked participants to “list up to the top three science blogs
(by blog name) that you read on a regular basis.” Data from this survey question was used to
create a map of the science blogosphere as captured by the survey. To create the map, a node was
created for each blog in the network, either a survey participant’s blog or a blog listed by a
participant as one he/she regularly reads. Connections between blogs, or edges, represent
directional ‘read’ ties.
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The network as mapped in Gephi is shown in Figure 14. This network has a modularity
score of .702 (maximum modularity score is 1.0), indicating significant community structure.
This structure is visually apparent, where nodes have been colored by modularity class. For
example, there is significant clustering of blogs around the topics of climate change and geology,
seen as a distinct community of nodes in purple at the bottom of Figure 14. Similarly, there
seems to be clustering of blogs around the topics of ecology, biology, conservation and other life
and marine science topics (light green nodes) and a clustering of blogs around the topics around
astronomy and similar topics often associated with prominent science blogger Philip Cary Plait,
also known as The Bad Astronomer after his blog Bad Astronomy currently hosted by Slate.50
Clustering occurs as bloggers in the same community regular read one another’s blogs or
common popular blogs in the community or ‘genre’ such as Bad Astronomy. From the graphic
below, by blog titles alone it is apparent that blog are often clustered by general topic or interest.
For example, the community colored in yellow in the graphic below appears to be largely
bloggers who write about neuroscience, chemistry and similar topics. Many science bloggers
seem to keep track of blogs in their general topic area by reading them on a regular basis, an
observation also noted during my qualitative interviews with science bloggers.
The top blogs by in-degree in this network, or the blogs listed most often by #MySciBlog
respondents as blogs they regularly read, are listed in Table 36 below. Not all of these blogs are
represented by #MySciBlog survey respondents, but several of them are. The largest community,
more central to this network, surrounds Ed Yong’s Not Exactly Rocket Science blog and other
prominent blogs and blogs at prominent blog networks including The Loom (at National
Geographic), Only Human (at National Geographic), Tetrapod Zoology (at Scientific American)

50

http://www.slate.com/blogs/bad_astronomy.html
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and SciCurious (at Science News), among others. Many of the blogs in this community (in red in
Figure 14) are network and paid blogs (see Figure 15).

Figure 14. Social Network Analysis of science blogs read on a regular basis by #MySciBlog
survey participants. Each node (dot) represents a science blog, either authored by a survey
participant or listed by one of more survey participants in response to the BlogsRead survey
question. Nodes and labels are sized by in-degree. Nodes are colored by modularity class
(modularity score = .702). Network graph is filtered by giant component (eliminating
outlier/peripheral nodes with limited connections to the main network cluster). Edges colored by
parent (source) node. Interactive graphic online at bit.ly/MySciBlogREAD provides a more
readable map of individual nodes and enables selection of individual nodes and groups of nodes
(modularity classes) for closer visual inspection of read ties (edges).
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Table 36. Top science blogs by in-degree, or readership by #MySciBlog respondents
In-degree Ranking
Blog
Not Exactly Rocket Science, by Ed Yong

75

Bad Astronomy, by Phil Plait

27

The Loom, by Carl Zimmer
Scientific American (listed as entire blog network)
Dynamic Ecology, multi-author blog owned by Jeremy Fox
(co-bloggers Brian McGill and Meghan Duffy)

26
22

Neuroskeptic, Discover Magazine (pseudonymous)

16

21

RealClimate (multi-author site)
iflscience.com, site founded by Elise Andrew)

15

National Geographic (listed as entire blog network)
In the Pipeline, by Derek Lowe

12

Science-Based Medicine, multi-author site founded by Steve Novella

12

Retraction Watch, multi-author blog by Adam Marcus, Ivan Oransky
Southern Friend Science, multi-author blog edited by Andrew D. Thaler
Drugmonkey, Scientopia.org (pseudonymous)

11

Only Human, by Virginia Hughes
Tetrapod Zoology, by Darren Naish
Guardian Science (blogs)

10

Deep Sea News, multi-author blog edited by Craig McClain
Laelaps, by Brian Switek

9

Small Pond Science, co-bloggers Terry McGlynn and Amy
Parachnowitsch
Tenure She Wrote, multi-author blog (pseudonymous)
Preposterous Universe, by Sean Carroll
Nature (editorial blogs)
Wired (listed as entire blog network)
Pharyngula, by ‘PZ’ Myers
6 Incredible Things Before Breakfast, by Malcolm Campbell
Why Evolution is True, by Jerry Coyne
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Figure 15. Social Network Analysis of science blogs read on a regular basis by #MySciBlog
survey participants. Nodes sized by in-degree and colored by pay (green = no pay; red = pay).
Uncolored nodes did not provide information or represent blogs without a survey participant.
In an investigation via linear regression of the potential factors that predict in-degree
among #MySciBlog respondents (see Table 37), popular blogs tend to be multi-author, blogs
written by bloggers with higher levels of education, bloggers who have been blogging for a
longer total amount of time, and to a marginally significant degree blogs written by men (see
visual representation of blog popularity by gender in Figure 16 below), even when accounting
for age, blog pay and blog location (network vs. independent/other). An editorial approach to
blogging was also found to be a significant predictor of blog popularity in terms of reading by
other bloggers (β = .09, p < .05) when added to the aforementioned regression variables (R2 =
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.087, F = 6.68, p < .001). Other approaches to blogging (journalistic, analysis, curation, etc.)
were not significant predictors of blog popularity in terms of readership by science bloggers.
Table 37. Basic Regression model results for in-degree (blog readership among science bloggers)
Models
R2
F
Β
Gender
-.1Marginal p=.051
Age
.02
Blog Loc (Network vs. Indep./Other)
-.02
Blogging Experience
.15**
Pay
.06
Education
.1*
Multiple Authors?
.15***
.078
6.76***
Note: ***p<.001, **p<.01, *p<.05.

Figure 16. Social Network Analysis of science blogs read on a regular basis by #MySciBlog
survey participants. Nodes sized by in-degree and colored by gender (blue = male; red = female).
Uncolored nodes did not provide a gender or represent blogs without a survey participant.
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In terms of public readership as opposed to readership by other bloggers, a majority of
bloggers who took the #MySciBlog survey, or 83% (N = 501), report typically getting under
1,000 views on a new blog post within the first 1-2 days of posting. Around 40% (N = 240)
report getting less than 100 views, 33% report getting 100-200 views, while only 10% (N = 59)
report getting 500-1,000 views on a new blog post within the first 1-2 days. Less than 3% (N =
13) of bloggers report getting 5,000-10,000 views, and less than 2% (N = 10) report typically
getting over 10,000 views on a new blog post. Roughly 7% of #MySciBlog bloggers (N = 40)
indicate that they don’t know how many views they get in this timeframe. Survey respondent
reported page-views (‘I don’t know’ recoded as missing) is moderately correlated with in-degree
based on readership by other bloggers (Pearson Correlation = .40, p < .001). There appears to be
some difference between perceived or known readership of one’s blog and popularity of one’s
blog among other science bloggers who took the #MySciBlog survey. In a regression analysis
equivalent to that conducted above for in-degree, self-reported readership (i.e. page-views) is
also significantly and positively predicted by blogging for a multi-author blog, years of blogging
experience, higher education and gender, where male bloggers report higher page views than do
female bloggers (Table 38). However, stronger positive predictors of page-views include
blogging for a network and earning money for blogging. Also, while an editorial approach to
blogging was predictive of blog popularity in terms of reading by other bloggers, journalistic (β
= .08, p < .05) and analysis approaches (β = .11, p < .01) are instead predictive of increased selfreported page-views (R2 = .325, F = 28.411, p < .001) when added as variables to the regression
model below. Significant results for other predictors change only slightly with these addition.
Gender becomes a marginally significant predictor at p = .063, potentially due to correlation
between blogging approach and gender.
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Table 38. Regression model results for blog page-views (self-reported)
Models
R2
F
Gender
Age
Blog Loc (Network vs. Indep./Other)
Blogging Experience
Pay
Education
Multiple Authors?
.305
33.67***
Note: ***p<.001, **p<.01, *p<.05.

β
-.09*
-.02
.13**
.16***
.38***
.12**
.09*

Among my original research questions posed in Chapter 3 was RQ6b: How are interblogger interactions (e.g. group blogging, community structures, etc.) associated with blog
approach / content decisions? In an investigation of blog approach and blog factors by
modularity class, there appears to be some relationship between the community (represented by
color class) a blog belongs to in Figure 14 and blog content decisions. Bloggers in the distinct
climate and ‘geo’ blog community (purple nodes in Figure 14) indicate using an analysis
approach to blogging (“collecting, creating and/or analyzing data”) most often of the seven
different blog communities in Figure 14 (M = 3.11, SD = .97; Total M = 2.75, SD = 1.08;
ANOVA F = 2.46, p < .05). Bloggers in the climate and ‘geo’ blog community also place the
most emphasis in terms of blogworthiness, of all seven different blog communities, on having a
personal experience related to paper/story/topic to share (M = 4.65, SD = 1.44; Total M = 4.01,
SD = 1.80; ANOVA = 2.78, p < .05), while bloggers in the ‘Bad Astronomy’ community place
the least emphasis on this factor (M = 3.44, SD = 1.74). These differences remain significant (for
personal experience) or marginally significant (p = .056 for analysis blog approach) when
controlling in a univariate ANOVA analysis for gender, age, education, blogging experience,
blog location, editorial oversight, occupational area (science research vs. other and science
writing vs. other) and science communication training.
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Of all seven different blog communities, bloggers in the dark-blue community in Figure
14, including IFLScience, Nature and Scientific American blog networks, place the most
emphasis on visuals (M = 4.54, SD = 1.91; Total M = 3.83, SD = 1.91; One-Way ANOVA = 2.6,
p < .05) and on being able to provide a human angle (M = 4.67, SD = 1.95; Total M = 4.17, SD =
1.83; One-Way ANOVA = 2.6, p < .05) as determinations of blogworthiness. These differences
however seem to be driven by the particular characteristics of bloggers within these communities
as opposed to necessarily socially shared practices within these communities. For example,
prominent predictors of human angle and visual blog factors include gender and science
communication, as seen in Table 31 and in the results section for News Factors and
Organizational/Institutional Factors. However, significant differences in blogging approach and
blog factors between different blogging communities as detected via social network mapping
warrant future research into the potential rise of communities of practice or even clustering of
particular types of bloggers within the larger science blogosphere.
Feedback on Science Blogs
In today’s social media ecosystem, the blog post rarely stands alone. Science bloggers not
only share their blog content to social networking sites such as Twitter and Facebook, but they
also follow conversations around their blog content to these social networks. This seems to be
especially true as blog comments give way to Twitter and Facebook comments related to blog
content. In an additional section of the #MySciBlog survey, I asked participants how often, on a
scale of 1 (Never) to 5 (Always), they get feedback from readers on published blog posts via a
variety of different mediums. By far, survey respondents indicate getting feedback most often
from readers via Twitter, followed by blog comment spaces and other social mediums (see Table
39). Feedback via Google+, LinkedIn, Reddit and other social media on published blog content
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appears to be relatively uncommon. Network bloggers and bloggers who report more page-views
per post predictably report greater frequency of getting feedback, especially feedback via blog
comments (see Table 40). Amount of page-views on a typical blog post appears to be the most
important factor in terms of getting feedback on blog content via blog comments. This fact was
also reflected by science bloggers during qualitative interviews, where several bloggers directly
associated comments with a more loyal readership.
Table 39. Means for frequency of blog post feedback via a variety of social media
Medium
Mean
Twitter (public)
3.36
Blog comments (public)
3.01
Facebook (public)
2.84
Email (private)
2.40
Private messaging (Twitter DM, Facebook IM, etc.)
2.03
Google+ (public)
1.88
LinkedIn (public)
1.64
Reddit (public)
1.61

SD
1.09
1.10
1.28
1.02
1.03
1.10
.96
.97

Table 40. Regression model results for frequency of feedback via blog comments
Model
R2
F
β
Gender
-.01
Age
.05
Blog Loc (Network vs. Indep./Other)
.09*
Blogging Experience
.08
Page-views
.38***
.210
29.134***
Note: ***p<.001, **p<.01, *p<.05.
So if you’re writing a news story, people will comment on it because either they're loyal
readers of that publication, or they are interested because they need, they want to
comment. But on your blog, it's the same story - they will comment on your stories if
they are loyal readers. Commenting is a lot more investment of time from a reader than
not commenting. So only those people who are invested in your story, or who are
invested in your writing, would be the people who would come and comment on your
blog. So, if you want that kind of interaction, it's vital to have an audience, and today,
you want to build that audience via social media and through your blogging and through
other means, and then you can channel them all through, through one of the channels
whenever you want that to be, that channel. – Interviewee #10, Male, Science Editor,
Former Network Blogger
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Bloggers who responded to the #MySciBlog survey also overwhelming see the feedback
they get from readers as mostly positive, with 77% (N = 470) of survey respondents saying this
feedback is mostly positive. A little over 9% (N = 56) say there is too little feedback to say
whether it is mostly positive or negative, 6% (N = 35) say they get a similar amount of positive
and negative feedback, and less than 3% (N = 15) say they get mostly negative feedback. Male
and female science bloggers give very similar answers to this question about reader feedback
sentiment, despite the fact that female science bloggers express more concern about
negative/hostile feedback when blogging on controversial issues.
News Impact
In one additional survey item, I asked science bloggers a question designed to get at the
impact of science blogs on the larger science news content ecosystem. Survey respondents were
asked how often, on a scale of 1 (Never) to 5 (Always), their blog posts get picked up, re-posted
or mentioned by other media outlets. While the phrase “other media outlets” is left up to the
interpretation of the respondent, the survey item should provide a rough estimate of broader
news impact.
In a multiple regression analysis investigating news impact by gender, age, blog location,
blogging experience (in years), page-views and other relevant factors (see Table 41), significant
predictors included age, blog location, page-views and science communication training. Older
bloggers, network bloggers and bloggers reporting greater numbers of page-views on a typical
blog post also report greater media impact for their blog posts. Page-views is a notably strong
predictor of media impact in this model.
If I add blogging approach factors (how often do you engage in… journalistic, editorial,
translational/explainer, curation, analysis approaches) to this model, age and page-views
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remain significant predictors. In addition, greater engagement in journalistic (β = .16, p < .001)
editorial (β = .08, p < .05) and curation (β = .08, p < .05) blogging approaches emerge as
significant predictors of increased news impact (R2 = .328, F = 17.99, p < .001). Engaging
frequently in journalistic blogging (reporting on science in a more traditional fashion, often
interviewing researchers and getting outside comment) appears to be particularly associated with
having one’s blog posts picked up, re-posted or mentioned by other media outlets, even when
accounting for blog location, experience and pay. I think this deserves investigation in future
research, as it may be that media outlets are picking up, re-posting or mentioning blogs that play
by more traditional journalistic rules. Alternatively, it could be that bloggers at prominent blog
networks that get more traffic and visibility in the news media are more likely to engage in a
journalistic approach to science blogging.
Table 41. Regression model results for media impact
Model
R2
Gender
Age
Blog Loc (Network vs. Indep./Other)
Blogging Experience
Page-views
Multiple Authors?
Education
Pay
SciComm Education/Training
.288
Note: ***p<.001, **p<.01, *p<.05.
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F

23.75***

β
-.04
.09*
.1*
.03
.45***
.02
-.04
.01
.09*

CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSIONS
This dissertation examines the practices of science bloggers, specifically their content
decisions, within a broad context. The primary objective of this dissertation was to uncover the
practices of a wide range of science bloggers and to contribute to an understanding of the
sociology of science blogging through qualitative in-depth interviews and through a larger scale
survey of science bloggers. My goal with qualitative in-depth interviews with 50 science
bloggers was to begin to draw connections between bloggers’ individual practices and to identify
potential science blog values, norms or routines, and rules guided by organizational guidelines,
community membership or higher level sociocultural constraints.
Through in-depth qualitative interviews with science bloggers, I uncovered that a large
majority of science bloggers blog for themselves and to popularize science or communicate
scientific findings and process to non-specialist audiences. Open-ended survey responses
revealed that even across a large sample of science bloggers, primary motivations to start
blogging about science in the first place are to practice writing skills and to educate or explain
science to non-specialist audiences. These themes in blogging motivations and approaches are
revealed to be more compatible than I believe has previously been recognized in social science
literature on science blogging. Scientist bloggers pursuing their very “human” interests through
blogging often realize this as a chance to humanize their field and make science more fun and
approachable than it traditionally comes across in scientific publications. According to survey
responses, science bloggers are motivated to start blogging largely to practice their
communication skills and to explain science to non-specialist audiences. They seem to continue
blogging about science for these same reasons and due to the enjoyment they get from
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researching and writing stories about science and the visibility blogging brings to their work or
expertise.
According to survey responses, a majority of science bloggers are engaged in education,
academic or non-academic research, and blog as a side activity most often on independent
blogging or social media platforms. The science blog as largely an unpaid hobby or “labor of
love” of graduate students, educators and researchers carries the logistical constraints of these
roles over into the science blogosphere. Science bloggers often write from their personal
perspectives about scientific topics, research papers and issues that they have some degree of
expertise on, that they have existing access to information about and that they can justify taking
the time to write about. A little less than a third of science bloggers I surveyed blog for networks
hosted by news organizations or scientific societies, for example. Even fewer describe their
primary occupation as science writing, journalism, professional communication or science
outreach. The backgrounds from which bloggers arrive in the science blogosphere shape science
blogging approaches, values and norms. Many science bloggers adopt scientific community
values including concern for education and outreach in the production of their blogs, and base
their content decisions around the complimentary goals of increasing public interest in and
engagement with science. This can be seen in the high importance bloggers place on
“educational value” when deciding whether a topic is worth blogging about, where only personal
interest exceeds the importance of this factor in terms of blogworthiness. At the broadest level of
analysis, science bloggers perceive themselves as engaging most often in communication roles of
“explainer” and “public intellectual.” Most science bloggers write for a science-interested nonspecialist audience, while roughly one fifth of the bloggers I surveyed write primarily for a nonspecialist general audience and one sixth primarily for other scientists. While researchers who
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build up readerships on their blogs sometimes use their blogs as outlets to discuss their own
scientific research, scholarly communication seems to be a relatively small focus within the
larger science blogosphere. More commonly, researchers use their blogs as a way to open up the
scientific process to non-scientists and to reveal how scientific research works through their
personal experiences in the field or in the lab. These results bolster previous research findings
that many science blogs “explore the scientific process rather than just the published findings: for
example, relationships between ‘science and society’, the researcher’s life, science
communication, and problems of academic life” (Colson, 2011).
The science blogosphere has also grown and become more professional and credible than
it was once perceived to be. This growth and professionalization has also had an impact on
science blogging approaches, values and routines. Nearly all science bloggers I interviewed
make some mention of journalistic approaches or news values in their selection of content, while
bloggers who are writers/journalists by primary occupation are especially likely to mention these
factors. In-depth qualitative interviews with science bloggers also revealed several themes
related to social institutional influences on blog content which I have not seen explicated in
previous research literature. An overarching theme I discussed in Chapter 4 relates an Ecosystem
Approach to science blogging with the perceived importance of filling gaps in the science media
ecosystem (Finding a Niche) and adding value to existing content streams (Value-added
blogging). This overarching theme reflects changes in the media landscape that are producing a
more professionalized and competitive market for science blog content. Based on interview data,
science bloggers today are focused less on critiquing or competing with traditional or “straight”
journalistic products and more on filling gaps in science media, meaningfully advancing
conversations around scientific issues, and adding context or a strong evidence-based voice to
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social media chatter. The Ecosystem Approach to science blogging was also revealed in the
relatively high degree of importance science blogging survey participants ascribed to factors of
blogworthiness including “that I be able to add context to it” (second only to personal passion)
and “I think it deserves more media attention than it is getting.” Science blogging practices today
appear to be a mix of traditional journalistic routines and emergent routines based upon scientific
community values and the unique position science bloggers are often in to add value to the larger
science content ecosystem. Science blogs are still often providing “an authoritative opinion on a
topic, often within a richer context than, for example, a news article” (Bonetta, 2007). But today,
science bloggers are also engaging in traditional journalistic processes as well as focusing on the
content that is missing from the existing science media ecosystem.
This dissertation lends evidence to the observation made in Chapter 2 that different types
or categories of blogging, such as popularizing science, blogging about one’s own research,
blogging about academic life and blogging to increase science literacy, often overlap. Science
bloggers often combine these approaches in distinct styles of posts on a single blog. Of course
different groups and communities of science bloggers may focus more heavily on particular
blogging approaches and styles, such as translating scientific research for a science-interested lay
audience or blogging to reveal and enact changes within academic life or the peer-reviewed
publishing process. Science blogs are still a “natural venue for popularizing science and
engaging with the public at large,” (Blanchard, 2011) while serving a variety of other
institutional objectives (e.g. science literacy), personal motivations (e.g. self-expression and
intellectual engagement with a broader area of science than embodied in Ph.D. research for
example) and organizational objectives.
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Domingo and Heinonen claimed that blogs “are mostly written by one person and are
regarded as personal spaces of self-expression” (2008, p. 5). While self-expression does emerge
as a theme in science blogging through analysis of qualitative interviews in this dissertation, and
a majority science bloggers I surveyed do blog independently, this individualistic
characterization of the science blogging processes misses important social determinants of
content. According to this analysis, a large (and perhaps increasing) number of science bloggers
are joining or forming group blogs or blogging communities and seeking peer input on draft and
published content. Many community-level factors that shape science blog content emerged in
Chapter 4, including the influence of seeking community acceptance, learning from other science
bloggers and finding a niche within the broader science content ecosystem.
Logistics and editorial processes have also infiltrated the science blogging process,
producing routines guided by organizational and social institutional forces. Most of these seem to
further contribute to an Ecosystem Approach to science blogging, where scientist bloggers with
limited time and financial or embargoed material resources are pressured to find a niche where
they can add value without directly competing with the work of paid science writers and
journalists. Alternatively, science bloggers writing for editors and/or at blog networks affiliated
with news organizations are supplementing journalistic products or producing capital “J” science
journalism with the added context of their often extensive scientific or professional expertise in a
field/beat. While science bloggers typically have extensive editorial control over their own
content, their internal motivations and personal interests combine with organizational and social
institutional objectives, guidelines and constraints to produce recognizable patterns of blogging
approaches and content decisions principles. These patterns include a strong focus on valueadded blogging, addition of personal commentary and interpretation and addition of context or
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nuance not typically available in news reports about science. They also include use of traditional
news values as well as emergent science blogging values in gauging blogworthiness, and a focus
on clever, inspirational, exciting and/or sharable content.
A large-scale survey of science bloggers provided information about who science
bloggers are, what they perceive their communication roles to be, how they approach their blogs
from content and style perspectives, how they decide what to blog about and what organizational
constraints or guidelines they work with. This survey revealed that science bloggers’ perceived
roles overlap more than perhaps previously thought. Many scientists who blog end up engaging
in freelance writing in other forms, an outcome that has consequences for their blogging as they
become socialized to some extent into the news process and adopt some journalistic routines.
Science bloggers across the blogosphere, regardless of primary occupation or blog location,
predominantly share the perception of being translators and explainers of science. Across the
board, science bloggers often see themselves as public intellectuals, advocates, educators and/or
curators of scientific information. They rarely see themselves as investigative reporters or
watchdogs unless they work within more traditional journalistic positions that call for these roles.
Through analysis of survey data, I found that perceived communication role depends
predominantly on primary occupation, science communication training/education, blog location
and gender. Survey data also revealed science bloggers’ reliance on a range of different news
values and factors of blogworthiness for content decisions. Factors of blogworthiness depend
primarily on occupation, training, blogging experience and editorial oversight, i.e. organizational
and social institutional factors, and to some extent on gender and age.
I have placed the factors that shape science blog content as revealed by my qualitative
interview and survey data within a theoretical framework based upon Shoemaker and Reece’s
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(2013) updated hierarchical model of influences. See Figure 17 for a visual representation of this
theoretical framework. Science bloggers have extensive individual control over their blog
content, as represented by the grey area at the center of the model shown in Figure 17. This area
is represented as potentially breaking through the hierarchical model routine and organization
levels of influence, as has been previously suggested by Keith (2011). Not all science bloggers
are subject to organizational guidelines and constraints. Adoption of shared science blogging
routines is also subject to not only individual choice but also to how involved or embedded the
individual blogger is within the larger science blogging community (V. P. Dennen, 2014).
Different communities of bloggers may also share slightly different content selection and
production routines, as revealed through the social network analysis in Chapter 4. On the other
hand, nearly all science blog content is shaped to some extent by one or more social institutional
factors, or factors that transcend individual organizations. These factors, represented by the royal
blue or second to outermost layer in Figure 17 below, include explicit blogging community or
network guidelines, information sources, resource limitations, occupational field values and
cultures, social media, reader feedback, audience expectations, other bloggers and existing
science media content. Some of these factors may actually work at multiple levels.
At the social system layer, online vulnerability appears to play an important role in
shaping science blog content that should be addressed in future research. A little under half of
the science bloggers I interviewed often or regularly avoid controversial, “hot” or political topics
on their blogs. They often do this out of a “self-preservation” motivation or concern about reader
incivility, trolling and other angry backlash. Given the politicized nature of many pressing
scientific issues facing society today, forces that depress coverage of such issues in science blogs
should be taken seriously from both a research and a professional perspective. Organizations or
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scientific societies might need to consider providing science bloggers with more support, for
example in the form of comment moderation, pay, career benefits or counseling on online
privacy measures, if they expect bloggers to be addressing pressing scientific issues such as
climate change and public health controversies.

Figure 17. Hierarchical Model adapted for factors that influence science blog content as revealed
within this dissertation.
Contributions to the Field
Previous studies of science blogging have focused largely either on the motivations and
practices of scientists bloggers engaging in scholarly or “life in science” blogging (Bonetta,
2007; Trench, 2012), on journalistic blogging practices (Domingo & Heinonen, 2008), or on
research blogging (Shema et al., 2012) and other niche community blogging practices. This
dissertation is the first attempt that I am aware of to compare and contrast the blogging practices
of a wide range of science bloggers, from academics to freelancer writers and from network
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bloggers to independent bloggers. My analysis reveals that while these different communities
and groups of science bloggers differ in some blogging practices, they also share blogging values
and routines that shape their content more broadly than perhaps previously recognized. This
dissertation contributes significantly to the field of science blogging research through qualitative
and quantitative analysis based upon a larger and more diverse sample of science bloggers than
has been accessed, to my knowledge, in previous studies. This dissertation also contributes
significantly to the field by situating the rules, norms, routines and values that guide science blog
production within Shoemaker and Reese’s Hierarchical Model of Influences. By situating
observed patterns of science blogging practices within an established sociological model of
media production, with adaptations to that model, this dissertation provides others with a more
solid foundation for future research on science blog production and impact. Patterns of science
blog production observed herein may also be tested in research on other niche blogging
communities and blogs outside of the science blogosphere.
Major Lessons
Expanded Individual Influences in the Hierarchical Model
Based on upon the findings of qualitative interviews and a survey of science bloggers, I
have adapted Shoemaker and Reese’s Hierarchical Model of Influences to account for the
expanded role of individual influences in shaping science blog content (see Figure 17).
Individual factors including personal interest, self-expression and the individual blogger’s
background often supersede blogging routines, traditional news routines and organizational
constraints. This is especially true for independent bloggers and bloggers writing in the absence
of set/spoken guidelines or editorial oversight. Keith (2011) has also suggested that new media
environments and online platforms for content generation have expanded the role of individual
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influences originally represented in Shoemaker and Reese’s model. When considering mass
media content produced by bloggers, a revision of Shoemaker and Reese’s theory of a hierarchy
of influences may be warranted. Factors found to be most important to determining
blogworthiness for #MySciBlog survey participants were personal interest and educational value,
followed by relevance to readers and scientific relevance. Choosing topics or stories based on
personal interest is associated with greater control over one’s blog content, while choosing topics
or stories based on their educational value corresponds to a scientific community mission of
public outreach. Survey participants rated traditional news factors including surprise factors,
timeliness, human angles, currency and controversy less important overall than the former
factors of blogworthiness. These results suggest that science blogs have expanded the influence
for the individual content producer, or the blogger, and the community or institutional
structure(s) in which the blogger is embedded. While a majority of science bloggers are at least
aware of traditional news factors and journalistic routines, in the absence of organizational or
editorial constraints science bloggers are often relying more on personal and community-level
interests and motivations to guide their content decisions than on more traditional news factors.
My adaptation of the Hierarchical Model for factors that influence science blog content
(see Figure 17) likely looks different for independent science bloggers than it does for blog
network, news organization or even group blog science bloggers. The latter are perhaps
increasingly constrained in their content production practices by editorial guidelines and broader
organizational philosophies toward what roles blogs should fill and how. I believe the single
model shown in Figure 17 is useful to understanding the content decisions of a diverse range of
science bloggers. I have showed in this dissertation that independent and network bloggers,
scientist and journalist bloggers, single author blog and group blog bloggers, often do share
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routines and values. However, it is important to understand that the model in Figure 17 likely
changes in its structure for these different classifications of bloggers. Recent developments in the
science blogosphere, including the incorporation of more formal blogging guidelines at Scientific
American’s blog network, point to a professionalization of science blogging. It is increasingly
apparent that complete editorial freedom and a “publish now, check later” approach to
overseeing blog content may not be sustainable for some news organizations. Instead, many
news organizations appear to be streamlining their blog networks and incorporating elements of
blogging throughout their online platforms and news products51. In the later cases, individual
influences at the level of the individual bloggers are potentially more constrained by
organizational and routines level factors.
Different approaches to science blogging, driven more or less by personal passions and
opinions, also appear to be associated with blog impact and accountability in terms of
organizational oversight and readership. Using the results of a social network analysis, I show
that an editorial approach to blogging is predictive of blog popularity amongst other science
bloggers. On the other hand, journalistic and analysis approaches to science blogging are
predictive of self-reported page-views, an estimate of readership. While harnessing the freedom
of blogs as an opportunity to express opinion and interpretation is associated with readership by
other science bloggers, accountability in terms of network blogging and popular readership
appears to be associated with more straight informational approaches to science blogging. It is
unclear from this research whether greater readership and network blogging drive a journalistic
approach to science blogging, or whether a causal relationship exists in the opposite direction.

The New York Times: killing blogs will bring more “bloggy” content to papers,
http://www.etondigital.com/new-york-times-killing-blogs-will-bring-bloggy-content-papers/
51
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Future research will be needed to investigate this process. However, from qualitative interviews
with science bloggers, there is some evidence that independent bloggers who move to blog
networks and who begin to accrue large readerships tone down their “bloggy” voice and adopt
more traditional journalistic routines.
Ecosystem Blogging
The results of this dissertation have revealed a major theme in the production of science
blog content, which is the concept of Ecosystem Blogging. In this approach to science blogging,
bloggers pay attention to the online science media content being produced by their peers within
and beyond the blogosphere, and take cues from this content in order to find their own niche, add
value and contribute something meaningful or different to the current science media landscape.
This emergent theme related to the sociology of science blog production has implications for
how we currently understand online media production and impact. An ecosystem approach to
science blogging seems to drive a diversification of stories about science and popular science
content online. This diversification could have implications for our current understanding of the
gatekeeping and agenda setting function of mass media. This diversification could also be
helping to enhance or at least extend a relatively small market of science journalism in traditional
venues today.
Walejko and Ksiazek (2010) have suggested that science bloggers may “challenge the
dominant journalistic form forced by the challenges of science news reporting and newsroom
culture.” One of the ways that science bloggers may be currently doing so is by helping to
produce a “long tail” of alternative science content online (Jarreau, 2014a). The “long tail”
concept derives from a theory that "our culture and economy is increasingly shifting away from a
focus on a relatively small number of 'hits' (mainstream products and markets) at the head of the
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demand curve and toward a huge number of niches in the tail" (Anderson, 2006).52 In their
typology of journalistic blogs, Domingo and Heinonen (2008) suggest that citizen blogs may
monitor and critique the work of professional media producers, highlight under-covered stories,
expose bias in reporting or criticize poor arguments in media editorials. On a broad scale, science
bloggers I’ve talked to and surveyed for this dissertation place a special emphasis on highlighting
under-covered stories about science. Even while negotiating competing pressures to attract
readers with popular topics and science tied to current events, science bloggers (especially
women and independent bloggers) often preferentially select papers that have not been
embargoed or press released, focus on scientific topics under-represented in mass media, or
direct their attention to more unique or evergreen stories. They also often treat the larger science
blogosphere as a content ecosystem, and work to find their “place” in this ecosystem where they
can add something unique and meaningful of their own, as opposed to competing with prominent
bloggers and journalists. This may be especially true for those bloggers who are not paid and
who blog about science as an activity that serves desires for self-fulfillment, professional
development, creative pursuit or public outreach.
An Informal Editing Environment
Science bloggers who responded to the #MySciBlog survey most often indicated a lack
of formal guidelines at their blog network or group blog. When such guidelines do exist, they
most often pertain to blog focus and mission, where bloggers report having to stick to the main
focus, mission or theme of their blog network or organization, or to their established, original or
agreed-upon blog focus or topic area. Bloggers at blog networks and group blogs also seem to

52

The Long Tail, in a nutshell, http://www.longtail.com/about.html
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generally be encouraged to seek out editorial advice when writing about potentially controversial
topics, often topics where science and culture collide.
However, from results herein we’ve seen that bloggers voluntarily seek out editorial
advice and peer-editing more often than they are required to pitch their blog posts to editors or
submit their posts for required pre-publication editing. A professionalization of science blogs has
followed a growth of the science blogosphere and the emergence of community structures and
guidelines revolving around blog networks and group blogs. While science blogging has
traditionally been conceptualized as relatively free of editorial oversight, formal and informal
editing, fact-checking and review procedures seem to be on the rise, especially at blog networks,
news organization blogs and group blogs. The stakes for accuracy and transparency in science
blog content may also be increasing, as blogs have grown in visibility and greater numbers of
science bloggers track other science blogs to fill gaps and counter misinformation. The results
herein warrant future research at the level of editorial and organizational guidelines, for example
through interviews of digital and blog editors at blog networks and news organizations that
maintain science blogs. While at various points within this dissertation I’ve conceptualized
science bloggers as their own gatekeepers who challenge traditional news norms and procedures,
science bloggers also share values, collaborate with other bloggers and engage in an informal
editing environment. Currently and in the future, the shared social practices that guide science
blogging may lead to more professional and polished science blog content.
Limitations
The results of this dissertation research, while interesting and revealing of patterns of
content selection and production practices among the science bloggers I interviewed and
surveyed, can’t be generalized to science bloggers as a larger population. All data analysis and
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interpretation herein is based upon non-random samples of science bloggers not designed to be
representative of science bloggers more generally. I make no claim that the patterns in and
relationship between blog/blogger characteristics and blogging practices revealed in this
dissertation would hold among a different group of science bloggers or blogging community
covering non-science topics. The results of this dissertation must also not be interpreted as being
indicative of cause and effect relationships between blog/blogger characteristics and blogging
practices or between blogging practices and news impact, page-views, etc. Future research using
experimental study designs will be necessary to test any such cause and effect relationships.
It is also important to point out that in interviewing and even in surveying science
bloggers for this dissertation, I imposed my own loose definition of science blogging onto the
data collection process. For example, in selecting bloggers to interview, I choose to focus on
bloggers who write about what is commonly regarded as being established and credible science
or research, not pseudoscience or health topics based upon little scientific evidence as classically
conceptualized. Even though I used a broad definition of science blogging when inviting
participants to take the #MySciBlog survey (see Appendix A3 for survey introduction message),
I believe the final sample still largely consists of science bloggers as more classically defined.
For example, the survey was not promoted to groups of humanities, social science or health
bloggers, even if some bloggers who focus on these topics participated in the end. This “bias”
toward “hard” science and scientific research bloggers it not necessarily a limitation, but it is
important to understanding the context of the blogging practice patterns revealed herein.
Finally, the results of this dissertation should be interpreted in light of the fact that they
are based upon individual-level and self-reported data. The patterns in science blogging
motivations, approaches, content decision rules and values revealed herein are only as reliable as
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the self-reported data on which they are based. Science bloggers may report their blogging
approaches and content decisions differently than they enact these approaches and content
decisions in real life. Future research pairing qualitative interview or survey data with content
analysis of science blog content is needed to determine how well these self-reported blogging
practices describe produced and published blog content. For example, science bloggers may say
they focus on public engagement or popularization of science while in reality producing content
that is relatively pedantic or difficult for lay audiences to understand. Future research based on
reader perceptions of science blogs might reveal whether science bloggers are successfully
carrying out their self-reported content goals. For example, is a majority of science blog content
actually accessible to the non-specialist lay reader? Is a majority science blog content effective in
being educational or inspiring? Are science bloggers successfully delivering conversational,
interesting and/or humorous content? Who is reading science blogs, and are science blog readers
representative of the science-interested non-specialist audience that a majority of bloggers I
interviewed are targeting? These questions would be interesting topics for future research.
Future Research
Future research on science blogging practices and impacts will hopefully benefit from the
insights and sociological framework developed within this dissertation. Science blogs and
blogging practices are continually changing. Just in the last decade, the growth of organized
blogging communities, the adoption of science blogs by traditional news media organizations
and science magazines, and a growing focus on outreach efforts within the scientific community
have led to a professionalization of science blogging and to the adoption of new blogging
practices. The development of “faster” social media publishing tools including Twitter have also
produced changes in science blogging practices, although I have not seen extensive research on
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how social networks have changed the blogging process. It is important that research in this area
continues on a regular basis into the future, for example through a longitudinal study that collects
survey data as presented herein on a yearly or longer time interval basis. Future research might
also further investigate the organizational and structural factors that shape blog content, from the
perspective of blog editors and digital managers at news organizations that maintain blog
networks.
Summary and Conclusion
In this dissertation I have investigated science blogging practices across a wide range of
science blog categories, blog locations, blogging communities, occupational roles and other
individual blogger characteristics. Chapter 2 contains a summary of previous research on science
blogging approaches, motivations and practices and set the stage for a sociological investigation
of science blogging practices. Chapter 3 contains descriptions of the three primary
methodological approaches used to investigate science blogging practices in this dissertation,
including qualitative in-depth expert interviews, a survey featuring both qualitative and
quantitative items, and a social network analysis based on directional read relationships between
individual science blogs. Chapter 4 contains the results of qualitative analyses based on in-depth
interviews and open-ended survey responses, and the results of quantitative and social network
analyses of blogging practices and inter-blog relationships based on survey responses. Results
indicate that science blog production is shaped extensively by both individual factors as well as
social forces at the level of routines, organizations and especially social institutions. A strong
focus on individual intellectual fulfillment, outreach and science literacy, and an ecosystem
approach to content selection and production are themes that pervade science blogging practices
based upon my analysis. These themes appear to be driven by social institutional forces
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including existing content ecosystems, scientific community and journalism cultures, blogging
community influences and the explosion of technological formats (e.g. social networking sites).
These themes are in turn enacted through emergent blogging routines including value-added and
context-added blogging. I hope to see the themes and science blogging practices revealed herein
explored in future research directed at individual bloggers on a wider scale as well as distinct
science blogging communities and science blog content as readers perceive it.
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APPENDIX A1: INTERVIEW GUIDE
A. Today, I’m going to talk to you about your own blogging practices and routines. But before
we start talking about your blogging practices, I’m going to ask you a few questions about
your background and your goals with science blogging. You can be brief in answering these
questions.
1. First, can you give me a brief background about yourself, your education, your
experience and your science interests?
2. Do you consider yourself a journalist? Do you consider yourself a scientist? Is there
anything else that better describes how you identify yourself from a blogging
perspective?
3. Briefly, can you describe your blogging platform? What is the structure of that
platform? (Probe: Is it an independent blog or part of blogging community? Also, are
you paid to blog? How much control do you have?)
4. Briefly, why are you a science blogger and what is your overall goal with your
science blog?
5. For the last brief question, what audience(s) are your writing for? Do you make any
assumptions about your readers that might affect what and how you write on your
blog?

B. Now I’m going to ask you more in-depth questions about your science blogging practices.
Try to let these questions make you think about the underlying processes and motivations for
your science blogging.
1. How would you describe your overall approach to science blogging? (Probe: What
does a typical blog post look like on your blog? Thinking about your last blog post,
how did you decide to write about what you wrote about? How did the idea come
about?)
2. I’m very interested in understanding how science bloggers decide what to blog about.
Can you talk to me about how you decide what to blog about within science? What do
you consider “worth” writing about on your blog? In other words, what do you
consider “blogworthy”? (Probe: Are there certain criteria or guiding principles you
use to decide if a science topic or story is worth blogging about?)
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3. Are there ever stories / ideas / topics you can’t NOT write about, because they are so
important to you, your audience or society? How/why are those stories important for
you to write?
4. On the other hand, what types of blog posts do you find typically going on your “back
burner,” or that you might actually try to avoid? How/Why are those stories less
important for you to write? (Probe: Controversial topics?)
5. Are you familiar with traditional news factors? Do you think you use any of these
factors in your blogging? (Probe: News factors traditionally describe the
newsworthiness criteria that journalists use when deciding whether a story is worth
covering. News factors that sometimes apply to science include relevance to the
reader, timeliness, proximity, unexpectedness, astonishment, controversy, differences
in opinion, scientific relevance or scientific impact, ties to current events, and others.
Are there any I didn’t list that you use when deciding what to blog about?)
6. Have the criteria or guidelines you use to decide what to blog about evolved over
time?
7. What do you think these criteria say about your identity? In other words, what do the
things you consider blogworthy and that you end up blogging about say about you?

C. I’m also interested in the process by which science blogging might become news. Have you,
as a science blogger, even been contacted as a news source for another news outlet? Have
you ever seen or experienced your blog content being “picked up” by a traditional news
outlet or larger science news outlet? (Probe: Can you give me examples?)
D. What are your own linking habits? What types of sources do you hyperlink to?
E. Do you have a strategy for attracting readers or keeping their attention on your blog posts
once they get there? (Additional Probe: Do you know where most of your reader traffic
comes from? How do your posts reach your readers? Do you have a strategy for increasing
traffic?)
F. I’m interested in the role social networking sites like Twitter, Facebook and Reddit, play in
science blogging.
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1. Can you talk to me about any interaction you have with your readers, on these sites or
elsewhere? Do these interactions impact what you blog about?
2. How do others, like colleagues or other science writers, impact or contribute to your
blogging decisions? (Probe: For example, do you run your blog posts by other
writers?)
3. How do you see your blogging as fitting in, complementing or otherwise adding to
the larger blogging community?
G. Do you think your blog allows you to ‘think differently’, or write differently than you would
- or perhaps than you do - in writing a science news story for a news organization? How?
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APPENDIX A2: IRB APPROVAL AND CONSENT FORM
IRB Approval Form
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Consent Form
Study approved by Louisiana State University, Institutional Review Board
203 B-1 David Boyd Hall
225-578-8692
Robert C. Mathews, Chair
Approval Expires: 10/17/2017
Approval #E9033
INFORMED CONSENT FORM FOR BEHAVIORAL RESEARCH STUDY
1. Title of project: MySciBlog Survey of Science Bloggers
2. Performance Site: Louisiana State University
3. Contacts: Paige Brown Jarreau, Manship School of Mass Communication, Louisiana State
University, Baton Rouge, LA 70803, (317) 201-0092, pbrow11@tigers.lsu.edu
4. Purpose of Study: The purpose of this research is to examine practices, routines and values of
science bloggers.
5. Procedures to be followed: If you agree to take part in this research, you will be asked to
complete an online questionnaire asking you about your science blogging practices. It will
take no longer than 30 minutes to complete participation in this study, but many bloggers will
likely complete it in less time.
6. Benefits:
a. The benefits to participants include learning about yourself as a science blogger and an
integral component of science communication. You will have a better understanding o
your own science blogging practices and routines, as well as insights into broader
practices and routines in science blogging.
b. The benefits of this study to society include a better understanding of the process of
science blogging. Relatively few research studies have taken as their subject science
bloggers, in order to understand science blogging values, routines, practices and
constraints from the viewpoint of science bloggers themselves.
7. Discomforts and Risks: This study involves minimal risk; that is, no risks to your physical or
mental health beyond those encountered in the normal course of everyday life.
8. Right to Refuse: Your participation is also voluntary. You are free to stop participating in the
research at any time, or to decline to answer any specific questions without penalty.
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9. Right to ask questions: You have the right to ask questions at any point in time about the
research. The person in charge will answer your questions. Contact Paige Brown
(pbrow11@tigers.lsu.edu) at 317-201-0092 with questions. If you have questions about your
rights as a research participant, contact Robert C. Mathews, Chairman, LSU Institutional
Review Board, (225)578-8692.
10. Statement of Privacy: All of your responses in this study are confidential. No identifying
information will be included on any of the answers that you provide. If this research is
presented or published, no information that would identify you will be included since your
name is in no way linked to your responses. Your confidentiality will be maintained to the
degree permitted by the technology used, if you participate in an online survey. Specifically,
no guarantees can be made regarding the interception of data sent via the Internet by third
parties.
11. Completion and return of questionnaires implies that you have read the information in this
form and consent to participate in the research. Please print a copy of this page for your
records.
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APPENDIX A3: SURVEY DESIGN
Survey Introduction Message

Figure A1. #MySciBlog Survey introductory message and survey participation guidelines.
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Topline Questionnaire
About Your Blog
BlogName. What is the name and URL of your MAIN science blog, where you post most
frequently or prominently, or that you usually claim to be your MAIN blog? Note: Your blog
name and URL will not be associated with your individual answers to survey questions, to
preserve the anonymity of your answers. However, you may choose to skip this question if you
prefer not to supply this information. [open-ended]
BlogLocat. Where is your MAIN blog located, currently? (You may select more than 1 category)
Your own independent blog site
400
(for example: self-hosted Wordpress, wordpress.com, blogspot.com, etc.)
A social network
(for example: LinkedIn, Tumblr, etc.)

39

A government (.gov) website
(for example: NASA blog)

5

Discover blogs

5

Guardian Science blogs

10

National Geographic blogs

1

Nature (editorial) blogs
Science 2.0

1

Scientific American blogs

13

ScienceNews

1

Scientopia

2

SciLogs (all languages)

15

Science Borealis

12

ScienceBlogs

9

PLOS blogs

5

Popular Science blogs

6

Wired blogs

4

Other non-profit organization website
(for example: Planetary Society blogs, AGU blogs, etc.)

30

240

Other traditional media organization staff blog
(for example: a New York Times blog, etc.)

11

Other alternative media platform
(for example: Medium.com, etc.)

9

Other blogging network

44

Other

24

AudienceT. What best describes your MAIN blog’s TARGET audience?
Non-specialist general audience

117

Science-interested non-specialist general audience

321

Primarily students

18

Primarily policy-makers

5

Primarily scientists (including Ph.D. students and post-docs)

100

Primarily my friends/family

3

Other [please specify]

41

I don’t know/Undecided

4

PageViews. How many page views does a new blog post on your MAIN blog typically get,
within the first 1-2 days of posting?
Less than 100

240

100 - 500

202

500 - 1,000

59

1,000 - 5,000

40

5,000 - 10,000

13

10,000+

10

Don’t Know

40

YearBlog. What year did you first start science blogging?
2014

70

2013

110

2012

93

241

2011

63

2010

86

2009

39

2008

44

2007

23

2006

20

2005

22

2004 or before

39

YearMAIN. What year did you first start blogging where your MAIN blog is currently?
2014

112

2013

146

2012

105

2011

71

2010

68

2009

34

2008

28

2007

13

2006

7

2005

7

2005 or before

17

PseudoNow. Do you currently blog under a pseudonym (a fictitious name, screen name, etc. not
publicly tied to your identity) on your MAIN science blog?
Yes

78

No

532

Pseudo. [If no to previous question] Have you ever blogged under a pseudonym in the past?
Yes

135

No

475

242

PseudoO. [If yes to either of previous 2 questions] If you have ever blogged under a pseudonym,
or if you currently blog under a pseudonym, please describe your motivations for blogging
pseudonymously, any benefits and drawbacks you see for doing so. [open-ended]
Authors. For your MAIN science blog, are you the only author, or are there multiple authors?
Only author

478

Multiple authors

131

Multiple1. [IF multiple authors] How many authors are there on your multiple author MAIN
science blog?
2

27

3

22

4

14

5

11

6

5

7

4

8

7

9

3

10+

37

Multiple2. [IF multiple authors] On your multiple author blog, is there a person or group of
persons in charge of editing all blog posts prior to their online publication?
Yes

77

No

54

Multiple3. [IF multiple authors] How often do you coordinate with the other blog authors in
making content decisions?
Never

12

Rarely

32

Sometimes

40

Often

28

Always

19

243

Multiple4. [IF multiple authors] How often do you coordinate with the other blog authors in
deciding when (dates/times) to post your content??
Never

23

Rarely

22

Sometimes

40

Often

22

Always

24

Multiple5. [IF multiple authors] Please describe any benefits, and any drawbacks, that you’ve
experienced in writing for a multiple author science blog. Note: If you prefer not to answer,
please skip this question. [open-ended]
Pay. Do you currently earn any money for blogging on your MAIN blog?
Yes

86

No

519

Amount. [If yes to Pay ] Approximately how much money do you earn blogging on your MAIN
blog?
< $100/month
20
$100 - $250/month

21

$250/month - $500/month

11

$500 - $1000/month

11

> $1000/month

15

PayMeans. [If yes to Pay] How are you paid?
A flat rate per month

19

A flat rate per X number of posts

13

Based on traffic

18

Through advertising (Google Adsense, etc.)

17

Through voluntary reader contributions

1

Other [Please specify]

18

PayAim. [If no to Pay] If you don't currently make any money from your MAIN science blog, do
you aim to make any money from it in the future?
Yes

82
244

No

435

Blogging Roles
How often would you say you personally engage in the following roles as a science blogger?
[An explainer / science communicator] I explain or translate scientific information from
experts to non-specialist publics.
Never

Rarely

Sometimes

Often

Always

12

35

123

260

180

[A public intellectual] I synthesize a range of complex information about science and its
social implications – in which I have a degree of specialization - and present this
information from a distinct, identifiable perspective.
Never

Rarely

Sometimes

Often

Always

35

100

193

204

74

[An agenda-setter] I identify and call attention to important areas of research, trends and
issues, (hopefully) for further coverage by mainstream media.
Never

Rarely

Sometimes

Often

Always

89

156

203

131

27

[A watchdog] I hold scientists, scientific institutions, industry and policy-orientated
organizations to scrutiny.
Never

Rarely

Sometimes

Often

Always

155

209

139

76

25

[An investigative reporter] I carry out in-depth journalistic investigations into scientific
topics, especially where science meets public affairs.
Never

Rarely

Sometimes

Often

Always

257

186

114

38

9

[A civic educator] I inform non-specialist audiences about the methods, aims, limits and
risks of scientific work.
Never

Rarely

Sometimes

Often

Always

59

99

213

180

52

[A curator] I gather science-related news, opinion and/or commentary and present it in a
structured format, with some evaluation, for audiences.
Never

Rarely

Sometimes
245

Often

Always

90

154

165

138

59

[A convener] I connect and bring together scientists and various non-specialist publics to
discuss science-related issues in public, either online or physically.
Never

Rarely

Sometimes

Often

Always

282

157

95

47

20

[An advocate] I report and write driven by a specific worldview or on behalf of an issue
or idea, such as sustainability or environmentalism.
Never

Rarely

Sometimes

Often

Always

131

144

168

121

43

[A media critic] I take news reports about science and show where they were right, where
they were wrong, what else is important to the conversation, etc.
Never

Rarely

Sometimes

Often

Always

128

181

172

96

29

Blogging Content Decisions
In answering these questions, please think about your MAIN science blog:
Approach. How often would you say you use the following approaches in your blogging?
Journalistic (Reporting on science in a more traditional fashion, often interviewing
researchers and getting outside comment)
Never

Rarely

Sometimes

Often

Always

188

214

117

68

22

Editorial (Presenting your opinion on an issue/event, as well as factual information)
Never

Rarely

Sometimes

Often

Always

21

71

216

248

52

Translational/Explainer (Translating or explaining science based on your own
knowledge, often in the absence of traditional journalistic reporting / interviewing)
Never

Rarely

Sometimes

Often

Always

9

43

114

311

129

Curation (Curating information, often linking to diverse sources, with or without adding
commentary yourself)
Never

Rarely

Sometimes
246

Often

Always

76

147

174

162

49

Analysis (Collecting, creating and/or analyzing data, may involve calculation, analysis of
patterns or trends, etc., typically involves creation of some original content/data)
Never

Rarely

Sometimes

Often

Always

91

157

189

136

31

Length. How long is your typical (written) blog post?
< 500 words

122

500 - 1,000 words

349

1,000 - 2,000 words

120

More than 2,000 words

19

PostFreq. How often do you typically post new material on your blog?
Multiple times a day

17

Every day of the week

20

Multiple days a week

99

About once a week

122

Multiple days a month

155

About once a month

128

Less than once a month

69

HowLong. Approximately how long do you spend working on a typical blog post prior to
publication (may include planning, outlining, reading, interviewing, analysis, writing, etc.)?
Less than 1 hour

54

Between 1 and 5 hours

323

Between 5 and 24 hours

127

Between 1 and 3 days

62

Between 3 and 7 days

29

Between 1 and 2 weeks

8

Between 2 weeks and 1 month

4

More than 1 month

3
247

Factors. How important are each of the following to you when deciding if a particular scientific
paper, discovery, event, issue, something in the news, etc. is worth blogging about?
That I be able to blog about it before many others
Not at all Important
147

-

-

-

-

-

Extremely Important

132

77

79

114

47

13

That it be something others are currently talking or writing about
Not at all Important
80

-

-

-

-

-

Extremely Important

121

100

134

114

44

16

That it be something I think deserves more media attention than it is getting
Not at all Important
27

-

-

-

-

-

Extremely Important

37

49

87

137

187

84

That it be relatively straightforward to explain
Not at all Important
80

-

-

-

-

-

Extremely Important

130

123

111

84

49

31

That it be something that fits my blog theme or topic very well
Not at all Important
17

-

-

-

-

-

Extremely Important

25

38

50

125

200

153

That it be something of particular importance or relevance to my readers
Not at all Important
12

-

-

-

-

-

Extremely Important

33

33

85

144

205

95

That it be related to something I am passionate about
Not at all Important
3

-

-

-

-

-

Extremely Important

11

13

50

95

215

223

That I be able to add context to it
Not at all Important
3

-

-

-

-

-

Extremely Important

15

15

63

147

238

126

That it be within my own realm of scientific expertise
Not at all Important

-

-

-

248

-

Extremely Important

22

43

43

92

146

167

94

That I have a personal experience related to it that I can share
Not at all Important
70

-

-

-

-

-

Extremely Important

84

76

101

136

90

51

That I can add of a new angle, spin or twist on it
Not at all Important
19

-

-

-

-

-

Extremely Important

48

64

103

172

139

65

That I have strong opinions about it
Not at all Important
42

-

-

-

-

-

Extremely Important

76

68

136

135

103

47

That it be accompanied by strong visuals (images, video, etc.)
Not at all Important
79

-

-

-

-

-

Extremely Important

109

77

101

106

63

72

That it be related to something I’m known for blogging about or have blogged about in
the past
Not at all Important
51

-

-

-

-

-

Extremely Important

72

68

112

153

115

38

That blogging about it would be useful for my work/research outside of blogging
Not at all Important
96

-

-

-

-

-

Extremely Important

95

63

81

129

96

50

FactorsO. Are there any other factors that are important to you in deciding whether to blog about
a particular scientific paper, discovery, event, issue, something in the news, etc? Please describe
any that come to mind. [open ended]
Q59. How often do you… ?
blog about soft topics in science (work-life balance, gender issues, life in academia, etc.)?
Never

Rarely

Sometimes

Often

Always

152

177

148

111

22

blog about personal topics?

249

Never

Rarely

Sometimes

Often

Always

144

199

156

89

20

blog about new (published within the last month) scientific research papers?
Never

Rarely

Sometimes

Often

Always

57

125

204

195

29

write blog posts in response to what you perceive as poor media coverage of a scientific
paper?
Never

Rarely

Sometimes

Often

Always

103

141

224

128

14

write blog posts where the primary purpose of the post is to correct some piece of current
misinformation?
Never

Rarely

Sometimes

Often

Always

76

177

235

114

8

write blog posts in response to posts/stories by other science bloggers
Never

Rarely

Sometimes

Often

Always

134

211

210

51

3

Controversy1. How often would you say you write about controversial topics (or topics seen by
others as controversial)?
Never

Rarely

Sometimes

Often

Always

24

117

166

82

8

Controversy2. When it comes to blogging about controversial topics (or topics seen by others as
controversial), how concerned are you about the following?
Receiving hostile comments from readers
Not at all Concerned 199

191

-

-

Extremely Concerned

100

83

33

Having readers attack my credentials or expertise
Not at all Concerned 206

176

-

-

Extremely Concerned

99

86

39

Attracting disapproval from other science writers/bloggers
250

Not at all Concerned 144

169

-

-

Extremely Concerned

140

124

28

Attracting disapproval from my work colleagues
Not at all Concerned 149

139

-

-

Extremely Concerned

141

126

50

Attracting disciplinary action from my employer or violating my employer’s social media
policies
Not at all Concerned 248

150

-

-

Extremely Concerned

72

84

50

Alienating a part of my blog audience
Not at all Concerned 147

173

-

-

Extremely Concerned

137

102

45

Having an undesired effect on my readers
Not at all Concerned 109

140

-

-

Extremely Concerned

155

133

65

Sources of Information/Story Ideas
StoryIdeas. How often do you write blog posts based on information/ideas you get from the
following sources?
Press release (includes press release aggregator sites such as ScienceDaily)
Never

Rarely

Sometimes

Often

Always

172

164

168

101

4

Press conference
Never

Rarely

Sometimes

Often

Always

334

155

86

31

1

Scientific conference
Never

Rarely

Sometimes

Often

Always

74

135

251

139

7

Professional/Other conferences (e.g. ScienceOnline)
251

Never

Rarely

Sometimes

Often

Always

193

133

178

87

8

Peer-reviewed journal table of contents
Never

Rarely

Sometimes

Often

Always

225

129

121

110

14

Peer-reviewed journal article(s) (via a Google / library search, etc.)
Never

Rarely

Sometimes

Often

Always

62

96

198

205

40

Peer-reviewed journal article(s) (via a media / social media link, etc.)
Never

Rarely

Sometimes

Often

Always

67

96

217

208

20

Direct suggestions or requests by others
Never

Rarely

Sometimes

Often

Always

105

165

212

113

11

Print news media
Never

Rarely

Sometimes

Often

Always

193

165

141

94

11

Online news media
Never

Rarely

Sometimes

Often

Always

80

127

201

175

24

Never

Rarely

Sometimes

Often

Always

84

109

204

189

18

Twitter

Other social network site
Never

Rarely

Sometimes

Often

Always

142

176

196

81

9

Blog by a working scientist
252

Never

Rarely

Sometimes

Often

Always

101

172

225

98

11

Never

Rarely

Sometimes

Often

Always

128

179

209

73

11

Other blog

Your own scientific research
Never

Rarely

Sometimes

Often

Always

125

118

164

157

44

Coursework/Textbook
Never

Rarely

Sometimes

Often

Always

272

149

107

67

11

Other non-news media (books, movies, entertainment, etc.)
Never

Rarely

Sometimes

Often

Always

122

190

215

75

7

PR-Paper. How often do you blog about scientific papers that (to your knowledge) have been
covered by a press release?
Never

Rarely

Sometimes

Often

Always

65

144

246

101

5

Access. Do you have regular access to closed-access peer-reviewed journal articles, for example
through your library at your workplace or through other means?
Yes

507

No

102

Access2. [If No to Access] How much is a barrier is getting access to closed-access peerreviewed scientific literature for you?
Not a barrier

Somewhat of a barrier

Moderate barrier

Extreme barrier

20

30

33

14

Access3. [If No to Access] Do you have any strategies for working around limited access to
peer-reviewed scientific literature? Please describe any strategies that you use. [Open-ended]

253

OpenAccess. How often do you blog about scientific research published open-access (e.g. openaccess peer-reviewed journal articles, such as PLOS ONE papers)?
Never

Rarely

Sometimes

Often

Always

58

109

264

128

15

Embargo. Do you have access to embargoed papers with issued press releases (such as
embargoed information via EurekAlert)?
Yes

126

No

278

Don’t Know

205

EmbargoWant. Would you WANT access to embargoed papers with issued press releases (such
as embargoed information via EurekAlert)?
Yes

111

No

96

Don’t Know

70

Editorial Control
In answering these questions, please think about your MAIN science blog:
Control. How much editorial control do you usually have over your blog content?
None at all

Not much

Some

A great deal

Complete

11

5

18

88

480

Guidelines. Please describe any blogging guidelines or outlines you may have been given by
your blog network, editor, group manager, etc., to steer the structure or content of your blog
posts. Note: If you are an independent blogger and you blog completely for yourself, you can
skip this questions. [Open-ended]
OptionEdit. How often do you voluntarily, of your own initiative, send blog post drafts to peer(s)
(colleague(s), other writer(s)/blogger(s), etc.) for review/editing?
Never

Rarely

Sometimes

Often

Always

198

182

128

60

37

Editor. Do you currently have an editor, blog manager, blog network community manager, or
someone in a similar role?
Yes

145

No

461
254

EditorRel. [If Yes to Editor] How would you describe your relationship with this editor or blog
manager with regards to your blogging decisions? Is it generally supportive? Hands-off? Is there
mutual trust? Are there every any issues? Would you change anything about it? Note: If you
prefer not to answer, please skip this question. The anonymity of your response will be strictly
preserved. [open ended]
Editing1. [If Yes to Editor] How often do you send this editor, blog manager, blog network
community manager, etc. blog content for review before you publish it?
Never

Rarely

Sometimes

Often

Always

40

25

18

22

38

Editing3. [If Yes to Editor and not Rarely to Editing1] Are you required to send all draft blog
posts to this editor or blog manager for editing?
Yes

54

No

51

Editing2. [If Yes to Editor and not Rarely to Editing1] Of the times you’ve sent this editor or
blog manager content for review/editing before you published it, how often have you received
feedback that in your opinion helped make your content better?
Never

Rarely

Sometimes

Often

Always

4

4

23

34

38

Pitch. [if Yes to Editor] Are you required to pitch your blog post ideas to this editor or blog
manager before writing them?
Yes

22

No

122

PitchFdback. [If Yes to Pitch] How often does this editor or blog manager give you feedback on
a blog post pitch that makes you take it in a different direction than you originally intended?
Never

Rarely

Sometimes

Often

Always

4

6

9

2

News Values
NewsValue. Please indicate how important the following are to you, as general guiding
principles in the production of your blog content. Note: Many of these values may be important
to you, but please avoid automatically marking all of them as extremely important. Mark as
“extremely important” only those that you feel are extremely important in guiding what and how
you blog.
Factual accuracy
255

Not at all Important

-

-

-

-

-

Extremely Important

10

31

112

457

Attribution (ascribing information, images, etc. to original authors/creators)
Not at all Important
1

-

-

-

-

-

Extremely Important

3

10

25

64

169

334

Completeness (telling the full story, avoiding errors of omission, etc.)
Not at all Important
2

-

-

-

-

-

Extremely Important

5

21

63

125

242

151

Transparency (disclosing one’s identity/stance, one’s information sources and data, etc.)
Not at all Important
5

-

-

-

-

-

Extremely Important

12

12

53

113

206

207

-

-

-

-

-

Extremely Important

35

60

127

147

146

80

Fairness to different views
Not at all Important
13

Pluralism (incorporating a diversity of views)
Not at all Important
25

-

-

-

-

-

Extremely Important

76

101

112

137

110

48

Impartiality (writing in a way that transcends personal biases, etc.)
Not at all Important
16

-

-

-

-

-

Extremely Important

52

69

109

148

133

79

Interactivity (eliciting and incorporating reader interaction)
Not at all Important
21

-

-

-

-

-

Extremely Important

81

92

129

129

96

58

NewsValue2. Please indicate how important each of the following factors to you in terms of
deciding whether or not something is worth blogging about. Note: Many of these values may be
important to you, but please avoid automatically marking all of them as extremely important.
Mark as “extremely important” only those that you feel are extremely important in guiding what
and how you blog.
Timeliness
256

Not at all Important
25

-

-

-

-

-

Extremely Important

56

65

104

178

142

37

-

-

-

-

-

Extremely Important

114

95

93

97

66

19

-

-

-

-

-

Extremely Important

29

25

98

141

199

106

-

-

-

-

-

Extremely Important

15

22

54

138

195

173

-

-

-

-

-

Extremely Important

46

62

92

153

165

65

Proximity / Local angle
Not at all Important
124
Relevance to readers
Not at all Important
12
Educational value
Not at all Important
11
Impact to society
Not at all Important
26

Scientific relevance (important to the advancement of science)
Not at all Important
12

-

-

-

-

-

Extremely Important

34

36

104

136

201

86

-

-

-

-

-

Extremely Important

47

48

97

185

164

43

Novelty
Not at all Important
26

Surprise factors (spectacular, unusual, unexpected)
Not at all Important
39

-

-

-

-

-

Extremely Important

52

49

92

169

155

53

Currency / Presence of a “news peg” or tie to current event
Not at all Important
51

-

-

-

-

-

Extremely Important

91

72

112

138

120

25

Controversy
257

Not at all Important
84

-

-

-

-

-

Extremely Important

112

102

130

104

64

13

Ability to provide a human angle
Not at all Important
63

-

-

-

-

-

Extremely Important

74

67

105

123

114

62

-

-

-

-

-

Extremely Important

9

8

30

89

200
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Your own personal interest
Not at all Important
7
Use of Social Media
How often do you get feedback from readers on your published blog posts via the following
mediums?
Facebook (public)
Never

Rarely

Sometimes

Often

Always

127

106

170

139

63

Twitter (public)
Never

Rarely

Sometimes

Often

Always

44

75

189

219

80

LinkedIn (public)
Never

Rarely

Sometimes

Often

Always

377

113

74

33

6

Google+ (public)
Never

Rarely

Sometimes

Often

Always

305

149

89

43

19

Reddit (public)
Never

Rarely

Sometimes

Often

Always

387

108

69

24

12

Sometimes

Often

Always

Blog comments (public)
Never

Rarely

258

54

137

233

121

64

E-mail (private)
Never

Rarely

Sometimes

Often

Always

129

200

203

55

20

Private messaging (Twitter DM, Facebook IM, etc.)
Never

Rarely

Sometimes

Often

Always

232

186

133

43

11

Discussion. How often do you engage in sustained discussion (more than a single reply or simply
thanking a reader) with readers about your published blog posts?
Never

Rarely

Sometimes

Often

Always

68

229

203

80

23

Sentiment. With regard to sentiment toward your content, how would you describe the feedback
you get from readers about your published blog posts?
Mostly positive

470

Mostly neutral (neither positive nor negative)

32

Mostly negative but constructive

6

Mostly negative and unconstructive

9

Similar amount of positive and negative

35

Too little feedback to say

56

Sentiment2. With regard to sentiment toward your content, how would you describe the feedback
you get from other science writers about your published blog posts?
Mostly positive

329

Mostly neutral (neither positive nor negative)

34

Mostly negative but constructive

7

Mostly negative and unconstructive

3

Similar amount of positive and negative

8

Too little feedback to say

233

259

NegAffect. Have you ever been personally affected by critical or negative feedback from another
science writer?
Yes

87

No

522

NegAffectO. [If Yes to NegAffect] If you feel comfortable, please write about the experience.
Has it affected your blogging since? Note: If you prefer not to answer, please skip this question.
The anonymity of your response will be strictly preserved. [Open-ended]
News Habits
News. How often do you get your own science news from the following places?
Newspapers (print)
Never

Rarely

Sometimes

Often

Always

215

196

121

66

8

Newspapers (online)
Never

Rarely

Sometimes

Often

Always

22

94

216

226

50

Never

Rarely

Sometimes

Often

Always

230

216

114

43

5

Never

Rarely

Sometimes

Often

Always

129

180

185

99

14

Never

Rarely

Sometimes

Often

Always

173

183

146

93

12

Never

Rarely

Sometimes

Often

Always

202

152

138

100

16

Television

Magazines

The radio

Podcasts

Blogs

260

Never

Rarely

Sometimes

Often

Always

6

55

177

313

56

Email newsletters or listservs
Never

Rarely

Sometimes

Often

Always

108

125

191

139

32

Scientific organization or government websites
Never

Rarely

Sometimes

Often

Always

47

104

218

196

41

Other online news sites
Never

Rarely

Sometimes

Often

Always

73

101

181

193

35

Other [Please specify]
NewsImpact. How many times do you write a blog post that it gets picked up, re-posted or
mentioned by other media outlets?
Never

Rarely

Sometimes

Often

Always

176

217

157

44

6

BlogsRead. Please list the top three science blogs (blogger name, blog title and blog URL if
possible) that you read on a regular basis. [open-ended]
BlogsInspr. If applicable, please list the top three science bloggers (blogger name, blog title and
blog URL if possible) that have particularly inspired your own blogging content or style.
Motivations to Blog
Finally I’m going to ask you open-ended questions about your motivations to blog. Please think
about your motivations and goals when you first started blogging versus your motivations and
goals now:
Start_Open. Please describe the major motivations you had to start your science blog. [openended]
Continue_Open. Now please describe the major motivations you have to continue science
blgoging today. [open-ended]
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Benefits and Drawbacks
The following section includes two supplemental open-ended questions about professional
and/or personal impacts you might have experienced on account of your blogging. Please answer
these questions if you have time; otherwise, continue to the next page.
Benefits. Has your blogging had any notable benefits or positive impacts for YOU, either
professional, personal or both? If so, please describe these below. [open-ended]
Drawbacks. Has your blogging had any notable disadvantages or negative impacts for YOU,
either professional, personal or both? If so, please describe these below. [open-ended]
Demographic Info
Gen. What is your sex?
Male

345

Female

256

Age. What is your age?
18 to 24 years

55

25 to 34 years

228

35 to 44 years

165

45 to 54 years

95

55 to 64 years

46

Age 65 or older

13

Ethnicity. Would you describe yourself as (mark one or more):
African American/Black

14

American Indian or Alaska Native

1

Hispanic/Latino

26

Asian Indian

22

Chinese

16

Japanese

1

Korean

2

Vietnamese

1

Other Asian

8
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Pacific Islander

1

Caucasian/White

455

Some other race

21

Prefer not to answer

27

Language. What language(s) do you blog in? (List up to top 3. #1 should be the primary
language of your MAIN blog.)
Employ. What best describes your current occupational status? (Select all that apply)
Employed for wages full time (more than 30 hours a week)

337

Employed for wages part-time (less than 30 hours a week)

39

Self-employed/Freelance (full time)

59

Self-employed/Freelance (part time)

41

Carer (of home, family, etc.) (full-time)

9

Student (full-time)

125

Temporarily unemployed (but actively seeking work)

14

Retired

15

Other permanently unemployed

4

Prefer not to answer

5

Area. What best describes your primary occupational area?
Academic research

288

Non-academic research

32

Education (teacher, instructor, etc.)

49

Medicine/Public health

17

Engineering

14

Public/Media relations

17

Journalism

28

Science writing

50

Scientific publishing

9

Scientific outreach

23
263

Other professional communication or technical writing

5

Other

58

PrevWork. In the last five years, you’ve worked as a… (please select all that apply)
Freelance writer

116

Press / public information officer

26

Professional science communicator

81

Editor

61

Broadcast journalist (staff)

13

Print/online journalist (staff)

20

Freelance journalist

49

Researcher

269

Science teacher/professor

173

Science journalism teacher/professor

12

Graduate student

177

Undergraduate student worker

63

For a science museum/exhibition/event

43

Other

94

Research. If you conduct academic or non-academic research, please describe your research area
[Open-ended]
SciComm. Do you have any formal education or training, including workshops, etc., in science
communication?
Yes

246

No

355

Educ. What is the highest degree or level of education you have completed?
High school graduate - high school diploma or the equivalent

6

Completed some college

18

Associate degree (for example: AA, AS)

5

Bachelor's degree (for example: BA, BS)

89

264

Completed some postgraduate

44

Master's degree (for example: MA, MS, MEng, MBA)

130

Doctorate degree (for example: Ph.D.)

290

Professional degree (for example: MD, DDS, DVM)

11

Degree. Which field(s) do you have formal degree(s) in? Please select all that apply.
Agriculture, Forestry, Horticulture, Environmental sciences

51

Business, Finance, Marketing, Accounting, Economics or related field

12

Computer/Information science

17

Education

20

Engineering

20

Law

3

Liberal Arts - English/Literature, Visual/Performing arts, Languages,
History, Architecture, Music, Philosophy/Religion, etc.

55

Life science, Health science or Medicine

235

Mass Communication – Journalism

28

Mass Communication - Public Relations, Advertising,
Strategic communication, etc.

13

Mathematics/Statistics

32

Physical science - Astronomy, Atmospheric science, Chemistry,
Earth science, Physics, etc.

170

Psychology/Behavioral science

36

Other Social Science

31

Other

28

SciWri. Do you currently do any science writing or science communication work in other than
blog form?
Yes

408

No

196

SciWri2. [If yes to SciWri]: In which of these media does your science writing currently appear
on at least a semi-regular basis? Please select all that apply.
265

Print (newspaper)

47

Print (magazine)

99

Web story (newspaper)

62

Web story (magazine)

116

Radio/Audio podcast

77

Video podcast (YouTube, etc.)

36

Television

26

Academic/institutional press releases

80

Corporate press releases

11

Book(s) (fiction)

12

Book(s) (non-fiction)

70

Scholarly journal

114

Wikipedia

24

Science museum/exhibition/event

42

Non profit press releases/outlet

36

Other

58
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APPENDIX A4: INTERVIEW SUPPLEMENTAL FIGURES
In this Appendix I provide supplemental figures from interview analysis in AtlasTi.
These figures were created in AtlasTi during data analysis to help in the visualization of
individual codes belonging to larger code categories and themes, and the overlap of individual
codes between larger code categories and themes. Figures A2 through A7 helped guide my
interpretation of interview themes. They reveal visually how various major interview codes and
themes overlap and intertwine in guiding science blog production. The placement of code and
code category boxes in the figures below was completely manually. Code boxes are colored by
groundedness, or the number of interviewee mentions of each code, indicated by a more intense
yellow hue, and by density, or the degree of connection to other codes, indicated by a more
intense blue hue. Connections between codes were also inserted manually, based upon the more
obvious associations I observed between codes during constant comparative analysis of
qualitative interviews. Figure A2 represents the code network produced in AtlasTi for the themes
Writing for Myself and Audience-focused Popular Science. Figure A3 represents the code
network produced for the themes Value-Added Blogging, Ecosystem Approach and Finding a
Niche. I chose to include these themes and their codes together in a single code network view as
a result of observing how these themes overlap and complement one another in fostering a long
tail of science media content in blogs. Figure A4 represents the code network produced in
AtlasTi for the themes Editorial Process, Organizational Factors and Logistics. Figure A5
represents the code network for the themes Expression of Me, Blogging as a Natural Format and
Opinion and Interpretation. Figure A6 represents the code network for the themes Writer’s Home
and Compliment to Other Mediums, and Figure A7 the code network for the themes Fitting In
and Online Vulnerability.
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Figure A2. Code network produced in AtlasTi for themes Writing for Myself and Audience-focused Popular Science. Codes
belonging to these respective themes are connected through mutual (red) arrows. Codes are colored by groundedness (number of
mentions, indicated by a more intense yellow) and density (connection to other codes, indicated by a more intense blue). Major code
associations are demarcated by mutual (black) arrows.
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Figure A3. Code network produced in AtlasTi for themes Value-Added Blogging, Ecosystem Approach and Finding a Niche. Codes
belonging to these respective themes are connected through mutual (red) arrows. Codes are colored by groundedness (number of
mentions, indicated by a more intense yellow) and density (connection to other codes, indicated by a more intense blue). Major code
associations are demarcated by mutual (black) arrows.
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Figure A4. Code network produced in AtlasTi for themes Editorial Process, Organizational Factors and Logistics. Codes belonging to
these respective themes are connected through mutual (red) arrows. Codes are colored by groundedness (number of mentions,
indicated by a more intense yellow) and density (connection to other codes, indicated by a more intense blue). Major code associations
are demarcated by mutual (black) arrows
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Figure A5. Code network produced in AtlasTi for themes Expression of Me, Blogging as a Natural Format and Opinion &
Interpretation. Codes belonging to these respective themes are connected through mutual (red) arrows. Codes are colored by
groundedness (number of mentions, indicated by a more intense yellow) and density (connection to other codes, indicated by a more
intense blue). Major code associations are demarcated by mutual (black) arrows.
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Figure A6. Code network produced in AtlasTi for Writer’s Home and Compliment to Other Mediums. Codes belonging to these
respective themes are connected through mutual (red) arrows. Codes are colored by groundedness (number of mentions, indicated by a
more intense yellow) and density (connection to other codes, indicated by a more intense blue). Major code associations are
demarcated by mutual (black) arrows.
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Figure A7. Code network produced in AtlasTi for themes Fitting In and Online Vulnerability. Codes belonging to these respective
themes are connected through mutual (red) arrows. Codes are colored by groundedness (number of mentions, indicated by a more
intense yellow) and density (connection to other codes, indicated by a more intense blue). Major code associations are demarcated by
mutual (black) arrows.
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APPENDIX A5: SURVEY SUPPLEMENTAL RESULTS
Correlations Between Regression Factors
Table A1. Pearson correlation coefficients between factors often included in regression analyses
in predicting various science blogging practices in Chapter 4.
Factors
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
-.18**
-.02
.12**
.02
-.21**
.02
.18**
-.06
.03
.05
-.12**
1 Sex
.09*
.02
-.14**
.37**
.06
-.04
.25**
-.05
-.11**
.12**
2 Age
.11**
-.17**
.23**
.06
-.04
.49**
.08*
.35**
.43**
3 Blog Location
.01
.27**
.10*
-.09*
.09*
-.04
.15**
-.40**
4 Science Writing
-.10*
-.28**
-.09*
.24**
-.17**
-.01
-.16**
5 Science Research
.20**
-.08
.21**
.08*
-.04
.31**
6 Experience (yrs)
.03
-.06
.39**
.10*
.47**
7 Pay
-.002
.12**
.01
-.07
8 Scicomm Training
-.02
.01
.12**
9 Education
.27**
.33**
10 Editor
.12**
11 Multiple Authors
12 Page-views
Note: **p<.01, *p<.05. Moderate correlation coefficients (≥0.4) are in shown in bold. Dichotomous
factors (0, 1) include sex, blog location (network vs. non-network), science writing by occupation, science
research by occupation, pay, scicomm training, editor and multiple authors. All other factors are scale
variables.
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